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Abstract

This thesis investigates social aspects of the production and distribution of artworks, 

approaching these from the context of the every-day life of the artist.

Its main aim is to form a theoretical framework and personalised application of auto/

ethnography to enable the artist to study her own practice within a specific context.

The thesis serves as a counterpart to the practical work that is expected of a Master of arts 

student at this particular university and in this department, the University of Stellenbosch,  

Department of Visual Arts. As such, it works in tandem with the practical component to 

posit an understanding of the artworks as they have been formed in a complex postmodern 

society. I, as the artist and writer, discuss my work by drawing from autobiographical 

experiences and theoretical frameworks as texts. Auto/ethnography, the chosen 

methodology, is informed by post-structuralism, Marxist and neo-Marxist theories and 

feminist discourses, among others. It calls for researchers to apply self-reflexivity in their 

practice and, hence, must include the situated position of the ‘I’ of the researcher, as this 

inevitably impacts on research findings. My writing on my art-making process becomes a 

form of ‘emergent’ research that studies the relationship between the self and the social. This 

takes place through the use of autobiographical texts and the above-mentioned theoretical 

frameworks, combined with relational and dialogical theories of art, and frameworks that 

study art production and distribution from sociological perspectives. I write myself as 

constituted within ideology and subject to societal structure, but also possessing agency. 

I write on my art as a product determined by my position in society; my intentions and 

aims for the artwork and considerations on how its distribution might affect me; and its 

function as a text that carries meanings that differ from those which I, at any given time, 

might ascribe to it. 

The framework in which I write on my art-making process also draws on complexity 

theory. Within this framework I approach the self as relational, society and the environment 

as a complex self-structuring process, and the meaning of text as created and re-created 

in a web of interactions, between the self (of the writer/artist and reader/viewer) and the 

society (as built up of different interrelating subsystems). 

Writing auto/ethnographically to produce an academic dissertation within this specific 

academic community can, I believe, serve as a means through which I can question my 

own objectivising claims, or claims that lie in theoretical and personal frameworks that I 

draw from.

Implicit in this thesis is the question: how can an artist, working within the confines of an 

academic framework, ensure that an ethical component exists between the self and other 

in her working practice?
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Opsomming

Hierdie tesis ondersoek sosiale aspekte van die skepping en distribusie van kunswerke. 

Die ondersoek word benader uit die alledaagse konteks van die kunstenaar. 

Die hoof doelstelling van die tesis is om ‘n teoretiese en verpersoonlikde toepassing van 

outo/etnografie te formuleer waarmee die kunstenaar haar eie praktyk kan ondersoek binne 

‘n spesifieke konteks.

Die tesis dien as die kompleteering van die praktiese werk wat verwag word van ‘n magister 

student van die visuele kunste by die betrokke universiteit en departement, die Universiteit 

van Stellenbosch, Departement van Visuele Kunste. As sulks, werk dit in nou verband met 

die opgelewerde praktiese komponent om verstaninge voor te stel van die kunswerke as 

produkte van ‘n komplekse samelewing. Ek, as kunstenaar en skribent, bespreek my werk 

deur middel van outobiografiese ondervindings en teoretiese raamwerke as tekste. Die outo/

etnografiese metodologie berus op post-strukturalisme, Marxistiese en neo-Marxistiese 

teoreë, en feministiese diskoerse, onder andere. Om die metodologie te gebruik moet die 

navorser selfrefleksiwiteit toepas. Dus, moet die ‘ek’ van die navorser teenwoordig wees 

in die teks, siende dat die navorser se teenwoordigheid ‘n onvermydelike impak het op die 

navorsing proses. My proses van skryf oor my kuns word ‘n vorm van voortkomende 

navorsing wat die verwantskap tussen die self en die sosiale ondersoek. Dit vind plaas 

deur die gebruik van outobiografiese tekste en die vooraf genoemde teoretiese raamwerke, 

gekombineer met relasionele en dialogiese kuns teorieë, sowel as teoretiese raamwerke 

wat kuns produksie en distribusie vanaf ‘n sosiologiese oogpunt bestudeer. Ek skryf oor 

myself as gevorm in ideologieë en onderhewig aan sosiale struktuur, maar terselfdetyd as 

‘n individu wie se aksies nie tenvolle voorgeskryf is deur ‘n sosiale struktuur of ‘n groter  

mag nie. Ek stel my kunswerke voor as produkte wat bepaal word deur my posisie in my 

gemeenskap; my intensies en doelwitte vir die werke en hoe hul verspreiding my moontlik 

kan affekteer; en hul wesenlikheid as tekste, wat funksioneer deurdat hul betekenisse 

verskil, en verskille teweegbring, vanaf dit wat ek op enige stadium aan hulle kan koppel. 

Die raamwerk waarbinne ek my werk bespreek berus ook op kompleksiteits teorie. Binne 

hierdie raamwerk omskryf ek die self as ontwikkel en verstaan in relasie tot haar samelewing 

en omgewing, die samelewing en omgewing as komplekse self-strukturerende prosesse, 

en die betekenis van tekste as ontwikkel en her-ontwikkel in ‘n web van wederkerige 

inwerking tussen die self (kunstenaar/skribent en kyker/leser) en die samelewing (bestaande 

uit diverse wedersyds inwerkende subsisteme).

Ek glo dat, om ‘n outobiografiese skryfstyl in ‘n akademiese proefskrif toe te pas, binne die 

konteks van hierdie spesifieke akademiese gemeenskap, kan dien as ‘n manier om enige 

van my redevoering wat skynlik objektief is, of wat berus op teoretiese en persoonlike 

verwysingsraamwerke, te bevraagteken.

Die tesis as geheel omskryf die implisiete vraag: hoe kan ‘n kunstenaar wat werk binne 

‘n akademiese raamwerk ‘n etiese verband tusssen die self en die ander in haar praktyk 

bewerkstellig?
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Prologue

In	my	derde	jaar	van	voorgraadse	studie	was	ek	mal,	bulimies,	anoreksies,	

depressief,	dit	alles	gemeng	met	dwelms,	halfhartige	selfmoord	pogings,	

en	te	veel	drank.	Ek	het	groot	wurms	gemaak	wat	‘n	kamer	opgebreek	het	en	

vasgevang	het.	Dit	was	een	groot	beeldhoudelike	kots.	

In	my	vierde	jaar	van	voorgraadse	studie	het	A	vir	my	gesê	ek	moet	wat	ek	

gemaak	het	probeer	verstaan.	Ek	het	by	die	een	moeder-wurm	–	die	grootste	

en	die	een	met	die	meeste	struktuur,	sy	het	in	haarself	omgedraai	en	die	

naaste	gekom	aan	‘n	indiwiduele	identitiet	–	begin,	deur	tussenin	die	wurm	

te	wroemel	en	dit	op	te	breek	met	‘n	drie-dimensionele	grid.	Ek	het	my	groot	

uitkotsery	probeer	verstaan	deur	dit	op	te	breek	–	te	dissekteer	–	en	het	

dan	die	‘informasie’,	die	aparte	stukkies,	weer	teruggesit	in	‘n	grid	in.	

Die	grid	was	organies.

Dit	het	gebuig	waar	dit	nie	‘n	pad	deur	kon	forseer	nie.	Aan	die	onderkant	

van	die	monster-grid	was	daar	‘n	sekere	aantal	uitgewerkte	spasies	wat	die	

oorblyfsels	van	die	monster,	die	dele	wat	ek	moes	afsny	om	die	monster	te	kan	

verstaan,	gehuisves	het.	Dit	het	regop	gestaan	op	ses	pote.	Die	pote	was	van	

dieselfde	materiaal	as	die	grid gemaak	en	het	uit	die	grid	uit	gegroei.	

Ek	het	die	bene	gemaak	as	gevolg	van	‘n	seminaar	–	“Dit	is	nou	scary,	maar	

dit	is	asof	dit	bang	is	om	scary	te	wees.	Dit	sit	so	half	wegkruipend	op	

die	vloer”	–	So	ek	het	bene	aangesit	wat	die	monster	reusagtig	gemaak	het.	

Die	bene	het	op	‘n	kunsmatige	wyse	deel	geword	van	die	grid.	Die	werk	het	

nie	lekker	op	sy	eie	gestaan	nie,	nadat	ek	dit	drie	keer	uitgestal	het,	het	

dit	konstant	begin	omval.	Dit	is	na	my	vierde	jaar	van	voorgraadse	studie	

deur	die	departement	aangeskaf	en	was	gebruik,	nadat	die	bene	afgesny	was,	

in	die	eerste-jaar	studente	se	tekenklasse.	‘n	Klomp	sketse	van	my	verminkte	

monster	het	onstaan.
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Introduction

[T]he individual and its society – which is the seat of the social and the 

cultural – mutually presuppose one another. They stand in a dialectical 

relationship. Without the individual, there is no society; yet without society, 

each individual would have to fend for itself, scrounging for food, fending 

off predators, either inherit knowledge genetically or learn entirely on its 

own, and so forth. The specifically human existence is possible only because 

of society. 

(Roth, 2005a:3)

Toe	ek	in	die	laerskool	was,	was	daar	‘n	meisie	in	my	klas	

wat	bekend	was	as	die	beste	kunstenaar	–	sy	het	die	mooiste	

prentjies	geteken.	Sy	het	‘n	grid	geteken	oor	‘n	prentjie.	‘n	

Ander	grid	met	dieselfde	hoeveelheid	blokkies	het	sy	op	‘n	ander	

papier	geteken.	Die	skoon	oppervlak	(canvas)	het	sy	opgedeel	in	

blokkies	om	die	prentjie	wat	sy	wil	teken	vas	te	vang.	Dan	het	

sy	stadig	en	pynlik	elke	blokkie	indiwidueel	oorgeteken	op	die	

geruite	canvas.	Die	blokkies	lyne	het	saam	die	prentjie	op	‘n	

ander	papier	neergesit.	As	ek	dit	probeer	het,	het	ek	net	klomp	

enkel	blokkies	van	chaos	gesien.	Hoe	kan	ek	myself	naboots?	

Sodra	ek	begin	dan	verander	ek.	So	ek	vang	eers	die	canvas	vas.	

Teken	twee	grids,	een	vir	my	en	een	vir	my	nabootsing.



Method as social process
The two opening citations carry together the different strands that have informed this 

thesis. My discussion is based on the presupposition that the individual, together with 

her textual practices (written and visual), is grounded in her socio-historical contexts. 

Following this, in order to elicit knowledge of the social, the way in which the social is 

reproduced/represented must be investigated.

In this thesis I argue that what we choose to investigate and represent, and the manner 

in which we go about creating, eliciting and representing it, are in themselves significant 

indicators of the social environment in which we work and can be mobilised towards social 

research. A process of investigating method as social process must, however, be able to 

self-reflexively deconstruct itself in order to perform what it announces. In this study I have 

attempted to achieve this aim by placing my investigation within my social environment 

and augmenting the argument through autobiographical text. I have thus chosen an 

autobiographical method, namely auto/ethnography. This is a form of social research that 

incorporates the use of autobiography to elicit the practices of specific communities.

I have chosen this type of methodology, firstly, because of my investigations into and 

personal interests in auto/ethnography as research method and in how it can be implemented 

in art practice. Secondly, because I believe it can play a powerful role in investigating 

interpersonal relations as products of, and determinants in, academic research, where the 

situated position of the researcher, research participants and sociological ‘data’ interact on 

various levels, and with various agendas, to form research findings.

Auto/ethnography calls for a self-reflexive approach to social research, where 

the researcher’s self becomes an integral part of the research process and product. The 

methodology aims at explicating the position of the writer as the interpreter of the ‘other’. 

It is a form of writing that takes place through a dialogue of interconnecting voices: those 

of the researcher and the researched as relational fragmented selves in shifting social 

structures (Denzin, 1989; Roth, 2005; Schalk, 1998; Reed-Danahay, 1997). This approach 

is in direct opposition to the conventions of traditional ethnography, where the writer often 

adopts the position of objective outsider and writes accordingly (Roth, 2005; Bruere, 2005; 

Reed-Dannahey, 1997; Denzin, 1989).

As a methodology auto/ethnography draws from post-humanist theories, Marxism, 

neo-Marxism, post-structuralism, feminist post-structuralism, post-colonialism, and 

postmodern sociological discourse (Pereira, Settelmaier & Tailor, 2005; Bruer & Roth, 

2005; Rodrigues, 2005; Roth, 2005; Reed-Danahay, 1997; Brettel, 1997).

The aim of this dissertation is two-fold. Firstly, I will discuss auto/ethnography as 

a methodology for investigating and theorising one’s own art practice. Secondly, I will 

demonstrate my application of this methodology throughout the course of my postgraduate 

studies in order to deliver an account of the practical results that this methodology can 

offer.

In order to situate the methodology within a theoretical framework to discuss my 

art making as informed by my society, I have drawn on various theorists who do not write 

on auto/ethnography as such. Of these, the four main thinkers are: Janet Wolff, and her work 

on the sociological aspects of art production and consumption; Paul Cilliers, with regards to 

complexity theory and (postmodern) social structure; Patti Lather, whose work on various 

interpretations of post-structuralism, feminism and neo-Marxism offers a valuable support 

to the theoretical underpinnings of auto/ethnographic practice; and Derrida’s conception 

of the reverberating and context-bound approach to one’s understanding of the meaning of 

texts. Further, I refer to relational and dialogical theories of art. In all of these frameworks,   

the self can be understood as relational and the subject as constituted in ideology. Marxist 

and neo-Marxist approaches, complexity theory and feminist discourse address the role 

of power relations in society. Relational theories of art and frameworks that approach art 

from a sociological perspective allow for art works to be discussed as products of social 
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interaction creating a base from which to theorise on the self as the mediator of social 

factors. This I have attempted to achieve through the use of auto/ethnography. On the 

theoretical underpinnings of auto/ethnography and this thesis, I discourse in chapter one, 

An Orientation, but for now would like to refer to the two citations on the opening page 

of this Introduction, in order to begin to contextualise my position, and give a introductory 

explanation of the layout I have chosen to use, as it is a formative part of the argument.

The text on the left has been taken from Auto/biography and Auto/Ethnography: 

Praxis of Research Method (2005), edited by Wolff-Michael Roth. In this publication, he 

advocates a social research methodology based on the presupposition that the methods that 

one employs to explain, tell and know (of) the self are both derived from, and speak of, the 

society in which this takes place, and as such can be employed as ethnographic data.

The text on the right is an extract from one of my research journals that I wrote in the 

beginning phases of this project. This extract draws on memories of my personal history. I 

have placed myself in my localised social environment to contextualise the method that I 

employ to ‘copy’ myself, indicating the need first to develop a structuring base into which 

I can filter the ‘data’ (myself). The extract also points to an underlying personal aim to 

be regarded as perhaps ‘successful’ – emulating “die meisie wat bekend was as die beste 

kunstenaar” – communicating to the audience in terms of what they would perhaps view as 

an adequate or successful rendition. On the other hand, it also points to a lack of confidence 

in this method or in myself as practitioner of the method: “As ek dit gedoen het, het ek net 

‘n klomp enkele blokkies van chaos gesien”. The above statement highlights the adaptation 

of method to the supposed audience or reader; and the assumptions of the maker or writer 

about the audience that inform research choices. It refers to a dialectical relationship 

between the researcher’s aims and or motives for doing research and the expectation of the 

society/community in which she practices. By placing these two quotes side by side, I have 

tried to evoke the personal and social relationship between what constitutes research 

processes and findings and, with regard to my argument, art products and production. 

I wrote the right-hand extract in Afrikaans, my mother tongue, and placed it next 

to an extract from a text in English, a language that I would normally choose to use in 

formal correspondence and academic work. Drawing on these two frameworks to elicit the 

relationship between the social and the personal, I use this linguistic cross-pollination to 

position myself, and the writing of this thesis, within a social network. 

This dual aspect of the text reflects my own personal impulses towards gaining 

knowledge or understanding; a structuring, organising impulse in which data can be clearly 

defined as well as, a seemingly disruptive creative impulse that allows for a dynamic and 

non-linear approach to understanding. These two, respectively, augment, break down and 

inform each other. They constitute two interrelated approaches that are, I believe, mirrored 

in the environment in which this study has taken place, namely The Department of Visual 

Art at the University of Stellenbosch. This is an institutionalised academic environment, 

which calls for a rigorous and systematic approach to research, coupled with a process of 

tentative free association and intuitive responses. 

Set as it is in parallel columns, the layout of this thesis has been designed to evoke the 

interplay of these two forces. Layout, functioning as visual text, further contextualises the 

method that I have chosen to employ, through personalising and deconstructing my own 

use of method. The employment of this visual strategy aims to serve as a counterpart for my 

theoretical discussion on auto/ethnography as a method by which an artist can study and 

theorise her own art practice. In addition, through the employment of different languages, 

visual and literal, language frameworks, for example personal/academic and theoretical/

autobiographical, and different narrative voices, I have tried to create a text that is evocative 

rather than descriptive; that poses questions rather than presuming to provide answers; and 

where the authority and the applicability of the text lie in the reader’s response. The layout 

thus serves as an important aspect of the work itself, it is employed as a visual retelling or
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suggestion of the process of living and telling my story. As such, it often takes on a hyper-

textual nature, indicating how knowing and insights reverberate across time and the many 

selves of the meaning maker in the text: the self as the author, writer, researcher, artist and 

reader, and those various selves in process. It attempts to rewrite the self of the author as 

relational and built up out of texts.

In creating the layout I have made use of different type fonts, pointing to different 

narrative voices, predominantly using  Courier	New  font as my personal speaking voice, 

and Times New Roman, as the carrier for the theoretical or academic voice, as I have 

encountered it as a convention in academic publishing. To demonstrate different emotive 

capacities or associations, I have at times used a larger or smaller font size. In addition 

I make use of grey font text that serves to introduce and or emphasise new directions in 

my writing. As stated previously, I make use of both English and Afrikaans in my thesis. 

I believe the bilingual nature denotes an integral feature of my social environment, how I 

am formed, and ‘perform’ myself, acting within that environment. 

Framing auto/ethnography and complexity

The diagram on the right (fig.10) is a visual representation of how the methodology 

functions in my argument. The outside ellipse serves as a container for complexity. It 

points to the complexities inherent in an understanding of society, the self and – this being 

the aim of my argument – theoretical work and the practical implications of that work. As 

the diagram suggests, the social and the individual exist in mutual dialogue in this complex 

system. Similarly, so does theoretical/academic work and the practical implications or 

understanding of that work. Here, by theoretical/academic, I also refer to the practical, 

art-making side of my studies, and ‘practical application’ refers to the implications of 

this work for my daily life and the lives of others. Auto/ethnography is represented by the 

ellipse encircling the crossing point where these four considerations meet. It serves as a

representation of the interaction between the social, the individual, theoretical understanding, 

and practical application of that understanding. Auto/ethnography can be construed here 

as a lens that focuses on meeting points, or as a point itself, through which those meeting 

points are drawn. As such, the method is instrumental in what is investigated and how it is 

seen. It not only influences the data but, in effect, is a product of the self, the social and the 

subject under study. The methodology itself forms part of the complexities under study.

Thesis Structure
The structure of this thesis mirrors the interplay between the social and personal aspects 

of this study. In each chapter I employ different theoretical and autobiographical voices as 

lenses to ‘zoom’ in and out, then place these different images of the same subject next to 

each other, so that they can reinterpret, overlap, thicken and question each other and,
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hopefully, elicit ‘new’ and or other understandings. In this sense, each chapter can almost 

be read as a re-introduction to the methodology, the application of the methodology, the art 

works in question and the contexts out of which these have arisen. Delivering a summary 

of the chapters belies the importance of the relationship between the, sometimes seemingly 

insignificant, detail and the shifting whole and how these interact to form supplementary 

texts. 

The thesis is structured as follows: In the first chapter, An Orientation, I deliver a 

brief overview of the various theoretical frameworks that have informed this study and  

demonstrate the interconnecting considerations and questions, informed through these 

particular frameworks, that carry my discussion on my practice. In this chapter I also 

introduce the art works that have served as the counterpart of this degree and how this 

process of study has impacted on my approach to art making. 

The first chapter is structured as follows: The first section, Social/Personal, focuses 

on the wider social and discursive aspects that have informed my study. It includes 

autobiographical excerpts that aim to introduce me in my society. In addition, it is 

comprised of Practice to Praxis, where I discuss my approach to the practical work that 

I have produced for this degree and provide descriptions of the individual installations. 

Here, I also indicate how my work intersects with relational and dialogical theories of art. 

In the section following this, Theory, I discuss auto/ethnography as an epistemological 

base, including some of its different approaches and applications ‘in the field’. Included in 

this section is Site/Community, a discussion on how the relationship of the researcher/writer 

as auto/ethnographer to the society that she is researching can be conceived. This section 

is supplemented by a short discussion on the work of Graeme Sullivan’s Arts Practice 

as Research: Inquiry into the Visual Arts (2004), in order to situate the epistemological 

base of my art practice as arts-based social research. Also included in this section is an 

introduction to complexity theory and how I have used it as a framework to 

conceptualise the workings of an auto/ethnographic methodology within societal structure. 

This section is concluded by Text and Meaning, a discussion on the Derridean concept 

of iterability, as it has been employed to discuss meaning of text through and in social 

interaction. The final section, Application, demonstrates how I apply the methodology in 

my thesis.

The second chapter of the thesis, Invested framework(s), is a discussion on how 

I have conceived of the working of the methodology in my social and institutional 

environment through which I engage with questions concerning what serve as the ‘origins’ 

of the meanings that I can/do ascribe to my work. In this chapter I discuss how I was first 

introduced to the methodology in a specific institutional environment, one other than that 

which I am working in now, namely a school in which I was employed as a teacher and 

teaching assistant. I explain how the understanding that I acquired of the methodology 

in this environment has been adapted and augmented by working in The Department of 

Visual Arts at the University of Stellenbosch, where my role is construed as researcher and 

student. I discuss how my taught approach to art practice has fuelled my interest in both 

the methodology and the theoretical foundation that have emerged because of this. In this 

sense it re-introduces me, my work and my environment as the building blocks for the 

foundation of the application of the auto/ethnographic method. The chapter also delineates 

my approach to the structure of society and concepts of individual agency. 

This, the second chapter, is divided into two sections. The first section, Enacting Auto/

Ethnography?, begins with excerpts of autobiographical text. These aim to expand on the 

environment in which this study has ‘originated’ and in which I critically engage with 

auto/ethnography as a means by which I can demonstrate the concept of enacted habitus, 

as it has been developed by Pierre Bourdieu in The Field of Cultural Poduction (1993). I 

discuss the main tenets of an auto/ethnographic methodology to show how conceptions or 

questions around ethical practice in art practice have informed my framework. I also
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describe the basis of this thesis: that art is designated as a product of social interaction 

which situates the artist as mediator of these social interactions. 

The second section, Individual Element and Ideology, holds the main theoretical 

argument in this chapter. I argue that in art-practice-as-social process, one’s aims are 

partly determined by one’s own intentions and that these intentions are, in turn, partly a 

product of the  ideological frameworks of which one forms a part. I refer to Paul Cilliers’ 

conception of complexity theory with regards to how a (postmodern) society can be 

understood in terms of the characteristics of a complex system. I argue that power relations 

form an important and inevitable part of how society structures itself. Following this, 

power relations, as an aspect of society, play an important role in the rules and norms 

that emerge as a result of societal structuring. Power relations have implications for how 

discourses shape themselves and which are at work in any given instant. Then, referring 

to Bakhtin’s work in The Dialogic Imagination (1981), and that of Derrida with regards 

to intentionality, I argue that the individual artist, consciously and unconsciously, draws 

from these discourses and forms part of the power relations that shape society. Lastly, I 

discuss how auto/ethnography can be employed by an artist to study her own involvement 

in these relations and how I have developed an auto/ethnographic framework in my study, 

concentrating on the relation of the individual to the complex system, and consequently 

what this entails for my auto/ethnographic practice. The chapter is augmented with 

discussions of my practical work. I re-introduce each work and demonstrate its function in 

my final exhibition, the ear that you are able to hear me with (2008), describing some of 

the influences/‘origins’ of the theoretical research within my practical art-making. 

In the third and last chapter of this thesis, A Questioning Method: Self and Society, 

I begin to apply the foundation that has emerged in chapter one and two to further discuss 

my art-making process. I use the word ‘begin’ purposefully, as the method itself is an open 

and emergent process of research, with a focus on praxis rather than practice (for a

discussion on my use of these two terms see Praxis to Practice in the section Social/

Personal, in chapter one, An Orientation). I use my art-making process to guide my 

discussion on considerations of my social environment and how I view art making and 

practice in that environment – discussing my own journey in trying to identify or define 

my position as a ‘commoner in the field’, and the subject of research. This chapter serves 

to re-evaluate the frameworks that I represent and employ as methods to tell of the self in 

the social, precisely through their application in an unsure and complex every-day life. It 

contains questions regarding how I can/do approach, identify and discuss myself as the 

subject/author of, and in, my textual environment.

I do not give a detailed account of the subject as it has been used and theorised in 

philosophical or critical discourse, since this is beyond the scope of this thesis, nor would 

that type of discussion lend itself to an application of the methodological framework 

under question. Rather, I have made use of my accounts of the making of the work in 

autobiographical writing, situating it in my textual environment – which is informed by 

various theorists and discourses that regard the self as relational and historically constituted 

and built up of texts, the subject as inscribed in ideology, and further, that often define the 

self or the subject through a comparative account between modernist and postmodernist 

frameworks of representation. 

In this account of my textual environment and how it effects how I describe myself as 

the subject/author, I refer to various writers’ and theorists’ works on the self and subject as 

extracts from my textual environment. I place these alongside autobiographical writing on 

the making of the works and other relevant texts from my environment that have impacted 

on my understanding of the meaning of my work. Some of the main writers and theorists 

that I refer to are the following: Althusser, who views the self as an abstract subject; Janet 

Wolff who discusses the artist as an agent in social structures and the author/artist as an 

ideologically inscribed subject; Paul Cilliers’ work on complexity and how the self can be 
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understood in and as a complex system; Derrida’s conception of the self as inscribed and 

self inscribing, in text and difference; the work of various auto/ethnographers who argue 

that in writing on the self, subjectivities formed in the cultural and textual environment of 

the author/researcher affect how the researcher understands the communication that may 

result from the texts that she creates; Baudrillard’s work as an indication of how the self is 

inscribed in media and consumerist texts; and the work of Patti Lather with regards to the 

possible framing of the self and subject in academic (postmodern) practices.

The chapter is divided into four main sections. Each of these contains an autobiographical 

examination of the making of the works. In each section, I explore primarily one of the five 

installations that I have made for my final exhibition. The installation and its corresponding 

commentary have been grouped according to the main implications that I can read into my 

discussion of my work. This does not mean, however, that the considerations that have 

been linked with a work only apply to that specific work, or that the works can be read, 

with regards to this research project, as separate from one another. They have, in terms 

of their process of production and meaning, influenced and drawn from each other, and 

should, in terms of the role that they play as data in a sociological process, be regarded as 

an integral unit.

In the first section, Me?/The Subject/Author, I begin to examine how it becomes 

possible to view or investigate myself as the subject of the study. In this section I discuss 

the installation TABLE 1: (FIG.1; FIG.2) and drawing the crossing points as an indication  

of the formative effects of the application of discourse on an understanding of self. In Local 

Interaction, I explore my work as a collaborative product that is formed and understood 

through local interaction. That one acts locally is one aspect of society viewed as a complex 

system. This also has implications for how I can know or view myself as an author/subject/

artist. This section includes an excerpt from the making of Hannalulu-Swampthing Girl. 

Next, in Subsystems/roles/commoner in the field?, the concept of local interaction is 

pursued in order to try and identify the subsystem, the discourses or the communities that 

I act in. In this section I consider, through a discussion of Poppie; aka Death of a Scribing 

Angel; aka getting in touch with your inner chicken, the roles that I enact and hence how 

I can view my role as ‘indigenous’ researcher. In the final section, Time: Memory and 

History, I elaborate on aspects of time as it plays a role in the construction of knowing 

in relation to my work, myself as artist and hence how I can write myself as artist/author/

researcher/subject. I argue that memory and history play integral roles in the production 

of, and discussion on, the meaning of text and I establish the central role that these have 

played in the making of my work and the formation of the arguments around the meaning 

that I associate with the work. This last section is augmented with a discussion of Johari’s 

Window; aka ek en my sielkundige; aka come inside, close the door, and take a seat.

In conclusion, I arrive at the culmination of this research process, where I provide 

a discussion arising out of my experience on the usefulness/applicability and problems 

inherent in applying auto/ethnography to art practice. I also present further questions on 

an ethical approach that can guide art practice as praxis. I do this by referring to some 

of the concerns that have emerged during this process, specifically with regards to how 

one approaches the other and impacts on the structure of one’s community through one’s 

practice. This discussion is augmented with a self-reflexive critique of my actions in this 

research process, with regards to these concerns.
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Chapter 1:

An Orientation

Even if an artist eschews public commentary or critical response, the 

artwork occupies a public space for others to encounter. As the artwork is 

subject to public discourse, it enters into a set of institutional relations and 

as such becomes part of interpretative regime. Once the personal is made 

public, an exchange that involves others is underway. 

(Sullivan, 2005:103)

Is	the	personal	always	political	or	vice	versa?	What	then	are	

the	social	dimensions/roots	of	boredom,	naivety,	ignorance	or	

fear? Does it really reflect my society if I say that I want to 

make	things	(art?),	just	because	I	need	something	to	keep	me	

busy, and that I find it difficult to measure its worth once I 

have a finished product?



Social/Personal
With the advent of postmodernism and the acceptance of the existence of the heterogeneity 

of texts, it becomes impossible to deny the historical and contextual nature of the 

production of meaning. Feminist, Marxist and post-colonial theories have made us aware 

of the gendered, political, class-bound and ethnic dimensions that we bring to our own acts 

of sense-making and theoretical pursuits. Art making can no longer be seen as a practice 

removed from the cultural, economic, and social realities in which it is produced. 

Postmodernism’s critique of modernism, makes us realise that art history, art theory, art 

criticism and art practice can be prone to ideological dangers that form part of a society’s 

cultural orientation.

What	does	this	mean	for	the	individual	artist?

How	should/do	I	approach	my	art	practice,	in	a	postmodern	era?

My thesis is based on the position that the social and cultural role/s of the artist, as a situated 

relational being, are crucial to what she chooses to investigate and represent. In addition, 

this co-determines how an artist situates herself and her practice in her community. It is my 

belief that to critically engage with one’s own art practice one has to gain an awareness of 

the community/ies in which the art is produced and shown. One has to investigate not only 

the rules of the various discourses but also the social values that are perpetuated through 

one’s practice. Together these create a self-reflexive approach	that strives to illuminate the 

underlying assumptions that drive one’s practice. 

Working in the academic environment of the University of Stellenbosch, I experience 

theoretical understanding, everyday sense-making and interpersonal interaction as part 

of a fluid, non-linear process: one’s theoretical/academic work influences one’s social/

personal experiences and vice versa. In addition, the rules of the discourses that form the

I	formed	part	of	the	generation	in	South	Africa	that	experienced	witnessing	

the	 transition	 from	 apartheid,	 Mandela’s	 freedom	 and	 his	 election	 as	

South Africa’s first black president. Following this, came the Truth and 

Reconciliation	Commission	and	the	rise	of	the	new	South	African	democracy,	

and	a	burgeoning,	capitalist-driven	society.	

Within	this	new	socio-political	environment	cultural	and	arts-based	research	

increasingly	turned	to	the	rewriting	of	contested	histories,	issues	around	

formation of identity and re-evaluations of what can be defined as African and 

or	South	African	art,	where	different	truths	and	histories	are	dissolving,	

amalgamating	and	contesting	for	power.

Now	at	the	age	of	29,	I	am	completing	a	Masters	degree	in	visual	arts	at	the	

University	of	Stellenbosch,	a	university	with	its	own	contested	history	in	

terms	of	South	African	politics	and	in	an	art	department	that,	in	the	words	

of	one	of	my	lecturers,	is	often	in	a	tenuous	position	in	the	University,	

as	the	measurability	(or	rather	immeasurability)	of	our	practical	work	as	

research	is	often	called	into	question	and	debated.

In	2005,	I	returned	to	Stellenbosch	after	working	in	London	for	three	years.	

I studied my undergraduate degree here. My aim was to try and find a means 

of	basing	a	career	on	art	practice.	I	hoped	that,	by	spending	time	working	

in this environment, I could find a way to situate my practice in the South 

African society in such a way that it would benefit from the particular 

socio-political	conditions	of	this	society	and	could	perhaps	contribute	to	

interpreting/understanding	the	changes	that	are	taking	place. 
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foundation of one’s academic work coalesce with one’s localised societal and institutional 

value systems and structures, mutually feeding one’s art practice. In this sense, art 

practice can be described as an emergent property of the flows between communities 

of people and theoretical discourse as experienced by the artist. In turn, one’s art forms 

part of these academic and social discourses; it forms part of the process in which these 

distinct community(ies) shape themselves. This has implications for what one can produce 

and hence ‘feed back’ into one’s own community: it entails an ethical dimension to 

investigating one’s art-making and writing. Through developing a means of writing that 

not only allows me to investigate the theoretical aspects of my work, but also the social 

value systems that affect it and through which I enact my working processes, I aim to make 

my situated, relational subject position clear. This can allow for a greater awareness of 

the underlying assumptions that I mediate through my work. In addition, it can grant the 

reader/audience a greater scope for critically assessing how she is implicated in what I am 

trying to communicate.

In my experience, and that of many of the MA students that I have interviewed for 

this project, the required theoretical work can serve as an invaluable tool in developing 

the conceptual process of art practice. I believe that developing a theoretical framework 

in which to situate one’s work is crucial for increasing one’s understanding of one’s work 

with regards to contemporary theoretical art discourse. However, it is my contention that 

a theoretical investigation should not be removed from the personal and social structure in 

which it is produced and that one’s own involvement in these structures should be reflected 

in one’s writing. 

Therefore to restate the hypothesis, I propose the application of auto/ethnography 

as a means to guide and theorise art-practice. Auto/ethnography is a valid and valuable 

methodology to guide critical self-reflexive writing. I aim to show, through my application 

of the methodology, that it can be used to meaningfully relate the various processes of art

theorising, art production and writing on personal/social life experiences. 

Practice to Praxis

In auto/ethnographic methodologies emphasis is placed on research praxis as opposed 

to research practice as Roth argues, researchers base their work on life experiences before 

it has been theorized: “It is only after the fact that we begin to articulate  our experience, 

explicate it, and ultimately theorize it in a variety of ways” (Roth, 2005a:8). I have 

theorized my approach to and how I experience the concept of praxis in the following 

manner: I borrow from how it is understood in the traditional Marxist sense, as in Sartre’s 

Critique of Dialectical Reason (1982), in which praxis is defined as a: “practical action 

on the world, or as the practical transformation of the world in accordance with a desired 

end or finality” (Macey, 2000:311). This understanding of praxis as a practical action is 

coupled with notions gleaned from deconstruction where, according to Lather: “The goal 

is to keep things in process, to disrupt, to keep the system in play, to set up procedures to 

continuously demystify the realities we create, to fight the tendency for our categories to 

congeal” (1991:13).

The differences between practice and praxis as approaches, in my usage, are not 

necessarily that easy to recognize in application. The differences lie in the procedural 

nature of what one does and what one wants to achieve as a whole. In my use of the term 

‘practice’, I refer to a situation where a superficial, yet often deliberate delimitation of 

explanation or communication, within set discursive/social frameworks, occurs around 

what one does. In such a scenario the types of understanding that one wishes to gain or 

perpetuate around one’s work are mapped out a priori, or one attempts to do so at least, 

according to the channels that are created and offered by social structures. 

Praxis, however, can be regarded as a more holistic approach to what one does. It 

strives to gain/build understanding of all the possible frameworks that are consciously or 
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unconsciously involved in shaping one’s actions, coupled with the realisation that one’s 

understanding will always be limited. In this sense, it can be regarded as an extensive 

questioning approach that strives to still be active in the world. As an approach to being 

and working in the world, however, praxis is still drawn and redrawn in frameworks. These 

frameworks themselves must be regarded as temporary and adjustable. This is an approach 

that must be able to question, rethink and change its projected ‘desired end’. In the current 

form of my praxis, my procedural frameworks for building understanding around my art-

practice, lie in correlating what constitutes my personal subjectivity/ies, within how my 

work has been formed and possibly read. 

My creative work consists of an exhibition of five installations:

1) TABLE 1: (FIG.1; FIG.2) (2008). (fig. 12)

2) drawing the crossing points (2008). (fig. 12)

3) Hannalulu-Swampthing Girl (2008).(fig. 13)

4) Poppie; aka Death of a Scribing Angel; aka getting in touch with 

your inner chicken (2008).(fig. 14)

5) Johari’s Window; aka ek en my sielkundige; aka come inside, close 

the door, and take a seat (2008).(fig. 15)

In material terms, I have made five ‘bodies’ of various materials (cement, plaster, wire, 

calico and wood, etc.), using the measurements of my own body as a starting point. These 

‘bodies’ are then placed within environments that I have created using other objects and 

furniture, such as tables, armchairs, a television set and carpets. The following is a brief 

material description of these installations.The illustrations accompanying the descriptions 

of the installations are photographs of the works in progress.

 The installation TABLE 1:(FIG.1; FIG.2) (fig. 12) consists out of what could be

regarded as three separate elements, each of which are indicated by the title of the installation. 

FIG. 1 is a representation of a human body, based on my body, that has been constructed 

out of wire and cloth. It sits on a grid base, TABLE 1, and faces another representation of a 

human body, FIG.2. The grid base comprises of calico cloth and a wooden base. There are 

three grids drawn onto the cloth, one large black grid that contains two smaller red grids 

and other pen markings that have occurred in the making of the work (see fig. 2-9, p. xv & 

fig. 76, p. 91). In the final installation the grid base was placed in a ‘frame’ made from used 

construction beams (see fig. 27, p. 40). The two bodies, FIG.1 and FIG.2, are each placed 

on one of the smaller red grids. FIG.2 has been constructed out of tapered dowel sticks, 

information gleaned from FIG.1 and drawing the crossing points. Each dowel stick has 

been inserted into a crossing point on the grid and secured with a small amount of wax. In 

the illustration on the following page (fig. 12) drawing the crossing points and TABLE 1: 

(FIG.1; FIG.2) where still conceived as forming part of the same installation. These two 

works with regards to their making and conceptual process are strongly inter-linked.

drawing the crossing points (fig. 12) comprises of thirty two graphs of which, in the 

final exhibition, twenty eight have been placed in two rows on the walls of a room. The 

remaining four where stacked on the floor, in the middle of the room, with a light bulb 

suspended from the ceiling hovering approximately fifty centimetres above the stack (see 

fig. 25, p. 39). The top of each graph has been marked by a letter of the alphabet A-ZE. 

Further, each graph has been marked by a column of numbers and red dots. (see fig. 18, p. 

27 & fig. 48, p. 62). The dots on each graph is a representation of various parts of FIG.1, 

they function as representations of slices of Fig.1. In other words, a semblance of  these 

graphs could be made by slicing FIG.1 according to each grid line that it is sitting on and 

then marking each point where the wires cross on each slice with a red dot on a graph. It 

could be said that the body that is present in this installation exists in the viewer’s ability 

to use her eye to connect the dots. 
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In the title Hannalulu-Swampthing Girl (fig. 13), Hannalulu refers to the female figure that 

has been constructed out of cement coated string and wire. The rest of her title indicates 

how she has been formed through her environment. She has been installed sitting on a floral 

armchair watching a small television set that is placed opposite her on a small cabinet. The 

cabinet contains magazines, (Rooi Rose; Harpers & Queen; Serious Style; Psychologies; 

Good Housekeeping; Real Homes; The Oprah Magazine; Art South Africa) a How to make 

your Hannalulu-Swampthing Girl pamphlet (Appendix B) and a DVD player. On the 

television a mute, looped film plays out in which I am shown seated opposite a person, 

who is not included in the frame, only the back of her hand appears occasionally waving in 

front of my face (see fig. 57, p. 71). Behind me, in the recording, one can see two armchairs 

and a curtain hanging in front of a glass door. The only activity in the film is the hand of 

the unseen actor, my hands gesticulating while I talk to the unseen actor and my eyes 

following her hand as she moves it in front of my face. In the final exhibition the curtain 

in the video is repeated, in terms of its colour and size, in the room where Hannalulu-

Swampthing Girl was installed (see fig. 30, p. 41). An old, brown, round carpet serves to 

frame this tableau.

The original sculptural work that formed the basis of the installation, Poppie; aka 

Death of a Scribing Angel; aka getting in touch with your inner chicken (fig. 14), I refer to 

as Poppie, the rest of the installation’s title, as in Hannalulu-Swampthing Girl refers to an 

interaction between her and her environment. Poppie consists of a woman’s torso, based 

on my own body, fixed on top of a wooden turned leg, supported by the feet of an old office 

chair. She also wears a waistcoat with wings, that are constructed out of wire and strips of 

calico cloth. The torso is made up of pieces of old linen, plaster of Paris and cement. In my 

final exhibition she was installed in the empty kitchen of the house (see fig. 35, p. 42). The 

built-in kitchen cupboards contained various materials and tools, for example: string; wax; 

used masking tape and duck tape; broken dowel sticks; wire; strips of calico cloth; 

saw dust,; nails; screws; a hammer; a power sander; a router; a ruler; and a pencil etc.  

Poppie , as a sculptural work, is installed in this space on a small square floral carpet.

Johari’s Window; aka ek en my sielkundige; aka come inside, close the door, and take 

a seat (fig. 15) consists of eight key elements: a sculptural work, which I refer to as Johari, 

a table, a lamp, a sound piece, a copy of my degree certificate that hangs on the wall (see 

fig. 36, p. 43), a black leather armchair, a booklet and an old, faded Persian carpet. Johari is 

made up of wire, cement, fibre glass material, bitumen, carpet adhesive, silicone and strips 

of calico cloth. He consists of a three dimensional rectangular ‘head’ that is supported by 

five ‘legs’ and round cement ‘feet’. Johari’s dimensions, in terms of his height and the size 

of his head was originally roughly based on the dimensions of my own. His head is divided 

into four compartments. Tentacles, varying between three metres and thirty centimetres 

in length, of cement, cloth and wire are placed through these compartments so that they 

partly entangle Johari, explore the space around him and creep up the walls and towards 

the armchair. Johari stands in the corner of the room facing and empty armchair across 

a wooden coffee table. A lamp has been placed on the coffee table alongside a booklet 

that contains instructions on how to use the Johari model, on which this work was based 

(Apendix C). The booklet is printed on cream embossed paper. A sound piece plays softly 

in the space, this piece is a distorted, pan flute version of ‘Just the way you are’.1 As in 

the two previously discussed installations, Hannalulu-Swampthing Girl and Poppie; aka 

Death of a Scribing Angel; aka getting in touch with your inner chicken, the installation 

includes a carpet, however in this work the sculptural piece is not contained within the area 

of the carpet (see fig. 37, p. 43).

The title of my final exhibition, The ear that you are able to hear me with (2008), is the 

same as this document of theoretical research. In the exhibition the works where installed 

in five rooms of a house, each room containing one of the afore-mentioned installations. 

Here the house, itself and its location, served as a material and contextual counterpart to 
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carry the meaning or motivation of the works. The exhibition space became part of the 

exhibition, it changed and added to how the separate installations and the sculptural bodies 

as elements of the installation can be understood. As can be seen in the installation drawing 

the crossing points which became an installation in its own right rather than functioning 

as an aspect of TABLE 1: (FIg.1; FIG.2) As I have stated each installation contains a 

‘body’. I approach each of these bodies as having their own personality or representing 

a certain character. The personality/character of these bodies are formed through both 

the materials and techniques used in their construction and the environment in which 

they have been installed. The shaping of their personalities and how this takes place 

through their interaction with their environment happened as an emergent process of this 

research. It took place through my interactive involvement with my social and physical 

environment, included in which are the works themselves and the research that I was busy 

with that informed them in turn. In the following two chapters, Invested Framework(s) 

and A Questioning Method: Self and Society I deliver an evaluation of the works and the 

exhibition as a whole by demonstrating how these have emerged through myself acting in 

my environment. 

The interaction between the figures and their environments act out my rendition of 

particular social paradigms. As the works are based on autobiographical experiences, I 

address these paradigms in my work through my own involvement in them. The approach 

is autobiographical, in that I use texts (literary/spoken/objects/materials and forms) that 

carry certain associations for me and that flow out of the various social frameworks in 

which I live and work. In this way, these materials and forms speak ‘of’ me. I use these 

texts, together with personal experiences, to create different environments. I believe the 

work to be ethnographic in that the texts that I use, and how I use them, convey aspects of 

the community/ies in which I live. 

In all five of my installations I have tried to evoke experiences of being measured 

and measuring myself. I try to elicit the experience of trying, through self-reflexivity, 

to become my own subject and object of study. In this, my theoretical work has greatly 

influenced how I approach my practical work. It has become a process of making decisions 

with regards to how I mediate myself in my environment, by using the associations that 

I have with various materials/objects/forms to portray social paradigms that allude to 

methods through which we try to understand ourselves. In TABLE 1: (FIG.1; FIG.2), 

there are strong correlations with the theoretical investigations that I was engaged in to 

develop my methodology for this thesis, in which I looked at concepts around objective 

and subjective representations in ethnographic or anthropological texts. I made use of my 

own interpretation, a personalisation of the methods of graphs and tables that I associate 

with quantitative statistical interpretations of the self. This incorporates ideas around trying 

to analytically measure the temporal and spatial dimensions of an individual’s life. 

It could be said that this self that I mediate, through the choice of particular materials/

objects/forms, is already ‘predetermined’ by everyday interactions. Within these 

interactions I must define myself as belonging to categories that are determined by how 

my society – and myself as part of that society – employ textual languages (visual and 

literary) to orientate its members – me included – towards each other. 

The aim for my praxis as a whole has, through this process, shifted towards an 

investigation into the determinants that impact on the reading of the work. Each reader 

brings her own associations to the objects that I have used; how they have been combined; 

where they are exhibited; and to their role as ‘art objects’. My research has tended towards 

an emphasis on an ethics situated in an awareness, or belief, that my work can impact on 

the viewer/reader as a form of communication.

To act ethically in this regard is, firstly, to try and determine that impact; in other words 

to place myself in the position of the viewer/reader, to look at how I choose to orientate 

myself through my work in relation to the viewer. Secondly, to recognize that the viewer
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has an impact on my works, not only on how they are (or can be) interpreted as texts in 

themselves, but also, how these works can be mobilised (or not) within a wider field of 

social interactions. The impact my work has on the viewer is able not only to reflect back 

on the work again, but also impacts on my practice as a whole.

This process of orientation is determined through the various frameworks that we 

bring to the work, including that which the viewers bring to bear on their particular 

experiences. However, I cannot know the orientation of the viewer. The only way I can 

begin to understand this is to look at how I view the viewer. How I view the viewer is 

influenced in part by how the viewer/s define me, or how I am determined through my 

relations to them. Once again, my relations to them determine, to a degree, how I view 

and hence understand them. In other words, what I propose in my praxis is a dialogical 

relationship between the definitions of self and other, in which a self-reflexive process of 

understanding the self aims to further an understanding of ‘an other’.

To be able to view my work ‘objectively’, that is as a viewer/reader ‘outside’ myself, 

I have somehow to gain insight into what associations viewers/readers bring to the work. 

This becomes a search to find a point of correlation between myself and that viewer/reader, 

concerning how we orientate ourselves in our worlds and how communication takes place 

through this process of orientation. In other words, how we relay our position towards each 

other. So, an integral part of my process is the forms of communication that we employ, 

the different languages through which we approach each other, and how these differences 

carry the possibilities of communication.

The languages that I am involved in flow from various different facets of my community, 

particularly, in the context of this research, the University of Stellenbosch. In addition to 

students and staff in the Visual Arts Department within this community, I also interact with 

groups of closer relations, friends or acquaintances that are students or lecturers at the 

university. Although a shared academic language often emerges, our interaction often

includes more casual forms of expression orientated towards expressing experiences or 

situations within a ‘personal’ framework. 

What I am interested in, in my practical and theoretical work, are these different 

frameworks that we can bring to each reading, that are at times seemingly contradictory.

To give an example, when I approach a glossy women’s magazine from the point of view 

of entertainment or insight into how to ‘get thin for summer’, I will read the text, and try to 

understand it differently than from the point of view of a feminist framework investigating 

how women are represented by the media. Depending on my interest, I could approach 

this text from both these frameworks, perhaps simultaneously writing a critique on how a 

woman’s self image is influenced by women’s magazines, whilst at the same time using 

what I have read to ‘get thin for summer’.

In my research, I approach the process of reading as context dependant: no reading is 

neutral. I hold that an experience of reading is always subject to prior goals or assumptions: 

when I read a theoretical text for this particular work, I read it to find something I can 

use, something that seems to resonate with what I have already experienced or written. 

In the mediation of each reading, in the rewriting of any experience, there is always an 

interpretation that, in the words of Derrida, leaves a trace (Derrida, 1978:13); “To read is 

to play the role of the reader and to interpret is to posit an experience of reading” (Culler, 

1983:67).

In this sense, I try to read my work outside of myself, through my community, by placing 

myself as part of that community in my work. By this means I also attempt to question my 

own objectivity towards what I am investigating, trying to create an open, honest text that 

can demonstrate how I am implicated in the social paradigms that I recreate. 

This suggests a relationship to relational or dialogical approaches to art practice, 

specifically a correlation with the concepts of Bourriaud in his Relational Aesthetics (2002) 

and Kester with regards to Littoral Art or engaged art practices and dialogical aesthetics.
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For both Bourriaud and Kester the function of the artwork as a space of exchange is 

important. Art is renegotiated as a form of communication rather than focusing on the 

formal qualities of the work. Both are interested in the artwork’s potential to form relations 

between people that do not lie exclusively within the realm of art. (Bourriaud, 2002:9, 

36; Kester, 2004:71; Kester, 1999/2000:10). Bourriaud states: “It seems possible … to 

describe the specific nature of present-day art with the help of the concept of creating 

relations outside the field of art.” (2002:26). In the same vein, Kester writes: 

An alternative approach would require us to locate the moment of 

indeteriminateness, of open-ended and liberatory possibility, not in the 

perpetually changing form of the artwork qua object, but in the very process 

of communication that the artwork catalyses. (2004:90)

Although the affect of the art work, specifically its ability to exist as a facilitator of 

exchange – as a text that is mediated by both the maker/artist and the reader/viewer from 

their respective contexts – is what drives my practice, the formal qualities (including the 

form and location of the work) are regarded and studied as products of social exchange 

themselves. I agree with Kester when he argues that the critic, and I add to this, the maker 

or reader/viewer that interprets an art piece, “has a responsibility to interrogate their own 

individuality; to ask how their identity functions in relationship to other subjects and other 

social formations” (Kester, 1999/2000:l3). 

In the discussion on my own work, I have chosen to look specifically at the conditions 

in which I practice at present as a means of orientating myself towards the future. This must 

include my position or role as artist or art student as it is experienced in my community 

since this can impact how my work is formed and possibly read. The formal aspects of the 

work as products of social interactions in themselves also serve as a means by which I 

renegotiate the languages that are formed in my social environment. It becomes a study of 

how I use text and where text is conceived as a social product. For a discussion on my use 

of the term ‘text’ see Text and Meaning in the following section.

Theory
My use of the term auto/ethnography is derived from Wolff Michael Roth’s conception 

which presupposes the dialectical nature of the methodology where the auto is always 

ethno and ethno cannot exist without the mobilisation of auto (2005a:3). Another way of 

saying this would be that the self is presupposed by the social and vice versa.

Auto/biography therefore always also is biography, a pattern of life history 

not only of an other but also of a generalised other; auto/ethnography 

therefore always also is ethnography, the exploration of culture in general, 

whether it is someone else’s or, because of transference and counter 

transference in the research process, one’s own. (Roth 2005a:3-4)

Auto/ethnography is based on a dialogical understanding of knowledge. Emphasis is 

placed on active and embedded knowing and understanding as opposed to explanation or 

knowledge as end goals in research. In this methodology, the self is understood as relational: 

who we are and what we are is a process that takes place through our interactions with 

society (Roth, 2005). It is a methodology that is also a “cognitive process whereby who we 

are and what we know shape interactions and transform awareness” (Sullivan, 2005:73). 

Whereas methodologies based on knowledge and explanation are geared towards solving 

problems and indicating cause and effect, auto/ethnography stands in opposition to 

strategies that rely on falsification, probability and plausibility by placing emphases on 

possibility and open-ended research (Noy, 2005; Roth, 2005a; Roth, 2005b).
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Auto/ethnography is a form of postmodern ethnography that places the researcher at the 

forefront of her research. It is a method of investigating the social through the researcher’s 

active involvement in the production of the social. The writer/researcher becomes part 

of the subject matter of the study. Auto/ethnographic writing entails the “incorporation 

of elements of one’s own life experience when writing about others through biography 

or ethnography” (Denzin, 1989:27). In addition, auto/ethnographic methodologies place 

emphasis on reader involvement to shape the understanding produced in the text (Breuer 

& Roth, 2005: 430).

Auto/ethnographic accounts develop interplay of “life story, auto/biography, and 

ethnographic research” (Denzin, 1989:27), focusing not on the differences of self vs. the 

other, but rather on an investigation of the rapport between differences. As such, it draws on 

the concept of intersubjectivity through textual practice which proposes that the languages 

that we share, and the differences that we bring to these languages shape ourselves and our 

social environments (Breuer & Roth, 2005:438; Roth, 2005b:144). Auto/ethnography has 

been applied in various fields, for example: anthropology (Reed-Dannahey, 1997; Watson 

& Watson-Franke, 1985); feminist writing (Gilmore, 1995); general interpretative research 

(Denzin, 1989); and educational research (Roth, 2005; Kincheloe, 2005 ; Clarke & Sikes, 

2004; Roth & Harama, 2000). It has also been used to explore art practice by faculty 

and students at the University of British Columbia in the A/r/tography collective (Irwin,  

2005a). A/r/tographers base their investigations on their own lived experience of being 

artists, researchers and teachers. 

In Toward an Aesthetic of unfolding In/Sights through curriculum (2003), for example, 

Irwin guides her discussion and aims for herself as educational researcher and teacher 

through her insights into working as an artist, specifically, she refers here to her practices 

of making ‘underpaintings’, a process in which a base foundation, painted in a realist style 

is made and then subsequently ‘wiped out’ or covered over through a considered 

process of layering. She compares this practice, informed by complexity theory, as an 

unfolding aesthetic with possible processes of change brought about by interactions with 

teachers, educational researchers and curriculum leaders in the formation of a curriculum 

(2003:71). 

In her writing, this process of art making carries her experiences of writing a curriculum 

and the timely changes that need to be brought to this as a foundation, as she learns from 

experience and interaction. That is, where the base does not lose all relevance, but is 

enhanced and sometimes completely re-conceptualised through interaction in practice.

A/r/tography is an application of auto/ethnography that, in its approach to the 

methodology, is similar to that which I propose in this thesis, in that it is an investigation 

into the relations between written and visual text and the self of the artist/researcher. Here 

the investigation itself is formed into an ‘art’ text that strives to work with the involvement 

of the reader, drawing on intersubjectivity, to inform a process of social knowing. It is 

described on the a/r/tography website by Irwin as a “relational aesthetic inquiry” envisioned 

as “embodied understandings and exchanges between art and text, and between and among 

the broadly conceived identities of artist/researcher/teacher” (Irwin, 2005b). Irwin writes 

that:

A/r/tography means to inquire in the world through an ongoing process of 

art making in any art-form and writing, not separate or illustrative of each 

other but interconnected and woven through each other to create additional 

and/or enhanced meanings (2005b).

These aspects of a/r/tography, the combination of art and text and the emphasis on 

eliciting understanding through the investigation of self, resonate with my practice in its 

combination of theoretical understanding with practical life understanding. It strives to 
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employ, through the writer’s awareness of her dialogical relation to the reader/audience 

the “parallatic work” that Hal Foster advocates, “that frame the framer as he or she frames 

the other” (1996:203). 

This dialectic approach holds similarities to approaches that can be broadly defined as 

social sculpture. Mcilveen in Exchange the – “Other” Social Sculpture (2005), speaks of 

these types of art-works that look at social reality as “a dynamic flux”. He extrapolates:

 [A] moving network of rules/morals and social groupings/alliances that 

changes and responds to itself. The art in question draws viewers into a 

focused space to experience this reality, to question/change it, and to 

integrate it into their understanding of the self-in-context to the larger social 

reality. (Mcilveen, 2005:171)

Social sculpture holds similarities to processes of emergent social research coupled 

with art-making, in that the art-making itself forms part of the theoretical research as 

opposed to a practice that only theorises on art objects/events. It has been used to address 

aspects of wider concerns in society, for instance, ecology – global warming – as in the 

work of James Reed’s Agents of change project (2006-2008). 2

Site/Community

As a study of the researcher’s own life in society, auto/ethnography is marked by 

different approaches to how the researcher is conceived of as forming part of a specific 

group of people. 

For David Hayano, in Human Organisation (1979), auto/ethnography is the study of 

an anthropologist’s ‘own people’. He regards auto/ethnography as an approach to studying 

your ‘own people’ – or a group in which the anthropologist has gained ‘insider’ status

“through socialisation or other intimate” familiarity with the group. Hayano states that 

“auto ethnographers possess the qualities of often permanent self-identification with a 

group and full internal membership, as recognised both by themselves and the people of 

whom they are a part” (1979:99-100). Hayano does distinguish between autobiography 

and auto/ethnography, however, and dismisses ‘self–ethnographic’ texts that are based on 

the researcher’s own life, as opposed to a research focused on a specific social group, 

because their applicability to other cultural members is limited.

For Marilyn Strathern, the auto/ethnographic approach should emphasise the 

ethnography of one’s culture rather than research based on a life story. She is however,  

sceptical of the ‘insider’ view developed by the anthropologist and refers to ‘auto 

anthropology’. In her view, because the anthropologist is part of an anthropological 

culture, her ‘inside’ view is not necessarily the view of the community being researched. 

The researcher, as part of an institutionalised discourse, cannot necessarily form part of the 

community outside of that discourse. The entire “insider/outsider” dichotomy is called into 

question (1978:17). I address my own ambiguous position in relation to this critique by 

placing emphasis in my writing and practical art-making, on possible ways in which this 

discursive framework has shaped my understanding and interpretations.

 Stanley Brandes characterises ‘ethnographic autobiography’ as stressing the 

autobiographical side, “a strictly first person narrative told by a commoner, an ordinary 

member of his or her society” (1982:188-189). He also identifies ‘anthropological 

ethnography’ as the approach in which the “anthropologist himself or herself is the 

autobiographical subject” (Brandes, 1982:202). Similarly, for the literary critic, Alice 

Deck, the authentic first-hand knowledge of the ‘indigenous’ ethnographer is sufficient to 

lend  authority to the text (Reed-Danahey, 1997:7).

In my study I write my role as researcher as that of the ‘indigenous’ ethnographer, my 

work as a study of the community in which I practice art. I draw from the following: 
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“institutional and discipline traditions, and art-world constituencies” that “serve as 

interpretative communities” (Sullivan, 2005:173), my personal history, including familial

and social life through autobiographical texts, my practical work, and writings on myself 

(by myself) in my environment.

In Art Practice as Research: Inquiry in the Visual Arts (2005), Graeme Sullivan argues 

for arts practice a form of research, as it is, in his view, marginalized within the discourses 

of research (2005:xi). He argues for investigations by the artists in their studio praxis 

as “keystone events around which enquiries can be pursued” (Sullivan, 2005:220). In 

addition, he argues for the “importance of visualization as a creative and critical research 

tool” (Sullivan, 2005:220). In his argument, the use of visual data in research – through 

its use in arts practice – can shift from an explanatory role of knowledge production to a 

transfomative process of knowing (Sullivan, 2005:180), “where new knowledge is seen as 

a function of creating and critiquing human experience” (2005:181). I ascribe to his use 

of a connectionist model as a description of how an artist’s practice is formed “concepts 

and associations emerge from a parallel process of interactions among networks that may 

be shaped by prior learning, but are also subject to intuitive and opportunistic linking” 

(Sullivan, 2005:203).

Conceptualising meaning and knowledge as dynamic, non-linear processes that are 

situated in, and impact on societal interaction, necessitates an elaboration on the concepts 

of agency and community expressed as active elements of the framework of social structure. 

Reciprocal, non-linear relations and emergent properties lend themselves to a discussion 

of complexity theory in that these very relations generate meaning in a complex system. 

In my discussion I refer to postmodern society as demonstrating particular characteristics 

of a complex system, within which society is viewed as a network of interrelating subsystems 

(Cilliers, 1998:114). These subsystems exist out of our interactions; we form them through 

our descriptions and ourselves as part of them. They can be viewed as various

 

interrelating discourses and communities in which a discourse is not defined by an 

overarching principle but rather from arguments developed by different individuals from 

varying disciplines and the social systems that link these individuals (Cilliers, 1998:122). 

Similarly, a community is not determined by classifications of ethnicity, language, religion 

or geographical location, although these can play a role, but by the structures determined 

by the relations of the individuals. We view ourselves as part of a community because of 

how we relate or interact to form that particular community. In this sense an individual can 

be part of various communities simultaneously (Cilliers, 1998:117). In my work, I also 

view the concepts of discourse and community as interacting: I could conceive of myself 

as part of a community in terms of the discourse/s of which my work forms part, and 

within the localised interaction in which I take part, for example, a discourse surrounding 

complexity theory.

In my study, I expand on the complexity theory discussion, referring to the work of 

Paul Cilliers, as it is a useful framework for understanding auto/ethnographic practice. 

He contests the finding of an “essential truth” that “blinds us to the relationary nature of 
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complexity” (1998:112). I subscribe to Cilliers’ argument for a postmodern approach that 

is “inherently sensitive to complexity” (1998:113).

Text and meaning

Earlier I referred to the concept of language frameworks, referring to these as personal 

or academic frameworks, in which we use texts, that provide shifting contexts in which 

the meaning of the text we employ are shaped. Here, I briefly discuss concepts of how 

text functions as carrier of meaning with regards to post-structuralist theory, especially 

referring to Derrida’s work on iterability.

Drawing from Derrida’s concept of the ‘mark’, I designate the term ‘text’ as any 

product of an action that can be seen to carry communicable content, or traces, outside 

of the context in which it was produced (Derrida, 1981:326). The text is itself inscribed 

in, points to, speaks of, and is understood in terms of, other texts. (Derrida, 1981:11). The 

meaning of the text lies in the differences that are brought to it by each inscription; it is an 

effect of time, context and mediation and through its inscription of these, effects them in 

turn (Derrida, 1981:17; 1978:147).

The event of reading and of interpretation is an action that lies in the ‘becoming’ of 

the mark. The mark is iterable in that it can be re-inscribed; it can continue to become in 

different interpretations and readings. Derrida states that: “There is no singularity of the 

event. Every reading has a context, every context through the situatedness of the reader 

is the origin of the becoming. There is no start or true origin, the mark in its iterability 

is continuously being originated” (Derrida, 1981:17/1978:147). Derrida speaks of arche-

writing, a concept that points to a textual approach that supposes that it has an origin,  

a beginning or a true meaning, but holds that, in the search for that meaning only new 

origins are ever uncovered. The text is always a becoming a ‘looking forward’ as well as a 

‘looking back’. In this conception of text, written language, visual language and spoken

utterances can be deemed text-like. 

In my discussion I often use the terms ‘textual practice’ and ‘textual discourses’. By 

textual practice I refer to the practical use and or application of text for specified ends, 

with regards to my work, specifically referring to the art practice (theoretical or practical) 

of a particular individual. Textual discourse, in turn, designates the reverberation of that/

those practices in social interaction that structure themselves as discourses. I draw from 

Bourriaud, who writes of the contemporary work of art, that it “does not position itself as 

the terminal point of a creative process” a “finished product to be contemplated”, but “as a 

site of navigation, a portal, a generator of activities” (2000:13). He explains further:

[T]he artwork functions as the temporary terminal of a network of 

interconnected elements, like a narrative that extends and reinterprets 

preceding narratives.  Each exhibition encloses within it the script of another; 

each work may be inserted into different programs and used for multiple 

scenarios. The artwork is no longer an endpoint but a simple moment in an 

infinite chain of contributions. (Bourriaud, 2000:13-14)

Referring to Bakhtin’s The Dialogic Imagination (1981), I explore the mediating position/

textual practice of the individual in these reverberating discourses. Bakhtin posits that the 

individual draws from a textual web, but has responsibility in how she internalises and 

hence externalises the text. This is supported by the Derridean concept of ethics as well 

as Cilliers’ view on the individual, situated in a complex system, as having responsibility 

in how she chooses to play the role of a structuring agent. Similarly, I draw on Lather’s 

theoretical research, which centres around oppositional discourses of criticism and 

resistance in practice that shift away from being purely critiques of dominant power 

(Lather, 1991:xvii). In her work on feminism and neo-Marxism she argues for a position  
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 where “objective scientific reason is being replaced by a consciously political and social 

reason” (Lather, 1991:xviii). 

Calling on these various theoretical positions that inform my understanding of an auto/

ethnographic methodology, I aim to show, in the following two chapters how an auto/

ethnographic approach can evoke, and serve as, a framework for investigating this process 

in an individual’s textual practice.

Application
In recording how I have applied this research, I make use of excerpts from varying texts 

that I have encountered and mediated, including theoretical texts, of which I have already

mentioned the main thinkers and theorists, excerpts from ‘field notes’, autobiographical 

stories and insights, quotations from theoretical works and non-academic written texts. 

The autobiographical writing spans discussions/stories of my social environment and 

discussions of the processes of the physical making of my practical work. 

In making the practical work I have built up metaphors of visual text. These metaphors 

lie in the process of making, for instance physically trying to copy myself through various 

mediums and processes, as well as the materials that I have used, for example, the use of 

cement (which I refer to as ‘grey matter’) that becomes the carrier for thought and knowing 

and industrialised environments, buildings, the home and so on. 

I also make use of visual texts, diagrams that I have designed for this particular thesis, 

photos of my work, illustrations and photographic material that points to environments 

that I have tried to evoke and question as part of ‘my’ community. 

All of these excerpts from my various physical, emotional, institutional and social 

environments have been edited and pasted together in a bricolage that I believe contextualises 

the discussion as a process in a specific environment. Through this, I have tried to create a 

text where, “the fiction of the creating subject gives way to frank quotations, 

excerpation, accumulation and repetition of already existing images” (Hutcheon, 1988:11). 

The following, from Lather, indicates part of my aims for this text:

This decentering of the author via intertextuality is a demonstration of how 

the author is inevitably inscribed in discourses created by others, preceded 

and surrounded by other texts, some of which are evoked, some not. 

(1991:9)

The use of bilingual text, visual text, different narrative voices and layout as visual 

texts adheres to an important aspect of auto/ethnographic research in that it is both method 

and text. In it the researcher is called upon to make use of writing, that not only consists of 

‘thick descriptions’, in the Geertzian sense3, but that resonates with the social and 

emotional environment in which the research takes place, forming an integral part of it.

By using this form of writing, I have attempted to create the type of work referred to by 

Umberto Eco in The Role of the Reader: Explorations in the Semiotics of Texts (1979) 

that: “require[s] readers to write the text through their reading” (Culler, 1983:70); to draw 

the reader into the text in an awareness that she is reading from a situated position. As I 

have previously asserted – in auto/ethnography the presence of the researcher/writer is of 

utmost importance. The presence of the ‘I’ of the researcher indicates the situatedness of 

the researcher and the researcher’s intent. It strives to show that an open text can, however, 

also outline “a ‘closed’ project of its Model Reader as a component of its structural 

strategy” (Eco, 1979:9). Indicating the ‘I’ of the writer/researcher points to the possibility 

of “the manipulative strategy of a scheming author” (Culler, 1983:71)

In my writing I have aimed to develop a strategy that can simultaneously convey 

aspects of myself and my environment, including my intentions for creating this work, and 

that can also question itself. One that can draw in the reader/viewer whilst creating an 
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awareness in the reader/viewer that she can be implicated in, and thus has a responsibility 

for how the texts are structured, produced and reverberates.

In the following two chapters I have attempted to convey a possible account of my 

experiences and how these can be formulated within a framework that draws from these  

experiences. Through its open-ended nature I wish to provoke further dialogue on the 

ethical responsibility of an art practitioner as mediator of her social environment and how 

this can be regarded as a social process. Notes

1 The original version was written by: Billy Joel, ‘Just the way you are’ (1977)  Top Rock 

Album: The stranger.
2 The project was initiated via the Social Sculpture Research Unit, based at the Arts 

Department of the School of Arts and Humanities at Oxford Brookes University in Oxford, 

England. In this specific project various groups of individuals became involved in a process 

aimed at increasing awareness regarding climate change. The individuals in each group 

where provided with a kit, containing among other things, a notebook, a measuring pole 

and a life jacket. They engage in dialogue with each other concerning the roles that they 

and other individuals can have with regards to being ‘agents of change’ concerned with 

ecological awareness. The groups then performed different campaigns to create dialogue 

in social environments, in city settings or university campus’s etc., using these kits to 

catalyse dialogue with passers-by.
3 The American Anthropologist, Clifford Geertz, uses the term ‘thick descriptions’ to refer 

to an anthropological approach that “seeks to analyse the interwoven system of signs that 

make up any culture” (Macey, 2000:155). (Geertz borrowed this expression from Gilbert 

Ryle, a British philosopher.) Geertz’s essays, especially his descriptions of Balinese 

cockfighting and the rituals that are associated with it, in The Interpretation of Cultures:

Selected Essays (1973), attests to the vivid writing style that he advocates.
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(fig. 18) drawing the crossing points (work in progress documentation) (2006) 



Chapter 2:

Invested framework(s)

There is no ethics without the presence of the other but also, and 

consequentially, without absence, dissimulation, detour, différance, writing. 

The arche-writing is the origin of morality as of immorality. The non-ethical 

opening of ethics. A violent opening … the ethical instance of violence must 

be rigorously suspended in order to repeat the geneology of morals. 

(Derrida, 1976:139-140)

[T]he quasi-anthropological role set up for the artist can promote a presuming 

as much as a questioning of ethnographic authority, an evasion as often as an 

extension of institutional critique. 

(Foster, 1996:197)

“Maria	–	dear	Maria	–	forgive	me	for	being	stupid	about	the	

Recording	Angel.	Of	course	he	exists	–	exists	as	a	metaphor	for	

all	that	illimitable	history	of	humanity	and	inhumanity	and	

inanimate	life	and	everything	that	has	ever	been,	which	must	

exist	some	place	or	else	the	whole	of	life	is	reduced	to	a	stupid	

file with no beginning and no possible ending.” 

-	Even	we	do	not	know	the	entire	truth,	brother,	said	the	

Daimon	Maimas.	Indeed,	I’ve	already	forgotten	much	of	what	I	

did	know.	

-	Would	it	amuse	you	to	be	reminded	of	the	story,	so	far	as	you	

and	I	can	know	it?	said	the	Angel.	

-	Indeed	it	would.	Very	generous	of	you,	brother.	You	have	the	

record, or the film, or tape or whatever it must be called. Could 

you	be	bothered	to	set	it	going?	

-	Nothing	simpler	said	the	Angel.	

(Davies,	1985:15-19)



In the passage, by Robertson Davies, I found significant the situation where the angels 

(metaphors themselves) use devices, “the record, or the film, or tape”, to capture texts that 

in turn become texts. It points to the various layers of interpretation and mediation that 

are involved in a search for truths/origins and that situates the ‘I’ of the author as a textual 

device. These two citations have been chosen for this chapter, since it is the ‘beginning’ 

of my search to elucidate, or find a way to elucidate, the intentions that have formed the 

texts of my creative and theoretical work, and the origins/contexts that I have meditated 

through these intentions. Coupled with this is the realisation that these intentions are not 

the final carriers of meaning in the text, but that they are re-formed by every reading and 

interpretation. This chapter serves as the ‘beginning’ of understanding the role that I play 

as a ‘recording angel’; as the author in the text using textual devices (to record, film, or 

tape) to capture the story and myself. 

At the start of this process, I posed myself the following questions: 

Why	study	my	own	art	practice?	

What	is	meant	by	developing	my	own	practice?	

How	should	I	investigate	my	practice?

I propose that these three questions are intertwined. Why I would choose to study my 

own practice, my answer(s) to what it means to develop this practice and how I investigate 

it are all co-determined by what my aims are for the practice as a whole; in other words, 

determined by what I want to get out of it. I will argue that these aims and goals are not 

determined by myself as an isolated individual, but are formed through myself as an active 

agent of a social environment. Thus that the investigation into these aims means looking at 

the society that I practice in. They lie in what Bourdieu terms habitus, a series of actions or 

decisions that are co-determined by the structures of my society and myself as formed in

and forming societies. In his introduction to Bourdieu’s, The Field of Cultural Production 

(1993), Johnson writes the following on the concept of habitus:

[It] is sometimes described as a ‘feel for the game’, a ‘practical sense’ 

(sens pratique) that inclines agents to act and react in specific situations 

in a manner that is not always calculated and that is not simply a question 

of conscious obedience to rules. Rather, it is a set of dispositions which 

generates practices and perceptions. [Habitus] is the result of a long process 

of inculcation, beginning in early childhood, which becomes a ‘second 

sense’ or a second nature. (1993:5)

Bourdieu uses the concept of the ‘field’ to point to situations or contexts governed 

by social relations in which individuals act and occupy various positions. Habitus is 

that which is “transposable” and can “generate practices in multiple and diverse fields” 

(Johnson, 1993:5-6). The relations that govern these fields, and the actions or agency of the 

individual with regards to these, fuel my approach to answering the questions that I have 

posed and hence my investigation into my textual practice.

The aim of this chapter is to begin to develop and apply an investigative framework 

that can serve as means for studying and understanding my own actions, as co-determined 

social products in various fields, and how these can be seen to impact on my textual 

practice. I have chosen an auto/ethnographic methodology as a vehicle to investigate 

my own actions, firstly, as it allows for an approach that is sensitive to the complexities 

of lived experience. Secondly, because as a representational device, it strives to depose 

objective knowledge claims, giving play to unconscious and embedded reasons for actions. 

Thirdly, with its emphasis on own lived experience it can serve as a frame through which 

to critically view local and personal processes of understanding as enacted habitus.
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Enacting Auto/Ethnography ?
Auto/ethnographic writing is a form of telling stories that consciously involves the subject 

position of the researcher and how her claims to knowledge are situated in her localised 

interactions – “writing stories (that) are both personal and political … . Situat[ing] [their] 

work in socio-political, familial and academic climates” (Richardson, 2001:34).

It does not pertain to be an explanation but part of a process of understanding which 

is located in social interactions, a practical understanding employed to shape our lives, 

through critical investigation, it incorporates an analytical approach to our everyday 

understanding, which in turn augments interactions: “practical understanding precedes, 

accompanies, concludes and therefore envelops explanation ... in turn, explanation 

develops understanding in analytical ways” (Roth, 2005:9). As such, it aims to deny any 

objectivising functions of representation, questioning the authoritarian position of the 

writer as the conveyor of meaning, and serving to draw the reader into analysing her own 

position, adding to the ‘knowing’ produced in the text. 

With text characterized by ‘interpretative flexibility’, it compels the reader to be aware 

of her own complicity in what the writing ‘means’ (Breuer & Roth, 2005:431).

The process of writing and reading is a fundamental part of this research approach: 

“[I]t is both a method and a text” (Reed-Danahey, 1997:9). It is situated in a self-reflective 

process of understanding the self and the environment under study. The auto/ethnographic 

researcher must apply self-reflexivity and critical doubt to investigate her own sense-

making.

[Florent Secondary School, South West London: 2004]

I	was	introduced	to	auto/ethnography	when	I	met	J,	he	was	the	deputy	head-

master	at	a	school	that	I	was	working	at,	in	London.	He	was	in	the	process	of	

writing	his	doctoral	thesis,	using	an	auto/ethnographic	methodology	to	write	

on	his	work	at	this	particular	school.	Guiltily	he	admitted	as	much	to	me.	

I	was	the	only	member	of	staff	at	Florent	School	who	was	allowed	to	read	any	

of	his	dissertation.	We	learned	to	trust	each	other	due	to	a	shared	interest	

in	the	subversion	of	power	roles	in	order	to	open	up	dialogue,	and	a	slightly	

dark	and	socially	frowned-upon	sense	of	humour.	

My	role	in	the	school	was	that	of	a	teaching	assistant	working	in	the	Design	

and	Technology	(DT)	department,	with	resistant	materials,	mostly	wood.	My	

experience	up	to	then	of	carpentry	was	limited.	It	consisted	of	little	more	

than	a	failed	attempt	by	my	grandfather	who	tried	to	teach	me	how	to	saw	

when	I	was	seven	years	old	and	some	admittedly	dodgy	attempts	at	making	

stretchers	for	canvasses	in	high	school	and	undergraduate	studies.

When	I	was	in	primary	school	I	wanted	to	take	part	in	

DT	 lessons,	 but	 my	 South	 African	 primary	 school	 at	

that	stage	did	not	allow	this	for	girls.

	J’s	and	my	friendship	began	in	a	term	break	early	in	the	academic	year	

during	which	I	painted	a	mural	in	a	hallway	of	the	school.	I	initiated	the	

mural,	but	it	was	later	silently	agreed	that	it	was	commissioned	by	the	

school.	My	intentions	for	the	painting	had	little	to	do	with	creating	the	

look	of	a	‘happy’	school	with	a	caring	environment,	which	was	how	I	sold	
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[E]verything comes down to the ear that you are able to hear me with.

                     (Derrida, 1985a:4)



Writing auto/ethnographically involves a continuous turning back on the self, a 

questioning and readdressing of any knowledge claims, and a “radical reflection on our 

interpretative frames” (Lather, 1991:13). It entails that the writer assume a decentred 

subject position in order to critically examine her own frameworks of understanding “as 

we look for the tensions and contradictions they might entail” (Lather 1991:80). 

To avoid ‘the false claims of objectivity’ identified in traditional ethnographic writing, 

the auto/ethnographic researcher must be aware in the writing up of her text that it is 

not a practice removed from social dialogue and her own interaction with the society it 

addresses. Roth cautions that the writer must work self-reflectively, not only to identify the 

assumptions that may inform or cloud her interpretation of the ‘other’, but also to avoid in 

writing what he refers to as “the mires of fuzzy thinking, will-o’-the-wisp inspirations, and 

self-congratulatory, feel-good accounts of worldly events” (2005:10).

Self-reflexivity has to be

an essential aspect
of ethnography as text.

(Schalk, 1998; Lather, 1991; Denzin & Lincoln, 1994; Denzin, 1992; Roth, 2005a)

the idea to the headmaster, but was rather an attempt at finding a place 

for	myself	in	an	environment,	country/culture,	and	career	that	was	foreign	

to	me.	I	wanted	to	show	the	staff	and	the	students	what	I	was	capable	of;	

and	that	I	was	more	than	a	mere	Teaching	Assistant	in	a	subject	that	I	knew	

little	about.	

The	painting	consisted	of	a	rendition	of	the	outside	of	the	school	viewed	

from	above.	To	the	side	of	the	representation	of	the	school,	I	painted	a	

massive flying angel. The angel was obviously male and I tried to dodge 

questions	of	race	(the	students	at	the	school	were	very	quick	to	spot	

anything	conceivably	associated	with	racist	commentary)	by	‘expressively’	

colouring	the	angel	from	black	through	brown	to	yellow	to	beige.	

Personally,	I	think	the	painting	is	revolting	as	an	artwork,	but	it	served	

its	purpose,	the	students	loved	it.	For	a	brief	while	the	students	accepted	

me	as	the	great	artist	and	the	painting	did	at	times	serve	as	a	teaching	and	

learning	tool	in	a	surprising	variety	of	subjects.	After	completing	this	

mural	I	was	asked	by	the	school,	the	students	and	the	staff,	to	initiate	

other	similar	projects	in	the	school	building.	

J was working in the school office during term break, as was the norm. 

He	sauntered	up	to	me	as	I	worked	and	remarked	that	there	used	to	be	a	water	

fountain	on	the	wall	where	I	chose	to	paint	what	would	be	the	angel’s	penis,	

if	angels	could	procreate.	He	asked	me	very	seriously	if	I	had	done	this	on	

purpose	and	whether	I	thought	such	symbolic	gestures	were	appropriate	in	a	

boys’	school.	
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A:	 “I	 just	 wanted	 to	 paint	 something	 and	 this	 seemed	

suitable.”

J:	“Wait	right	here,	I	have	something	to	show	you.”

He	returned	with	sheets	of	paper	which	he	handed	to	me:

“Read	this	and	tell	me	what	you	think,	Ay	mon”,	going	into	a	parody	of	

the	badman	lingo	of	one	of	our	more	able	students,	“be	brutal,	givayt	tome	

strate”.

I	read	J’s	dissertation	and	gained	insight	into	how	he	reacted	to	his	work	

and	how	he	reacted	to	me	as	one	of	the	staff	at	the	school.	
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A: “Ah,	umm,	sorry,	should	I	repaint	the	wall	white	and	start	

somewhere	else?”	

J: “Yes,	it	has	only	taken	you	two	weeks	and	your	whole	holiday	

to	paint	it,	nothing	serious.”

A:	“Yes,	ok,	but	it	will	take	a	while	to	cover	the	black	

paint.”

J	chuckled.	

I	was	tremendously	confused.

J:	“What	are	you	painting?”	

I	jumped	into	a	monologue	of	meaning:

“The	angel	represents	every	boy’s	ability	to	raise	himself	

personally	 and	 academically	 from	 the	 discomfort	 of	

classification that he has received by being misconstrued 

through	 educational	 institutions	 and	 lack	 of	 self-

confidence.”

(fig. 19) Untitled (School mural, London) (2003)



It made me reflect on situations with students and I began to understand 

these situations in ways that I could not before; how he had influenced the 

students	that	day	and	vice	versa,	and	how	it	then	reverberated	back	into	my	

classroom	and	affected	my	teaching.	While	reading	his	work,	I	found	myself	

excitedly	phoning	him	out	of	work	hours	to	explain	a	situation	differently	

from	how	he	had	written	it:	

...	maybe	you	should	rethink	this	strategy	in	terms	of	dealing	

with	the	student.	What	you	didn’t	see,	what	happened	before	was,	

this	teacher	said	this	and	then	the	student	did	that	and	then	

the	other	student	hit	him	and	...	.	

What	initially	attracted	me	to	this	methodology	was	the	writing	style,	or	

rather	how	easy	it	was	to	read	and	its	applicability	to	my	daily	life.	As	

I	found	Js’	text	easy	to	read,	to	my	own	detriment,	I	began	to	live	under	

the	illusion	that	it	was	therefore	necessarily	easy	to	write.	I	began	to	

panic.	I	don’t	know	where	I	belong	or	what	community	I	form	part	of,	I	don’t	

understand South African society, so how am I supposed to find myself in it? 

I	don’t	know	how	to	ethnographically	research	art	practice	in	South	Africa,	

even	if	I	did	‘limit’	the	study	to	art	practice	at	the	department	where	I	

was	working.	Applying	this	form	of	methodology	to	my	own	practice,	I	began	

to	realise	that	it	was	not	just	a	matter	of	writing	a	story	about	what	was	

going	on	around	me.	For	it	to	be	valid,	to	be	useful,	to	be	ethnographic,	

is	something	completely	different.	I	started	making	practical	work	and	

frantically	wrote	down	everything	I	experienced,	hoping	something	big	would	

emerge.
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Personalised Framework

Auto/ethnographic research and writing  must be personalised and embodied, making use 

of the “concretely and immediately experienced”, that takes place in “actual daily relations 

between individuals” as opposed to starting with a “conceptual apparatus or theory drawn 

from the discipline” (Smith, 1990:16). The researcher has to develop a personalised 

framework that evokes the environment and subject of study and emerges out of these. 

The auto/ethnographic texts that I have encountered make use of various strategies for 

example: the incorporation of multimedia texts, internet conversations, etc. to show how 

our everyday experiences are both localised and global (Schalk, 1998:18); dramatic recall, 

unusual phrasing, and strong metaphors to invite the reader to relive events with the author 

(Holt, 2003:6); biographical work, interspersed with biographies from varying individuals 

placed next to each other and transcripts of interviews (Barton & Darkside, 2005); 

interspersions of asides, diary entries and fictional writing (Pereira, Settelmaier & Taylor, 

2005); and social science theories placed alongside third-and first-person autobiographical 

accounts (Roth, 2005).

Schalk, in his auto/ethnographic research in Las Vegas (1998), refers to the Situationists 

as influences on aspects of auto/ethnographic writing. He writes that everyday life is 

influenced by the, “combined effects of climate, architecture, lay-out, density, light, sound, 

speed, smells, temperature, and colours (Plant, 1992:77, cited in Schalk, 1998:12). Schalk 

writes that these aspects of an environment, “influence everyday life and consciousness in 

more ways than we can understand”.

Sites impact our senses, promote various insights, orient perceptions, nurture a 

variety of emotional responses, enable and limit different kinds of interaction, 

summon diverse subjectivities, and thus should call for different approaches 

and writing styles. Site affects sight and site affects cite. (1998:12)

[The Department of Visual Art, University of Stellenbosch: 2005]

Having	arrived	back	auto/ethnography	seemed	to	me	to	be,	glaringly	obviously,	

the	answer	to	writing	an	art	dissertation.	In	my	proposal	I	intended	to	show	

that	auto/ethnographic	writing	could,	by	its	open	methodological	turn	that	

allows	for	varying	speaking	voices,	serve	as	a	framework	for	a	student	to	

commingle	theoretical	work,	personal	insights	and	the	application	of	the	

theoretical	concepts	with	her	own	surroundings	and	art	work.	It	could	ground	

her	investigation	in	her	own	experience.

The	dissertations	of	some	of	my	colleagues	in	the	Master	of	Arts	programme	

have	tended	to	draw	from:	psychoanalytic	theory	(especially	Lacan),	post-

structuralism	(predominantly	Derrida	and	Barthes),	semiotics,	feminist	and	

Marxist	discourses,	complexity	theory	and	so	on.	Not	to	mention	a	variety	

of	postmodern,	modern	and	premodern	artists,	folktales,	popular	literature	

and	local	social	issues,	for	example	the	writing	and	illustration	of	Xhosa	

children’s	books.

In	practical	criticism	sessions	and	informal	discussions,	my	fellow	students	

would	often	discuss	their	work	in	terms	of	more	personal	issues	and	using	

a	more	casual	form	of	speaking	than	they	would	when	discussing	their	work	

in	theory	seminars.	A	number	of	the	students,	myself	included,	have	drawn	

from	and	investigated,	personal	troubles	or	autobiographical	concepts,	such	

as	childhood	memory	in	their	work.	They	have	also	drawn	from	imagination	

and	memory,	as	they	experience	these;	orientation	to	familial	and	sexual	

relationships,	identity	construction	and	how	they	experience	trying	to	re-

represent	these	in	their	own	practice.
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I found that the cross-pollination between the visual ‘sight’ and the literal ‘cite’ as 

pointed out by Schalk, resonated with the meaning making that I associate with art practice, 

in how one’s physical environment, “certain areas, streets, or buildings resonate with states 

of mind, inclinations and desires” can effect one to “seek out reasons for movement other 

than those for which an environment was designed” (Plant, 1992:59). To add to these, 

citations, materials, forms, and techniques, employed both by myself and other artists, 

function as sight and cite, while the tactile and the textual powerfully combine in auto/

ethnographic writing to communicate the processes of art practice.

The site of my final exhibition The ear that you are able to hear me with (2008), for me 

indicated the cross-pollination between the personal and the social in art practice. I rented 

a private home, which I turned into a temporary art gallery. As a site, the house itself is a 

vehicle for various memories of the owner and previous occupants. Onto this I transposed 

my own memories and experiences carried in the form of art works. The ‘type’ of house, 

a lower middle-class suburban house situated in a traditionally coloured community with 

close family and historical ties to their town and property – resonates for me with a certain 

conception of home, albeit one that is not mine and that I do not form part of. 

Geographically, the site is placed in between Somerset West, the town that I grew up 

in, and Stellenbosch, in which I study art practice and have ‘learned’ how to turn memory 

into visual text. It thus functions as a kind of transitional space. I used these associations 

with the site of the exhibition as well as the shared associations of some of the viewers of 

the exhibition, situated in this specific type of house, to turn the site into a ‘cite’.

As I have explained, auto/ethnographic writing aims to consciously incorporate the 

reader/viewer into the meaning of the text. Using emotionally laden writing, metaphor and 

unusual phrasing it calls on readers to view themselves as meaning makers with and in the 

text. This form of writing is also intended to improve the readability of the work in order to 

facilitate dialogue with the reader, as opposed to a method of demonstrating authority. 
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Van Maanen, in Tales of the field: On writing ethnography (1988), postulates the use of 

‘readerly texts’. Readerly text facilitates to break the hegemonic voice of the author. It 

questions the role of the author as the purveyor of meta-theory and having authority due to 

association with the “intellectual fashions of the day” (Van Maanen, 1988:68). 

This use of the term ‘readerly’, however, stands in opposition to how it is defined 

by Roland Barthes. For Barthes ‘readerly’ text are anything but ‘readerly’. They do not 

locate the reader as a site of the production of meaning, but only as the receiver of a fixed, 

pre-determined, reading. They are products rather than productions (Barthes, 1974:5).. 

According to Lather, Barthes definition of ‘readerly texts’ are texts that fulfil the readers’ 

expectations of conventions thus allowing them to be “passive consumers” (1991:168). 

Barthes states, that ‘writerly’ text is, in contrast, a “perpetual present”: 

[U]pon which no consequent language (which would inevitably make it 

past) can be superimposed; the writerly text is ourselves writing, before the 

infinite play of the world (the world as function) is traversed, intersected, 

stopped, plasticized by some singular system (Ideology, Genus, Criticism) 

which reduces the plurality of entrances, the opening of networks, the 

infinity of languages. (Barthes, 1974:5) 

Conceptions of the ‘readerly’ and the ’writerly’ presuppose the reader as the meaning 

maker in the text. In my argument the writer (or myself as artist and subject), as much 

as the reader or viewer of the text, plays a role as interpreter in mediating my society, 

including the texts that this society produces. Thus the meaning in the text is determined 

through a transaction that exists between me as the eye (I) of the author and the subject and 

the eye (I) of the reader, through transference and counter transference, as the subject in the 

text. In my writing and practical work I have struggled to find a method that conveys 

 

readerly aspects, in Van Maanens’ sense, where I interpret the readability of the work as 

accessible to readers that are not versed in theoretical writing, combined with writerly 

aspects, which I believe can be daunting to an inexperienced/experienced eye and where 

the theoretical basis calls for a knowledge of literary theory that can often be limited to an 

academic elite.

I experience a debate, considering what constitutes the ‘readerly’ and the ‘writerly’, 

as playing out between my various sculptural works. The works themselves play the 

role of characters verging on various lines of disclosure and hiding, being fully formed 

and presented, and being open, in-process elements of a textual web. As an attempt at 

‘writing’ self-reflexively through my making process, the works became re-evaluations 

of self-representations, often using a human figure as an easily readable approach – a 

form that is easily recognizable and can thus offer the viewer a point of correlation or an 

opening into what the work might mean. This contrasts with work that I produced in my 

undergraduate years (my previous academic art), where I made use of abstract forms as 

exploratory vehicles for self-representations. These were often seen by friends and family, 

that are ‘outside’ of art discourse as ‘weird’ and after explanation of the concept with “So 

jy dink jy is ‘n pretzel?”. 
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(fig. 23),

 the ear that you are able to hear me with (2008)

Combined photo and drawing of 109 Webersvallei Road, James Town:site of exhibition 37



(fig. 24),

map to the exhibition

 (exhibition detail: the ear that you are able to hear me with) (2008)
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(fig. 25) drawing the crossing points 

(at site of final exhibition: the ear that you are able to hear me with

(2008) 

I re-introduce my creative works in the following five pages, as they have been exhibited 

in the ear that you are able to hear me with (2008) and in the context of concerns that arise 

in this chapter. 

[D]rawing the crossing points became a mediator of the other four installations. By be-

coming an installation, an artwork on its own and no longer only a method to capture 

and interpret data, it professes of the impact of aspects of research/making/talking/writ-

ing/arguing that would perhaps have been deemed unimportant or problematic – the hand 

/I/eye/ear of the researcher/reader, the everyday contexts and the methods employed in 

producing/manipulating texts and how these interact with one another. In my work, I view 

this installation as a primary indicator of the active displacement/questioning of second-

ary (supplementary) terms in relation to their privileged counterparts in all aspects of my 

research. As a ‘supplement’ to TABLE 1:(FIG.1; FIG.2) – the work that I view as being 

the most illustrative of the theoretical concerns that have fuelled my practice – drawing 

the crossing points, serves to activate/problematise the supplement(s) role in my visual 

‘argument’. 

My usage of ‘the supplement’ draws from that of Derrida in that ‘the supplement’ is 

that which, in its absence, refers to its presence, or the possibility of its presence or the af-

fect of its presence – something that might be added ‘optionally’ – in an argument, context, 

interaction, discourse. The supplement implies a lack in an already ‘complete’ entity. 

The incorporation of what I view as the possible supplement in various aspects of my text 

and the then displacement of this ‘term’ becomes an aesthetic convention in my work, 

following this I try to create an awareness in the readers that, as Derrida writes: 

As soon as the supplementary outside is opened, its structure implies that 

the supplement itself can be “typed”, replaced by its double, and that a sup-

plement to the supplement, a surrogate for the surrogate, is possible and 

neccessary. (1981b:109)
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[T]o use language so that it gives the appearance of clear, referential meaning is to conceal the artifice that produces the appearance of objectivity (Lather, 1991:91).

In my theoretical research into conceptualisations around objective versus subjective 

knowledge claims and, hence, how to portray the self in terms of these, I embarked on 

TABLE 1: (FIG.1; FIG.2). In this work I make use of the grid, a seemingly neutral device 

that pins down ‘the field’ and can allow for a realistic ‘scientific’ copy to be created. As 

a device, the grid, has a history in modernist and postmodernist art practice, first as an 

emblem of modernist art and now, through its critique, postmodernist; it points to the use 

of a device that, in the process of proclaiming its very ‘universality’ or neutrality, draws on 

a premise that, in effect, disclaims those very concepts.

To me the grid is a symbol for a process of analytical understanding and interpretation. 

To create this sculpture, I have used it to try to find a way to join an analytical approach 

with an approach that allows for change through interaction with the environment, non-

linearity, and self-reflexivity. 

(fig. 27) TABLE 1: (FIG.1; FIG.2) 

(at site of final exhibition: the ear that you are able to hear me with)

 (2008) 

(fig. 26) (Krauss, 1999:19) (fig. 28) (Krauss, 1999:13)
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I	don’t	know	where	Hannalulu	came	from.	With	her	it	seems	like	‘just	

something	that	I	decided	to	make’.	To	try	and	understand	her,	to	try	to	

give	her	a	grounding	in	my	research	–	a	point	of	departure	from	which	she	

can	be	discussed	–	I	initiated	a	meeting	with	my	psychologist,	in	which	she	

would		practice	Eye	Movement	Desensitisation	and	Reprocessing	(EMDR)	on	me,	

focussing	on	Hannalulu.	My	aim	for	the	process	was	to	excavate	personal	

associations	and	meanings	of	the	sculptural	form		arising	from	forgotten/

embedded or previously thought of as insignificant memories. The EMDR process 

was	taped	and	plays	opposite	her	on	a	television	monitor.	Viewing	the	DVD,	

it	was	excruciating	to	see	myself,	on	tape	in	such	a	vulnerable	state.	The	

memories	that	emerged	seemed	then	to	be	banal	and	non-sensical.	I	decided	

to	loop	the	tape	on	mute.	(see	Appendix	A)

[T]ake the unconscious, as Vincent Descombes has argued, “not as a phenomenon of 

the will but as a phenomenon of enunciation” (Descombes, 1977:85). The thesis of the 

unconscious “makes sense only in relation to the subject of enunciation: he does not know 

what he says” (Descombes, 1977:15 cited in Culler, 1983:127).
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(fig. 30) Hannalulu-Swampthing Girl 

(at site of final exhibtion: the ear that you are able to hear me with)

(2008)

 

(fig. 29) Hannalulu-Swampthing Girl (detail)

(work in progress documentation) (2006)



Poppie aka; Death of the Scribing Angel aka, getting in 

touch with your inner chicken, was the final installation to 

be completed for this exhibition. 

The meanings that I ascribe to her lie in getting in touch 

with the contradictory systems of values in which I am 

trying to operate. Specifically referring to institutionalised/

academic art practice and what, I think, would be deemed 

as beautiful, acceptable, good art, as a piece on her own, 

by many individuals who do not approach art from an art 

theoretical background, or who have received ‘classical’ 

training.

Poppie for me stands at the interstice between these 

two frameworks. It is a work that is easily accessible, due 

to its classical associations, that have been mass produced 

and mass consumed, and associations with feminist theory 

of the use of the female body in modern or classical 

representations. 

The contradictions inherent in Poppie, the name in 

Afrikaans referring to a doll and often used in a derogatory 

fashion to refer to girls or women vs. the regal, the strong 

and elegant – could indicate a work that “insists on its 

universality at the same time that it defines that 

universality in specifically male terms” (Fetterly, 1978:xii), is an indication of my own

complicity in what I choose to critique or perpetuate.

By placing Poppie in the final exhibition, in the kitchen, having at the same time filled 

the kitchen cupboards with tools and materials (leftovers) that I have used to make her and 

the other sculptural works (fig. 31 – 34), I have placed myself in the midst of these various 

fields. I am simultaneously questioning my own ‘taught subjectivity’, and my position, as 

writing out of middle class academe. 
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(fig. 35) Poppie aka; Death of the Scribing Angel aka; getting in touch with your inner chicken 

(at site of final exhibition: the ear that you are able to hear me with) (2008)  

 

(fig. 32) 

(fig. 33) 

(fig. 31)   

(fig. 34) 

(fig. 31 – 34) Poppie; aka Death of the Scribing Angel; aka getting in touch with your inner chicken

(detail) (at site of exhibition: the ear that you are able to hear me with) (2008)



This work became an investigation into seeing the self as a mediating point of power, 

through the use of structures and systems that order society and ‘keep it sane’. Johari, 

the monster spider, was based on a rendition of a particular method used in various 

therapeutical and organisational training/work groups, in which the individuals taking part 

are scrutinised as to the knowledge that the group can have of them and how it can be 

mobilised/changed, according to the goals or aims of the institution at which the process is 

taking place.(see Appendix C). I have placed this paradigm, drawing on my own 

experiences, in a psychologist’s office. In this installation, the system, the psychologist or 

the patient  (depending on how you want to view it) has been turned into a three dimensional 

grid ‘monster’, a system that has taken on its own life and set up office. In this work I 

did not allude to any clear figurative representation of myself. I have referred to myself 

through the use of my B.A. degree certificate that hangs on the wall of Johari’s office. 

At stake in this installation, are the positions of power that can be experienced by the 

viewer/reader. Where do you place yourself within this paradigm, faced with a monster?
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(fig. 37) Johari’s Window aka ; ek en my sielkundige aka; come inside, close the door and take a seat

 (at site of final exhibition: the ear that you are able to hear me with) (2008)

Johari is a grid point in a complex system. If you could draw a grid over a complex system and then 

cut it out it would turn into a three-dimensional, Johari monster.

(fig. 36) Johari’s Window; aka ek en my sielkundige; aka come inside, 

close the door, and take a seat (detail)

(at site of exhibition: the ear that you are able to hear me with) 

(2008) 



Art is a social product. (Wolff, 1981:1)
Wolff, in The Social Production of Art (1981), argues against “the romantic and mystical 

notion of art as the creation of ‘genius’, transcending existence, society and time”, she 

argues that it is rather “the complex construction of a number of real, historical factors” 

(1981:1). She writes that:

[T]he cultural product (‘work of art’) loses its character as transcendent, 

universal fact, whose ‘greatness’ is unanalysable, but somehow mysteriously 

and inherently present. It is seen instead as the complex product of economic, 

social, and ideological factors, mediated through the formal structures of the 

text (literary or other), and owing its existence to the particular practice of 

the located individual. (Wolff, 1981:139)

Similarly, Paul Mattick, in Art in its Time: Theories and Practices of Modern Aesthetics 

(2003), argues that “art is not historically autonomous but an element of the complex social 

totality in which we live” (2003:4). Thus, to restate my position, I believe the dualistic 

nature of auto/ethnography, that which questions the binary conceptions of self and society, 

can be applied to investigate the dual nature of art production as a personal and cultural 

product. That is to suggest that art works lie in the interstice between the cultural and the 

personal. 

Applying this methodology to my own studies, I needed to take into consideration how 

this particular teaching environment, at the University of Stellenbosch Department of Visual 

Art, and the manner in which knowledge or understanding of our own work is constructed 

has informed my practice. As an autobiographical method and text, the framework of the 

study approach and the focus of the study should be both viewed and communicated as, 

mergent properties of the interactions between the self of the researcher 

The	social	production	of	art	works	is	evident	in	the	manner	that	art	making	

is	‘taught’	at	the	department	where	I	am	studying.	It	is	a	dialogical	

process	between	the	personal	research	of	the	lecturers,	fuelled	by	their	own	

academic	and	personal	interests,	the	personality	of	these	lecturers	in	their	

approach	to	the	students	and	that	of	the	students	in	return.	

Some	of	the	best	insights	that	I	have	experienced	through	interactions	

within	the	department	have	taken	place	in	the	department’s	quad,	where	

certain	students	and	lecturers	eat	lunch,	have	coffee,	and	take	smoke	

breaks.	The	conversations	that	ensue	within	this	social	subgroup	vary	from	

gossip,	to	sharing	frustration	over	practical	or	theoretical	work,	solving	

technical	problems	and	testing	ideas.	

The	construction	of	meaning	that	takes	place	around	our	art	objects	seems	

often	to	include	a	social	space,	the	process	of	production	that	then	reminds	

one	of	us	of	constructions	that	can	be	carried	further	in	our	theoretical	

and	practical	research.	

Similarly,	within	postgraduate	practical	seminars,	a	form	of	free	association	

–	”this	reminds	me	of	that,	and	have	you	looked	at	that	artist,	your	work	

seems	to	remind	me	of	hers”	–	takes	place.	This	is	often	accompanied	by	the	

artist/student	explaining	what	they	are	doing	or	what	process	they	are	using	

to	produce	the	product:	

I	was	sitting	in	the	Spur	and	noticed	these	rings	that	were	left	

over	time	on	the	place	mats,	so	I	convinced	the	manager	to	let	
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and the environment under study. This means I have to enter into a dialogue with myself 

in process, changing through interaction with society, and through my process of dialogue 

with my social environment. The researcher has actively and self-consciously to engage with 

the social environment in which the study takes place to form the research methodology, 

to “develop strategies attuned to the site” (Schalk, 1998:5). The research should be fuelled 

by the cultural environment and self as, and in that, environment. The environment and 

the researcher in dialogue form the project and not an a priori set of goals to be achieved. 

“[E]thical adaptation to the field should count more than compliance to rules produced 

elsewhere by somebody else at another time and for different purposes” (Schalk, 1998:6).

In writing on my practice now, a practice that because of my education, and perhaps 

personal orientation, I wished to approach from a position in which I do not unconsciously 

perpetuate ideologies, I realise that my own aims and intentions for myself as a practitioner 

could affect what I choose to make, where it is exhibited, and who might be able to see it. 

In addition, writing auto/ethnographically to produce an academic dissertation within 

this specific academic community can, I believe, serve as a means through which both I 

and the reader/viewer can question my own objectivising claims – claims that lie in the 

theoretical or personal frameworks that I draw from. In looking at my practice as a whole 

I have to consider two fundamental questions: 

What capital do I have and how do I use it?

How do my representations embody interests, politics and power?

Roth, referring to the work of Bourdieu and Wacquant, discusses three species of capital: 

economic, social and cultural as commodity forms with use and exchange value, in the 

Marxist sense, but that are often regarded as abstract values that inform on enacted habitus. 

Roth states that social agents are “bearers of capital” and expands on this idea:

me	borrow	them	for	a	short	while	and	I	used	them	to	make	prints,	

they	reminded	me	of	what	I	am	busy	with,	the	circular	motion	of	

bodily	processes	and	how	they	impact	over	time.	(MA	student,	

seminar	presentation,	2007)

At	this	department	various	postmodernisms,	especially	post-colonialism	and	

feminism,	have	served	as	the	bases	of	the	most	pertinent	theoretical	insights	

that	have	shaped	my	thinking.	Such	critical	discourses	that	challenge	centre/

periphery	constructs	with	regards	to	power	relations	in	textual	practice	

and	that	aim	to	deconstruct	and	contextualise	ideologies,	shocked	me	into	

looking	at	my	‘own	white,	western	culture’	and	readdressing	how	I	associated	

or fitted in with the images, songs, literature etc. that I had grown up 

with.	

In	my	third	year	of	undergraduate	study,	a	new	theory	lecturer	was	appointed	

in	the	department.	Her	focus	of	theoretical	thought	was,	and	is	still,	

post-colonialism.	In	her	lectures	I	spent	a	large	percentage	of	the	time	

‘deconstructing’	my	grandparents	house	in	my	head,	with	my	thoughts	returning	

continually	to	the	placemats	that	we	used	for	large	family	breakfasts,	

Christmas	feasts	and	birthdays.	The	placemats	had	‘beautiful’	line	drawings	

of	‘Khoisan’	heads	on	them,	and	superimposed	on	these	the	traces	left	by	the	

indentation	of	over-laden	plates	of	food,	over	years	of	use.

This	awareness	of	the	power	that	visual	images	carry	in	shaping	my	social	

environment,	and	the	way	that	I	think	about	society	and	myself	in	that	

society, has greatly influenced how I approach my work. 
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[D]epending on their trajectory and on the position they occupy in the field 

by virtue of their endowment (volume and structure) in capital, they have 

the propensity to orient themselves actively either toward the preservation 

of the distribution of capital or toward the subversion of this distribution 

(Bourdieu & Wacquant, 1992:108-109 cited in Roth, 2005b:145) 

Roth addresses social capital as “the sum of resources (actual or virtual)” available to or 

accredited to an individual or group “due to the network of formal and informal relationships 

of mutual acquaintance and recognition” (Roth, 2005b:145). He refers to ‘cultural capital’ 

or ‘informational capital’ as representing: 

the non-economic forces such as family background, varying investments 

in and commitments to education, social class, and other cultural resources 

(language, theories, beliefs). Economic capital constitutes, among others, 

the financial resources available to and accessible by social actors ... . The 

forms of capital cannot only be transformed into one another but can also 

determine the relative forces, position, and strategic orientation of two or 

more interacting individuals. (Roth, 2005b:145).

In Roth’s argument, the positions that one occupies with regards to the capital at one’s 

disposal impact on the actions of that individual. The individual’s agency can be limited  or 

enhanced and it can place her in varying positions of power or powerlessness. To give as an 

example, in Auto/biography and Ideological blindness, he critiques an auto/ethnographic 

study, The Sneaky Kid and its aftermath (2002) by Harry Wolcott, in which the author, 

under “pressure in the academe to publish or perish” publishes his work and receives 

remuneration, but misuses, in Roths’s view, the cultural, economic and social capital 

In	applying	this	awareness	within	an	auto/ethnographic	methodology,	I	have	to	

analyse	how	my	personal	views,	prejudgements	and	intentions	could	possibly	

impact	on	the	effects	that	my	work	has	on	the	viewer.	Furthermore,	I	have	

to	try	and	identify	how	my	personal	views,	prejudgements	and	intentions		

are	informed	through	my	social	environment,	in	other	words	how	does	my	

interactions	with	my	environment	impact	on	what	I	choose	to	make,	how	I	

choose	to	make	it	and	how	I	choose	to	present	it.	

An	example	of	my	awareness	of	the	power	that	visual	images	carry	and	the	

impact	of	this	awareness	on	my	actions	is	the	realisation	described	at	the	

start	of	this	chapter,	that	I	could	not	paint	a	solely	white	or	black	angel	

to	represent	students	who	have	themselves	often	been	the	victims	of	racial	

abuse.

In	that	circumstance,	it	was	a	relatively	easy	value	judgement	to	make.	

However,	I	realised	in	the	re-writing	of	this	episode	that	considerations	

around	what	you	represent	should	also	be	concerned	with	why you	represent.	

I	wanted	to	create	a	position	for	myself	in	that	school,	to	gain	a	greater	

sense	of	social	power,	and	had	acquired	the	means	and	ability	to	do	that,	

through	my	education.	Hence,	having	applied	an	auto/ethnographic	methodology	

to	this	experience	I	realise	the	social	dimensions	of	power	that	can	be	

manifested	in	everyday	interactions	and	that	these	dimensions	also	impact	

on	why	and	how	work	is	produce	and	distributed.
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available to him, through misconduct with regards to a research participant (2005b:146).1 

Roth’s critique serves as a caution to researchers who have greater amounts of cultural 

capital at their disposal to more sufficiently addressing the positions that keep them in 

power and how these might affect their interpretations. In the words of Foster, drawing on 

a postmodern conception of textual practice that resists claims to objectivity and universal 

meaning of text, does not mean that “all positions in culture and politics are now open and 

equal” (Foster, 1998:xi), but rather calls for new forms of self-reflexive critiques. Similarly 

according to Roth,

Post-modern, feminist, and constructivist critiques too, among others, aim 

at the way in which the world of our experience came to be represented in 

language, diagrams, mathematical forms, and so on. Representations, and 

especially academic representations came to be criticised because, in 

and through the context where they appeared, they laid claims to truth. In 

the wake of this critique, representations were recognized to be context 

dependant, always embodying interests, politics, and power. Yet, much of 

this post-modern, feminist, and constructivist literature continued to employ 

genres characteristic of modernism. That is, the critiques, lacking self-

reflexivity, merely wrote new truths. (2005b:12-13)

Lather supports this position. She also calls for self-reflexivity and states that, “[u]ncovering 

the particularity and contingency of our knowledge and practices is at the core of whatever 

generative advances we might make regarding our purposes and practices” (1991:14). 

Thus, in writing up my own personal experiences of generating knowing, and retelling 

of my context through my practice, I wish to open up a dialogical process between myself 

and the reader. One that is tentative and unsure, whilst striving to be self-reflexive and 

open. I hope to reflect Kester’s opinion that: “It is in the nature of dialogical projects to be 

impure, to represent a practical negotiation (self-reflexive but nonetheless compromised) 

around issues of power, identity, and difference, even as they strive to something more” 

(Kester 2004:123).

I am aware that the writing style in the following section of this chapter, Individual 

Element & Ideology, may in a sense contradict the call for ‘readerly’ text. However, 

the argument has emerged out of my research process, through consulting with various 

friends, lecturers and colleagues, and independent research in the University environment 

that has guided my thinking on where my work is situated in academic discourse. It 

is appropriate, as it has provided a ‘grid’ through which to view my work. It has also 

significantly influenced my practice. 

Individual Element & Ideology
In the following section I discuss the individual, and I include the artist here, as part of a 

complex social network in which the interactions of that individual plays a part in the social 

systems’ process of self–organisation. This affects how one can understand the presence of 

considerations regarding power in one’s textual practice. Wolff writes:

[A]rtistic practice is situated practice, the mediation of aesthetic codes ... 

and ideological, social, and material processes and institutions. At the same 

time, it insists that we do not lose sight of the artist as the locus of this 

mediation and the facilitator of its expression. (1981:137)

To discuss art as a social product/situated practice, it is necessary to formulate how 

society is structured or structures itself, as this has implications for how we approach 

concepts of agency, the generation of meaning and the role of power relations.    
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Here I find Paul Cilliers’ analysis of post-modern society in terms of conceptual models of 

complexity, as set out in Complexity & Postmodernism: understanding complex systems 

(1998), very useful. I have applied Cilliers’ argument throughout this study as a framework 

to view and discuss the generation of meaning as a relational, dynamic, non-linear, and 

localised process.2 I have found that is a particularly resonant framework through which 

to gain understanding of the workings of an auto/ethnographic methodology in a complex 

postmodern society.

Cilliers argues that the structure of society can be understood as the ever-changing 

product of the interactions between individuals (elements) (1998:123). In a society 

conceived of as a complex system, the individual plays an important structuring role in 

the society or communities in which she is active. This ‘active’ role translates into agency. 

However, her actions are co-determined by other structuring elements, such as individuals 

with whom she interacts, her environment and how she forms it. That is to say that the 

individual is re-conceptualised as a node in a network of interrelations where individuals 

can only “obtain significance through their patterns of interactions” (Cilliers, 1998:122). 

However, it must be remembered that each individual has a voice, and each individual sits 

at a nodal point of interaction that affects how society structures itself. As Cilliers writes, 

“each individual exists in a fabric of relations that is now more complex and mobile than 

ever before” (Cilliers, 1998:115). He continues:

Young or old, man or woman, rich or poor, a person is always located at a 

‘nodal point’ of specific communication circuits, however tiny these may 

be. Or better: one is always located at a post through which various kinds 

of messages pass. No one, not even the least privileged among us, is ever 

entirely powerless over the messages that traverse and position him at the 

post of sender, addressee, or referent. (Cilliers, 1998:115)

Self-organisation is the ability of a complex system that functions as an enabling device 

to develop or change the structure of the system, to adapt to changes in the environment. 

The environment can also be construed as comprised of discourses within the system, 

where numerous discourses are seen as the environment for one discourse. Concepts of 

inside and outside in complexity theory should be renegotiated as flowing rather than 

stagnant groups separated by fixed barriers. Thus the individual can form part of various 

discourses simultaneously, bringing different frameworks to bear on how she is formed 

and forms through her interaction. With regards to self-organisations, Cilliers states: 

[The] process changes the relationship between the distributed elements of 

the system under influence of both the external environment and the history 

of the system. Since the system has to cope with unpredictable changes in 

the environment, the development of the structure cannot be contained in a 

rigid programme that controls the behaviour of the system. (1998:12)

He further posits that, “boundaries, limits and constraints are a precondition for 

structure” (Cilliers, 1998:95). In a social system this can be seen in how the structures 

that develop according to power relations either enable or disable interaction or action 

between individuals. Boundaries, limits and constraints develop in the form of social rules 

or norms that emerge out of interacting individuals and clusters, or subsystems, which 

could be understood as discourses or communities. These rules/norms themselves play a 

role in the structuring of interactions, and power relations between interacting elements 

influence them in turn. Rules are an important part of society’s ability to self-organise, and 

the rules of discourses and societal values emerge out of social interaction as a function of 

self-organisation (Cilliers, 1998:111)
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The exercise of power consists in guiding the possibility of conduct and putting in 
order the possible outcome (Foucault, 1984:427).

Power relations function between discourses, setting in motion the constant re-

structuring of these discourses and moulding the interaction between one discourse, other 

discourses and its social and physical environment.

Different discourses – clusters in the network – may grow, shrink, break up, 

coalesce, absorb others, or be absorbed … . Instead of being self-sufficient 

and isolated, discourses are in constant interaction, battling with each other 

for territory, the provisional boundaries between them being the very stakes 

in the game. (Cilliers, 1998:116)

Apple, in his discussion of the impact of postmodernist thought on critically orientated 

work refers to Hutcheon’s concept of “politically un-innocent” discourses (Hutcheon, 

1989:4).   Apple states:

All of our discourses (a word used to signify the system of relations between 

parties engaged in communicative activity and a concept that is, hence, 

meant to signal the inescapably political context in which we speak and 

work) are politically un-innocent. They occur within a shifting and dynamic 

social context in which the existence of multiple sets of power relations are 

inevitable. (Apple, 1991:vii)

Cilliers discusses the importance of hierarchies and power relations in a complex society. 

He argues that they are a necessary condition for the existence of society’s ‘flow’ of energy; 

power relations emerge through a competition for resources: 

It is what keeps them going, their engine. If there were a symmetrical 

relationship between infants and adults, infants would never survive.  If 

there were a symmetrical relationship between teacher and students, the 

student would never learn anything new. If the state had no power, it would 

have no reason to exist. If women and men were all the same, our world 

would be infinitely less interesting. (1998:120)

Hierarchies and power relations also form an integral part of the system’s ability to 

fight entropy (Cilliers, 1998:122). Complex systems need a constant flow of energy to 

change, evolve and survive as complex entities. “Equilibrium, symmetry and complete 

stability mean death. Just as the flow of energy is necessary to fight entropy and maintain 

the complex structure of the system so too society can only survive as a process” (Cilliers, 

1998:122). This process lies in the society’s ability to self-organise.

Entropy in a complex system would entail the death of the system, where the system 

is no longer able to function as a complex system (Cilliers, 1998:122). This could flow 

from a situation in which too strong a hierarchical power has caused a linear pattern of 

interaction, or where no hierarchies can exist leading to anarchy. Conceptualising on 

the death of the system could be approached rather as many little deaths or moments of 

entropy in localised environments that, due to the open nature of the system, are often 

negated through involvement of the environment or other discourses, political or social 

systems or individuals etc. Regarding entropy, Cilliers and de Villiers writes, “A system 

survives (and also flourishes) in terms of tensions, anticipations and investments that may 

or may not mature. When it reaches a state of equilibrium it ceases to exist (Cilliers & de 

Villiers, 2000:235). 

Applying the concept of entropy to art practice, as a social process would imply a 

situation where anything could be regarded as art and the role of an artist could be
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fulfilled by anyone, where art loses all grounds as a definable category. We would be left with 

an ‘anything goes’ scenario. On the other hand, if the flow of energy due to differences in 

power were to stagnate, a situation in which textual discourses do not, or cannot challenge 

each other could lead to a situation where all practices become homogenised, or disappear 

altogether.

In this sense, the rules and norms, shaped through power relations are an integral 

part of the shaping of textual discourses and hence an individual’s textual practice. Power  

relations in societal structure affect the possibilities of action of each individual. However, 

they do not necessarily determine them. Power relations are both enabling and disabling.  

They are enabling in that they fuel the dynamics of the system, by allowing voices to be 

heard. They are disabling in that they can lead to exploitation and exclusion. According 

to Wolff :

Everything we do is located in, and therefore affected by, social structures. 

It does not follow from this that in order to be free agents we somehow 

have to liberate ourselves from social structures and act outside them. On 

the contrary, the existence of these structures and institutions enables any 

activity on our part, and this applies equally to acts of conformity and acts 

of rebellion. (1981:9)

Cilliers states that power relations are exploited on both a global and a local level “[T]hey 

are continuously being exploited by parents, by lecturers, by the state and by men, but also 

by children, by students, by citizens and by women” (1998:120). As an active element in 

this complex society, one always, in some way, participates in power relations, whether it 

be through upholding one’s position in society or fighting to change it. I believe that my 

position in society, where I am placed, or place myself, co-determines what I want 

to achieve through my textual practice. Another way of saying this would be that it co-

determines how I want to use my power.

Societal structure emerges through dynamic interaction and the system’s ability to 

self-organise. There are no outside designers. Thus; the structure of the system is not the 

result of an a priori design, nor is it determined directly by external conditions. Structures  

and value systems, that support and form part of these structures, and discursive rules are 

determined by individuals, and they have “ causual power over them” (Sawyer, 2005:211). 

Our “critical theoretical foundation” and value systems are created by our actions, whilst 

being inscribed in those very acts; they are emergent properties of society (Kincheloe, 

2005:169). 

In a given society, there is no general type of equilibrium between finalised 
activities, systems of communication and power relations (Foucault, 1984:425)

The importance of hierarchies and power relations as an inevitable part of society has 

relevance for my argument, as it has implications for the discursive framing of art products 

and how they are viewed. This has relevance for my own position in studying how my art 

functions within my particular social network.

Pollock, in Feminist Art Histories and Marxism (1999), defines culture from a feminist 

position as 

the social level in which are produced those images of the world and 

definitions of reality which can be ideologically mobilised to legitimise the 

existing order of relations of domination and subordination between classes, 

races and sexes” (1999:302). 

Postmodernist critiques of modernist art practices demonstrate how textual practices
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are implicated in power relations, and how discursive art practices can be active components 

in exploitation and control, as they are inevitably drawn into power relations. Within 

textual discourses, being socially determined as they are, structures emerge that support 

certain power relations. Postmodernism’s critique of modernism has inscribed modernist 

practice as being based on a system of cultural myths fuelled by silent agendas that support 

existing power structures through exclusion, universalism and transcendentalism (Foster, 

1998:xi). 

Posmodernism replaces the modernist conception of homogeneity, as a construct 

of western ethnocentrism, with heterogeneity. This serves to displace power upheld by 

belief in universalism. It questions patriarchal structures of representation that uphold 

a ‘universalised’, male-centred view of legitimate textual practice (Owens, 1998:67). It 

demonstrates how cultural myths can be used to obfuscate the relation of economic and 

class bound structures to textual practice (Mattick, 2003).

I do not wish to imply that modernism or postmodernism are homogenous discourses 

that can be clearly defined. Each writer/theorist approaches postmodernism differently, 

as there are almost as many different postmodernisms as modernisms, “since  the former 

are at least initially specific and local reactions against these models” (Foster, 1998:xi). 

This touches on an important part of my argument, that of localisation and interconnected 

heterogenous discourses that emerge out of society’s self-organisation.

In addition, I do not mean to imply that only postmodernist discourses question or 

shift power relations. In my argument, this shifting nature of power as part of how society 

continuously and dynamically structures itself, is an inevitable part of cultural practice. 

Postmodernism’s questioning of modernist authority demonstrates on a wider scale 

how art practice plays a role in the shifting power dynamics of society. In a complex 

society, these shifts are important for fighting entropy and preserving the complexity of 

the system.

What	implications	does	this	have	for	the	individual	artist?	

How	 does	 my art	 function	 to	 support	 power	 and	 what	 are	 the	

implications?	

How	can	I	develop	an	approach	to	art	practice	that	does	not	entail	

perpetuating	ideologies	that	could	lead	to	exclusion	or	domination?

Ideology: Any wide-ranging system of beliefs, ways of thought, and categories, 
that provide the foundation of programmes of political and social action 
(Blackburn, 1994:185).
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Mattick argues that ideologies can be understood as a “systematic rendering of social 

practices – such as behaviour at home, school, and work, voting or not voting, reading 

newspapers, watching television – that people ordinarily engage in without thinking too

much about what they are doing” (Mattick, 2003:4). Mattick states that, “what is decisive in 

life”, and quoting Raymond Williams, “is not the conscious system of ideas and beliefs, but 

the whole lived social process as practically organized by specific and dominant meanings 

and values” (Williams, 1977:109, cited in Mattick, 2003:4). Lather views ideology as, “the 

medium in which consciousness and meaningfulness operate in everyday life” (Lather, 

1991:2). She also refers to cultural Marxism and post-Althusserian Marxism, in which 

“ideology is viewed as something people inhabit in very daily, material ways and which 

speaks to both progressive and determinant aspects of culture” (Lather, 1991:2). Similarly, 

Ebert defines ideology from a postmodern feminist perspective as:

[T]he organization of material signifying practices that constitute 

subjectivities and produce the lived relations by which subjects are connected 

– whether in hegemonic or oppositional ways – to the dominant relations of 

production and distribution of power … in a specific social formation at a 

given historical moment. (1988:23)

It is at the point of dominant meaning and values that ideology and power meet, where 

a dominating force(s) impacts on the structuring impulse of a social system or sub-

system(s). 

Language(s) and ideology

The artist draws from the social interactions – her everyday life – in which she produces 

work. I produce works that are influenced by the subsystems or clusters (discourses or 

communities) in which I work and/or live. I employ communication devices – the use of 

words/marks or any action that can be said to carry the possibility of textual significance – 

in my interactions, which are shaped by, and impact on, how I structure society or societal 

subsystems. The use of the word/mark is a mediation by the individual in social interaction, 

acting as part of subsystems and as such is inscribed in power relations. Bakhtin states with 

regards to the individual’s mediation of text that:

The word, directed towards its object, enters a dialogically agitated and 

tension filled environment of alien words, value judgements and accents, 

weaves in and out of complex interrelationships, merges with some, recoils 

from others, intersects with yet a third group: and all this may crucially 

shape discourse, may leave a trace in all its semantic layers, may complicate 

its expression and influence its entire stylistic profile. (1994:76)

Through this act of mediation of using the word/mark, the individual draws from the 

use and intentions of others’ use of the word, but in so doing employs it towards her own 

end. Bakhtin writes that the word, “becomes one’s own only when the speaker populates 

it with his own orientation, his own accent, when he appropriates the word, adapting it to 

his own semantic and expressive intention” (1981:293). The individual adapts the meaning 

of the text as received from others in relation to her own intention and, in turn, the text is 

again adapted by the addressee. Bakhtin continues:

Prior to this moment of appropriation, the word does not exist in a neutral 

and impersonal language (it is not, after all, out of a dictionary that a speaker 

gets his words!), but rather [these] [exist] in other peoples’ mouths, in other 

peoples’ context, serving other peoples’ intentions: it is from there that one 
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must take the word, and make it one’s own. (1981:293) 

It is not a matter of denying that signatories have intentions, but of situating those 
intentions (Culler, 1983:127)

Applying this to my art practice as the employment of marks, I draw from different 

subsystems, discourses, and communities that I reference and in turn populate with my 

own aims and intentions. My intentions, however, are co-determined by what I wish to 

achieve, by the position that I want to take with regards to my own structuring role in my 

subsystem. This is influenced by where I situate myself in terms of power relations.

Rodrigues, in Unravelling the Allure of Auto/Biographies (2005), defines intentionality 

“in terms of the consciously driven ideological, political, pedagogical, and theoretical  

motives behind the desire to tell a chosen story of the self” (2005:121). Since an individual, 

as a discursive agent, is formed through her interactions, her motives are driven by the 

discursive rules that have emerged within a specific subsystem that co-determine where 

the individual is placed in terms of power relations in that subsystem.

The analysis of one’s own intentions is tantamount in doing auto/ethnographic research; 

it draws on the conceptions of Roth that our research aims are co-determined by how we 

employ the capital – social, cultural or economic – that we have access to. Similarly, 

Eisenhart, in Boundaries and Selves in the making of ‘Science’ (2005), argues that authors 

of critical autobiographies are supposed to analyse (deconstruct) their work in at least four 

ways: in terms of their intended audiences, their purposes for telling the story, the identities 

motivating their portrayal of self, and some form of social critique (2005:294).3 

All four of these point to the researcher as having agency in how she uses text, and in 

having to question these four considerations with regards to her textual practice, that her 

intentions impact not only on the work but how it can/will be received in the network of 

social relations.

[T]he category of intention will not disappear: it will have its place, but from that 
place it will no longer govern the entire scene and system of utterances (Derrida, 
1982:389).

The intent of the writer, however, is not approached as the carrier of meaning in the 

text, but serves as a framework in which to apply self-reflexivity and hence serve as a 

point of question through which to critique the use of text and applicability of the research. 

Relevant here is the fact that the intent of the writer and reader of the text is, drawing 

from Derrida, never fully formed. It is a changing aspect of research and the self of the 

researcher, “given that structure of iteration, the intention animating the utterance will 

never be through and through present to itself and to its content. The iteration structuring it 

introduces into it a priori an essential dehiscence and cleft (Derrida, 1982: 389). Similarly, 

Culler writes: “[T]he speaker’s intention … is comprehensive and divided  – conscious and 

unconscious – a structural intentionality which is anywhere present and which includes 

implications that never, as we say, entered my mind” (Culler, 1983:127)..

The explanations or analyses of intentions are in themselves then affected by the 

particular circumstances or context of the individual, and are adapted by the individual 

with regards to the interaction that she is active in at that given time. This process of 

analysing or applying self-reflexivity with regards to my aims and intentions for my work  

– that serve as fuel for, and a product of my work– is always still situated in a structuring 

process driven by power relations. In the words of Culler again:

When questioned about the implications of an utterance I may quite routinely 

include in my intention implications that had never previously occurred 

to me. My intention is the sum of further explanations I might give when 

questioned on any point and is thus less an origin than a product, less a 
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delimited content than an open set of discursive possibilities linked to the 

consequences of iterable acts and to contexts that pose particular questions 

about those acts. (1983:127-128)

I, however, agree with Lather, when she writes:

Rather than to take refuge in the futility of self-criticism, however, I want to 

attempt it as aware as possible of its inevitable shortcomings, all that which 

remains opaque to ourselves. There is much here that I cannot reach, much 

that eludes the logic of the self-present subject. This excess demonstrates 

not the demise of meaning but its endless possibilities. (Lather, 1991: 83)

Studying my own art practice as a social product entails, thus, that I investigate my 

intentions as part of a social process: a dialogical process between myself and my social

environment, that through its investigation impacts on a process of knowledge 

production. 

The analysis of the researcher’s intention and, through the use of reader-involved text, 

the intention of the reader, into what the text means serves as a double formation of social 

knowing. Firstly, to try and identify intentions as they are formed, through the researcher’s 

interacting within an environment, speaks of the social environment in question. Secondly, 

the analysis via the reading and re-reading of this identification process tells the story of 

a society in process. In each reading it adds to the process of knowing that to a lesser or 

greater degree has an effect on everyday understanding. A method that is successful in 

drawing the reader in, to question her own frameworks, would speak of and supplement 

the environment of the researcher and that of the reader. 

Ethnography then, like text, in the postmodernist sense, becomes an event; in 

postmodern ethnography ‘representing’ turns to/is replaced by ‘evoking’ (Schalk, 1998:13). 

It is not a creation of a museum, containing objectivised and objectivising knowledge, that 

serves as an origin, but rather consciously forms a part of societal knowledge without ori-

gin, only shifting contexts. 

Working within a postmodernist ideological framework of self-reflexivity calls for a 

new consideration of the value of power in a society and hence how I can engage ethically 

with my textual practice. In other words, how my intentions that are informed through the 

rules and norms of society, a product co-determined by power relations, can impact on my 

society.

My auto/ethnographic framework then becomes, firstly, a means through which to try 

and identify the rules/norms and value systems that I follow in my text and how these are 

implicated and co-determine my position with regards to power relations. Secondly, it is 

about how to communicate my findings to the reader in a way that can fuel a process of 

dialogue as social knowledge. I have attempted to achieve this, in this chapter, by showing 

the meta-framework, a context dependant, postmodern approach to knowing, and how I 

experience and have been ‘taught’ this framework in my practice: by beginning to answer 

the questions that I have posed myself at the start of this process: “How do I investigate 

my practice?”.

The following chapter deals more thoroughly with my research process with regards 

to identifying my social and textual environment and my ‘self’ as agent and subject of 

study in that environment. I do this in order to continue to elucidate possible intentions 

that fuel my practice.
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Notes

1 Wolcott’s work is an autobiographical discussion of his relationship with a young man/

boy, Brad, the ‘sneaky kid’ who squatted on his homestead. Wolcott engaged with Brad as 

a researcher investigating aspects of their, his and Brad’s, society through 

documenting and analysing Brad’s life story as a youth living in, what is regarded in this 

study, as poverty. He also discusses a sexual relationship that developed between the two 

of them, this relationship is called into question by Roth. Wolcott professes that it had 

taken place in mutual consent, however this is called into question by accusations later 

made by Brad and a payment agreement that existed between Wolcott and Brad when the 

latter was living on his property. In time Brad leaves Wolcott, but returns to burn down his 

house and physically attacks Wolcott. In court proceedings following this attack, Wolcott 

writes himself as a victim and further victimized by court proceedings. Roth critiques 

various actions of Wolcott with regards to his conduct towards a research subject and how 

he uses his status and knowledge as a researcher to justify and gain from his relationship 

with Brad.
2 It is beyond the scope of this dissertation to deliver a detailed discussion of Cilliers’

 argument or to examine the implications that complexity theory has for sociological theo-

ries and methodologies across the board.
3 Eisenhart’s research study focuses on her own practice/praxis as a sociologist, writing 

and actively pursuing the publication of a research study on various groups of women’s 

engagement with scientific studies and knowledge.
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(fig. 39) face scanned at 150 dpi
printed (draft quality)
rescanned at 300 dpi 
(2007)



Chapter 3:

A Questioning Method: Self and Society

[T]he subject should not be entirely abandoned … . Rather, we should ask: 

under what conditions and through what forms can an entity like the subject 

appear in the order of discourse; what position does it occupy; what function 

does it exhibit; and what rules does it follow in each type of discourse? In 

short, the subject (and its substitutes) must be stripped of its creative role 

and analysed as a complex and variable function of its discourse.

(Foucault, 1994:193)

[T]o write “post modern” is to write paradoxically aware of one’s complicity 

in that which one critiques.

(Lather, 1991:10)

When	I	was	a	child	I	remember	standing	in	front	of	the	mirror	

and	saying	my	name	out	loud	to	myself	to	try	and	see	it	bounce	

back.	I	remember	feeling	like	a	stranger	to	myself,	and	when	I	

laughed	it	was	two	me’s	laughing.	So	maybe,	my	work	is	a	similar	

sort of reflection: through it, perhaps you can see me laughing 

at	myself,	trying	to	see	how	my	name	might	bounce	back.



(fig.40) Me?/The subject/Author: map
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In this chapter I shift the emphasis of my study towards my own art practice; in particular 

with regards to the specific textual practice that has served as a counterpart to this thesis. I 

discuss the making of the works in my auto/ethnographical writing. The making process, 

as a part of my textual practice, plays an integral role in how I construct meaning around 

my works and, hence, conceive of and delivered the final exhibition. This has, in addition, 

guided my thinking around the written component of the project. 

The discussion is carried in personal tales of how this process has come about through 

my emotional, cognitive and physical experiences as social experiences. In the sense that 

all the works are to a degree a representation of myself (auto/ethnographical), the making 

of the works has included considerations on how I make myself the subject of the study. 

The discussion of the work is therefore accompanied by considerations (from theoretical 

and everyday life frameworks) on how I view, investigate, know myself and my role as 

artistic producer. It aims to relate some of the rules and norms that I follow not only in 

being an art practitioner, but also in how I present myself as one. This, I believe, places 

both me and the reader in a position to question my intentions and the rules/norms that co-

determine them, including my position within power relations and how I view it. 

[A]uto/biography informs the researcher of her own location in the social web of reality 
and how this location helps shape how she makes meaning of the world. (Kincheloe, 
2005:165)

Me?/The subject/Author
At the start of the previous chapter, Invested Framework(s), I posed two questions:

What is meant by developing my own practice? 

How should I investigate my own practice? 

In this chapter these are refined and broken into various considerations and questions, as 

I demonstrated in the diagram on the previous page (fig. 40) These questions and 

considerations and their possible answers are all interrelated and folded in on one another. 

For instance, to write on the subject, and myself as subject, I need to consider how I can 

know or have knowing of myself as subject, in that I am already the subject and born a 

subject. I draw from pre-considerations of the self as subject to elucidate how I can have 

such knowledge. As Althusser states:

[I]ndividuals are always ‘abstract‘ with respect to the subjects they always-

already are ... . Before its birth, the child is ... already a subject, appointed as 

a subject in and by the specific familial ideological configuration in which it 

is ‘expected’ once it has been conceived. (1971:164-165)

Similarly, Wolff argues for the artist or individual as subject as being herself framed 

through “social and ideological processes”:

the traditional concept of the artist as creator depends on an unexamined 

view of the subject ... . [I]t presents a simplified account of the subject as a 

coherent, rational entity, without recognising that any such account depends 

on an arbitrary selection of biographical and character features, imposing an 

artificial unity on the individual as subject. (Wolff, 1981:137-138)

Wolff also argues for art as a collaborative product that “recognis[es] the nature of artistic 

work as located production” (1981:137). This aspect I address further in this chapter, 

although it does have relevance for the discussion on my work here. In writing on myself 

as subject I find the affectation of an artificial unity is to some degree unavoidable; to re-

copy myself I draw from various frameworks that seem to be the right frameworks. 
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Ons	eerste	twee	weke	van	teken	in	my	eerste	jaar	het	bestaan	uit	freehand 

grid drawings.	Ons	moes,	met	die	hand,	charcoal grids	teken,	so	netjies	en	

reguit	as	moontlik.	Ek	het	nie	baie	goed	gedoen	in	hierdie	proses	nie.	Nadat	

ons	die	grid	geteken	het,	moes	ons	‘n	objek	toedraai	met	tou	en	swart	sakke.	

Dan	moes	ons	daardie	objek	teken	deur	gebruik	te	maak	van	die	beste	freehand 

grid	wat	ons	gemaak	het.	Elke	blokkie	bly	individueel	maar	vorm	saam	die	

geheel	–	die	illusie	van	die	obskure	objek.	My	grids	was	nie	goed	om	mee	te	

begin	nie.	My	objek	was	te	gekompliseerd	en	dus	my	tekening	onsuksesvol.

TABLE 1:(FIG.1; FIG.2)	is	‘n	lyn	tekening.	Dit	val	in	die	vlak	van	‘n	

blind contour drawing.	Met	die	tipe	tekeninge	sien	jy	net	jou	objek,	die	

model)	en	kyk	nie	na	die	papier	nie,	jy	kan	nie	sien	waar	jou	hand	beweeg	

nie,	as	jy	die	potlood	optel	dan	verloor	jy	die	lyn.	Jy	moet	probeer	die	lyn	

van	jou	oog	vas	pen	en	nie	die	beeld	van	die	model	nie.	My	eerste	model	was	

‘n	jong	man,	met	puisies	op	sy	rug.	Ek	hanteer	die	model	in	‘n	koue	manier.	

Miskien	gee	ek	hom	nie	genoeg	leiding	nie,	ek	praat	nie	met	hom	soos	‘n	mens	

nie,	hy	is	hier	vir	‘n	rede	en	dit	is	die	enigste	manier	wat	ek	hom	benader.	

Die	rug	van	die	man	het	ek	probeer	vas	pen	op	die	grid.

	The	masters	studio	was	built	into	the	roof	of	the	art	department.	There	

are	two	doors	that	lead	out	on	to	the	roof,	these	are	always	locked,	there	

are	no	windows.	The	attic	is	grey	and	white	and	is	supposed	to	be	kept	clean,	

“this	is	a	clean	working	space”.	The	air	conditioner	keeps	the	space	at	a	

constant	temperature.	It	is	a	controlled	environment	(except	when	the	air	

conditioner	breaks).

TABLE 1:

Step 1:	Do	life	drawing	of	model	in	the	same	position	as	drawing	in	my	

memory. Build the figure by drawing the contours of the body.

–	Die	attic	is	leeg.	Ek	is	kalm.	Dit	maak	sin.	

Sit	kalm	by	my	lessenaar	en	teken	reguit	lyne	op	

‘n	A1	ongebleikte	koerant	papier.

Daar	is	een	of	ander	partytjie	in	die	quad.	Ek	

staan	op	die	balkon	wat	oor	die	quad	uitkyk,	die	

ligte	is	af	so	hulle	kan	my	nie	sien	nie.	Ek	gaan	

sit	weer	en	werk.	

Ek	sal	wag	vir	hulle	om	klaar	te	maak	en	weg	te	

gaan	voordat	ek	deur	die	quad	moet	loop	om	huis	

toe	te	gaan.	–	

I	 had	 some	 wire	 (4mm)	 left	 over	 from	

undergraduate	years.	It	was	stored	in	a	back	

corner of my parents’ garage. In my final year 

of	undergraduate	study	I	used	roughly	10km	

of	this	wire	in	my	sculptures.	I	lived	on	

coffee,	caffeine	pills	and	other	substances	

to	keep	me	awake	and	working.	I	spent	most	

of	my	time	in	the	department	surrounded	by	

walk-man	music,	this	was	before	mp3	players	

hit	‘my	community’.	My	hands	were	strong.	I	

prided	myself	on	my	ability	to	be	able	to	

straighten	(almost	perfectly)	any	wire	no	

matter	how	many	bends	it	had.
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Een-twee-drie blok myself 

– TABLE 1: (FIG.1; FIG.2) – 

Boxing myself, shadow boxing

(fig. 41) figure drawing (2005)

(fig. 43) figure drawing (2005)

(fig. 42) figure drawing (2005)



Step 2: Stretch	and	prime	canvas.	Staple	

the	canvas	material	on	to	the	wall.	Paint	

canvas	with	PVA,	wait	for	PVA	to	dry,	sand	

the	canvas	with	soft	sandpaper	and	re-

paint.	Repeat	4	times.	Draw	a	grid	using	a	

black	markerpen	on	the	canvas.Draw	two	

smaller	grids	using	red	markerpens	on	the	black	

grid.	Number	the	grid	lines	1-37,	A-ZE.						So	kan	die	alphabet	vir	ewig	aan	gaan.	

	 	 	 	 FIG. 1

Step 3: Sit	on	the	one	grid,	crossed	leg,	

with	your	right	hand	on	the	top	of	your	right	

thigh, finger pointing towards your left leg. 

Place	the	elbow	of	your	left	arm	on	your	

left	knee.	Place	your	arm	so	that	there	is	a	90-degree	

angle	between	your	forearm	and	your	shoulder.	27cm	of	your	left	arm	should	

extend	past	the	outside	of	your	left	leg.	Remember	this	position.	Using	a	

black	markerpen	trace	around	the	parts	of	your	body	that	are	touching	the	

grid.	You	will	use	this	outline	to	re-orientate	your	body	at	the	start	of	

each	session.			 	 Die	precision	val	weg	want	ek	beweeg,	en	kan	nooit	myself	

in presies dieseflde posisie terug kry nie. Jy kan verskillende sit-lyne op die rooi grid	sien;	

die	beeld	moet	skyf	elke	keer	wanneer	ek	skyf.	

Step 4: Maintain	this	position.	Draw	lines	across	

your	body	using	wire.	Use	the	grid	lines	closest	

to	your	body	as	start	and	end	points.	For	example,	

start	at	grid	point	C	36,	end	at	grid	point	M	36.	

Join	the	wire	ends	to	form	a	body-line	island.

61(fig. 44) (Osborne, 2005:222) (fig. 47) FIG.1 diagram (2007) 

(fig.46) FIG.1 diagram (2007)

(fig.45) TABLE 1: (FIG.1; FIG.2) (detail) 



Step 5: Place	the	wire	shape	on	the	other	grid	matching	the	grid	points.	As	

you	make	the	wire	shapes	attach	them	to	each	other,	using	the	grid	points,	

to rebuild your figure.  	V:	“It	seems	as	if	you	are	busy	with	this	pseudo-science	

that	wants	to	be	exact,	but	is	everything	but”.

Step 6:	Dip	the	strips	of	calico	into	the	wallpaper	paste.	Decide	on	sections,	

or lines on the wire figure that you want to cover. This is especially 

useful	for	parts	where	the	joins	in	the	wire	are	substandard	or	fragile.	

Eventually	the	wire	will	begin	to	deteriorate	and	will	be	‘kept	together’	

by	the	covering	cloth.	Bind	the	strips	around	the	wire.	Let	some	of	the	

wire	skeleton	show.		 	 	Die	beeldhouwerk	was	nou	al	te	verwyderd	van	die	grid	

–	die	vertikale	lyne	sou	dit	weer	vaspen.	       Drawing the crossing points

Step 7: Draw	32	graphs,	preparing	the	paper	by	

connecting	6	A3	photocopied	home-made	grids.	

Measure	the	distance	between	each	wire	crossing,	

bottom	and	top	points	on	FIG.1 per	grid	point.	

Mark	these	points	on	32	different	pages.	

FIG.2

Step 8: Redraw	FIG.1	using	grid	drawings	and	

dowel	sticks.	Mark	the	bottom,	top	and	crossing	

point	per	grid	point	on	a	individual	dowel	stick,	

you will have 32 dowel sticks with markings corresponding to a specific grid 

point.	Taper	away	the	wood	between	each	point.	Place	dowel	sticks	in	their	

corresponding	grid	point.	

	 	 	 Dit	maak	seer	om	draad-lyne	oor	jou	self	te	trek.	Jy	moet	jou	vel	

indruk	om	die	draad	vorm	te	gee,	en	dan	as	jy	die	individuele	vorm	het,	moet	jy	in	verskeie	

kontorsies	in	gaan	om	die	vorm	van	jouself	weer	af	te	kry.

(fig. 48) drawing the crossing 

points (detail) (2006)

(fig. 49) (Sarbin & Kitsuse, 1994:7) 62



Building blocks for studying the self

Auto/ethnographic methodology rests on an understanding of the self as relational, 

historically constituted and changing, as opposed to Descartes’s usage of the self as an 

ontologically rational and removed being. 

Cilliers and de Villiers write on the descriptive processes employed to ‘reflect’ reality 

and the self in modernism, as ordering the world “so that it could reflect universal and 

absolute standards of truth” (Cilliers & de Villiers, 2000:228). This, according to Bauman, 

was done by, “obsessively legislating, defining, structuring, segregating, classifying, 

recording and universalising” (Bauman, 1992:pxiv in Cillers & de Villiers, 2000:228).

Cilliers and de Villiers continues:

Descartes’s treatment of the subject also incorporates this strategy of 

structuring, classifying and universalising. He insists on elucidating the 

nature of the essential mind, independently from the contingencies that the 

corporeal body is subject too. His attempts to impose order onto the mind 

[lead] directly to the dichotomy between mind and body, and to the severing 

of the relationship between the self and the world. This view of the self 

is more than a little restrictive; we are caught in the prisons of our skulls. 

The Cartesian understanding of the subject leads us to disregard much of 

what it means to be human in the world. It also leads us to undervalue the 

relationship between selves. At the heart of this formal approach thus lies 

an insensitivity to the way in which the subject is constituted by ethical and 

political interaction. (Cilliers & de Villiers 2000: 228-229) 

In postmodernist discourses, and in the self-organising capacities of a postmodern 

society, ordering devices still play a role in how the self in relation to the other is

negotiated, albeit that shifts have occurred in how the devices are employed and how their 

agendas can be understood. These ordering devices, the means of representation, often 

lead to effects that even though perhaps unconscious to the author/artist, can have wider 

consequences: a new sensitivity can be used as a shroud for furthering various political, 

economical or social gain and or suppression. As Wolff writes:

[T]exts (and other cultural products) contain and express meanings beyond 

the intended and conscious meaning of their authors. This is not to argue 

that subsequent readings will draw new relevances from texts, though that 

is also true. But at the time of its inscription, a text contains and conjoins 

numerous, possibly contradictory, voices. (1981:124) 

For example, in Conversation Pieces (2004), Kester discusses the installation Soul 

Shadows: Urban Warrior Myths (1993), by Dawn Dedeaux. The installation grew out of 

her involvement in an art-in-prison project in New Orleans.1 Dedeaux, possibly, intended 

for the work to act as a vehicle to “help white viewers empathise with the conditions faced 

by youthful offenders while also acting as a moral prophylactic for young black men on the 

outside” (Kester, 2004:140). In addition, it allowed for the white female artist to “question 

her own attitudes toward racial difference” (Kester, 2004:144). Kester raises questions 

about the possible relation between Dedeaux’s treatment and representation of the other 

and the self in this work, with that of the aims of political conservative agendas in America, 

for example, referring to the funding of the project – a cross-sponsorship initiative between 

arts organizations and social service providers. This, Kester argues, could point to a trend 

in artists’ ideas on poverty and disempowerment that can, in turn, be co-opted by political 

conservatives to contribute to a “dismantling of existing social policy and its replacement 

with a privatised notion of philanthropy and moral pedagogy” (2004:139). 
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Kester writes:

Dedeaux’s installation provides a sustained, and persuasive, visual corollary 

for conservative views of race, class, and poverty – criminality is the result of 

one individual’s lack of moral character; prison produces repentant subjects 

who accept sole personal responsibility for their wrong doing. Her decision 

to include numerous images of black prisoners proclaiming their individual 

failure with no real attempt to relate these images to a broader political or 

economic analysis is potentially destructive to the very community that she 

hopes to assist. (Kester, 2004:145)

In my own work, I have employed various ordering devices, not only in my choice of 

aesthetic conventions, but also in the aspects of society that I have deemed important to 

investigate with regards to my art making, some consciously and some unconsciously. I 

believe that these devices, either in the physical remaking of myself, or the decisions with 

regards to how to structure the investigation, reflect considerations that point to ideological 

frameworks in my own society. 

One of the devices that I have used to a greater and lesser degree in all of my work is 

the grid. The grid in my work is ambiguous. It refers to emblems of modernism, such as 

structurisation. At the same time, in a postmodernist sense, the grid represents a localised 

device for structuring thoughts, knowledge, people and situations. It is used every day to 

tabulate, to capture time (or rather the planning of time) in schedules and almanacs, and 

in architectural devices and construction. It is an emblem of modernism, but is also a very 

real functional device in postmodern society. 

Taylor sets up an opposition between postmodern society and modern society. Modern 

society, approached through a grid structure (the Cold War and division) where “walls 

divide and seclude in an effort to impose order and control”, disrupts into postmodern 

society, seen as analogous to a web (the internet and integration) where the“web links and 

relate[s], entangling everyone in multiple, mutating and mutually defining connections in 

which nobody is really in control” (Taylor, 2001:23). He states: 

In this situation, the structural oppositions, which had long informed and 

guided policy, unravel and the political balance of power disappears ... . As 

connections proliferate, change accelerates, bringing everything to the edge 

of chaos. This is the moment of complexity. (Taylor, 2001:23)

 

In my work, the ‘image’ of complexity (that of networked systems and an element 

of ‘organic’, subjective chaos that has an internal logic of its own) is offset by attempts 

to contain, itemise and order, according to a conventionally rational, objectivising and 

empirical method. The grid is a device I have used to indicate the localised power roles 

that play a part in defining and structuring who I can be as well as possible ways of how 

I can view myself. Rosalind Krauss’ view of the grid in modernist art reflects some of my 

concerns:

In the spatial sense, the grid states the autonomy of the realm of art... . In the 

flatness that results from its coordinates, the grid is the means of crowding 

out the dimensions of the real and replacing them with the lateral, spread of 

a single surface. In the overall regularity of its organization, it is the result 

not of imitation, but of aesthetic decree. Insofar as its order is that of pure 

relationship, the grid is a way of abrogating the claims of natural objects to 

have an order particular to themselves; the relationships in the aesthetic field 

are shown by the grid to be in a world apart and, with respect to natural 
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objects, to be both prior and final. (Krauss, 1999:9-10)

In Getting Smart: Feminist Research and Pedagogy with/in the Postmodern (1991), 

Lather includes a chart, a grid, that classifies various considerations on text, research and 

power into pre-modern, modern and postmodern categories. She self-critically refers 

to this as reproducing “the very binary logic post-structuralism attempts to unthink” as 

“reductionist” and “dualist”, as “reifications that are represented as pure breaks with the 

past” (Lather, 1991:161). However, she also admits that it is a “very useful pedagogical 

tool” (Lather, 1991:161). I refer to her framework of the postmodern self:

Post-humanism Subject-in-process Fracture Cyborg

De-centred subject Capable of agency Schizoid consumer Continuously 

recreated and 

recreating via 

technology

Culturally inscribed/

constructed

Ego integration

w/in fluidity

Contradictory

Relational

Valorises the 

unconscious

Foreground[s] limits

Lather also cites Camponi and Grosz, with regards to theoretical closures, as invested 

with a desire for power:

Why is it necessary to unify/solidify what may be fluid, diverse and 

changing, if not in order to block and control it? Diverse, changeable, 

strategic knowledge pose[s] a potential threat that must be minimized – that 

of the incapacity of theory, of any theory to capture reality in its entirety or 

in its essence. (1983:127 in Lather , 1991:24)

All of my works investigate the ‘self’ as subject and object, and the use of models or 

systems as a starting point for looking at the self, dialogue between the self in relation to 

the other and the self as other. Within this process, the system used, as in TABLE 1: (FIG.1; 

FIG.2), Johari’s Window and Hannalulu-Swampthing Girl, has apparent ‘scientific’ 

authority (the window and the grid structure, psychological analysis), but the authority 

shifts from the outside influence of the system towards the struggle between the subject 

and looking/observation. In other words, in my working process, I try to demonstrate 

my involvement in my societal structure and how these two spheres, the social and the 

personal interrelate rather than developing a critique or moralising stance that could lead 

to the develeopment of binary oppositions. Although within my working process there are 

returns/references to the system, it no longer remains outside of the work, but is influenced 

by and becomes an integral part of it and the process. The question arises: why did I choose 

this particular system? The choice of reference reflects the personal and cultural history of 

the self and the particular everyday context in which the work takes place. The personal 

system is a personal expression; in art it becomes a cultural artefact. 

Local interaction
Society seen as a complex system denotes that meaning and knowledge take place in 

localised interactions. Similarly, to apply an auto/ethnographic methodology entails that I 

look at my ‘local truths’. This is one of the concerns raised by theorists of postmodern 
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ethnographic practice (Schalk, 1998:5). Auto/ethnographic research focuses its attention 

on the knowledge and understanding that is shaped by the individual/s in her/their 

environment, it is relational and local (Roth, 2005:13-14; Richardson, 2001:929).

In a complex system, knowledge/information/understanding can only be experienced 

locally, but because of the way information reverberates through the system, knowledge 

becomes a global phenomena that is modified by the localised interactions that it passes 

through. It does not exist apart from us but is created and recreated in our day-to-day 

interactions. Cilliers states that “information can only be interpreted locally and then only 

through the dynamics of difference – as reflecting upon and transforming itself” (Cilliers, 

1998:121). “Elements operate on information that is available to them locally, they have 

to, since in the complex [postmodern] system there is no meta-level controlling the flow of 

information” (Cilliers, 1998:121).

In this sense, the meaning that I ascribe to my work, and in addition the meanings that 

the reader or viewer can read into it, are locally produced, although this does not entail that 

it is necessarily removed from any macro considerations. This can perhaps be understood 

by turning to Sawyer’s research on complex systems and sociology. He addresses the 

concept of ‘emergence’ in sociological practices, in which “emergence is not [regarded 

as] a property of reality but is rather an artefact of our [always] incomplete knowledge 

of the world” (2005:75). Similarly, Cilliers writes that “[s]ingle elements [individuals] 

cannot contain the complexity of the whole system and can therefore neither control 

nor comprehend it fully” (1998:122). This does not, however, entail that the individual 

is therefore exempt from all responsibility with regards to her actions, not only can 

reverberating actions reflect back on the individual and therefore effect her and her position 

in social structure, but it can also effect the structural composition of society as a whole. As 

Cilliers writes, “small causes” can “produce large effects, even if the interconnections are 

sparse” (1998:120). However, he also writes that “the effects of our actions are

somewhat unpredictable” (1998:123). 

In my investigation, I have combined the concept of local knowledge and looking at 

local truths with Wolff’s argument for art as a collaborative product to try and identify 

possible ‘connections’ between myself, my work and my society. Wolff claims that: 

[A]n overemphasis on the individual artist as unique creator of a work is 

misleading, because it writes out the account of numerous other people 

involved in the production of any work, and also draws attention away 

from the various social constituting and determinating processes involved. 

(1981:137)

Wolff orders the forces that effect art production – and in this sense deems it to be 

necessarily collaborative – into roughly three categories, these are not removed from each 

other, but work as integrated forces in the artist’s environment:

Technology Social institutions Economic factors

(Wollf, 1981:34).

In my practice I have often written and made work with these factors in mind, in terms 

of the materials that I use and aesthetic conventions that I follow and how I have been 

taught to use/approach these. In other words, an active questioning of these forces have 

become an aesthetic convention in my work. In the installation, Hannalulu-Swampthing 

Girl, this aspect of thinking around my work has been incorporated using the ‘how to make 

your Hannalulu-Swampthing Girl’ pamphlet in her television cupboard (Appendix B). 

Similarly, the following re-introduction to my works – supplied through a ‘list of media’ 

– aims to show the localised, collaborative and socially produced nature of the work.
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(fig. 50) drawing the crossing points and TABLE 1: (FIG.1; FIG.2) (2006)

Wire;	calico;	chipboard;	PVA;	5mm	felt-tip	pen	(red,	black);	dowel	sticks	

(6mm);	A3	white	cartridge	paper;	masking	tape;	wallpaper-paste;	wood	glue;	

red	insulation	tape;	duct	tape;	A1	white	cartridge	paper;	A4	white	cartridge	

paper;	copy	machine;	access	to	2	studios	in	USDVA	(University	of	Stellen-

bosch	Department	of	Visual	Art);	car;	6	individuals	to	help	with	construc-

tion;	literature	on	various	subjects:	ethnography,	anthropology,	complex-

ity	theory,	post-structuralism,	ergonomics;	The Anti-Aesthetic (Foster,	

1998);	statistical	diagrams	for	any	social	research;	undergraduate	degree	

to qualify to study; scientific diagrams in textbooks; a body with: arms, 

hands,	legs,	feet,	toes,	head,	neck,	breasts,	stomach;	access	to	funds	for	

materials,	registration;	petrol.	

(fig. 51) Hannalulu-Swampthing Girl (2006)

Cement;	wire	(5mm);	bonding	and	keying	liquid;	sand;	string	(50	spools,	

beige, dirty); hook or beam on ceiling of studio; old television; floral arm-

chair;	bedside	cabinet;	magazines	(Psychology,	Home and Garden;	Rooi Rose;	

Living;	Art South Africa);	The Echographies of Television	(Derrida	&	Stie-

gler,	2002);	The System of Objects	(Baudrillard,	2005);	PPC	art	competition;	

Psychology sessions; DVD with tape of EMDR; individual to film EMDR sessions 

and	edit	DVD;	gloves;	overalls;	car;	studio	space;	second-hand	carpet	bought	

at	second-hand	store	(Strand);	high	school	outing	to	the	South	African	Na-

tional	Arts	Museum,	Integration programme: Man with T.V. by	Jane	Alexander	

(1995), Maria Magdalene by	Donatello	(1455).
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(fig. 52) Poppie; aka Death 

of a Scribing Angel; aka 

getting in touch with your 

inner chicken

(2006)

Cement;	 calico;	

wallpaper	 paste;	

wood	 glue;	 bond-

ing	and	keying	liq-

uid;	 sand;	 plaster	

of	Paris;	old	linen;	

turned	 table	 leg;	

old	 base	 of	 broken	

office chair; access 

to	 trash	 at	 USDVA;	

section	of	old	car-

pet	from	second	hand	

store	in	the	Strand;	

a	 car;	 wire	 (5mm);	

new	Band-Aids;	Chemist	close	to	studio;	studio	space;	registration	fees;	

literature	on	feminist	theories	applied	to	art	practice	(60s	and	70s	femi-

nist	autobiographical	practices);	4	years	teaching	at	primary	and	second-

ary	schools;	knowledge	of	différance;	transcendentalism;	Winged	Victory	

of	Samothrace;	Elmer	Fudd	dying	in	Bugs	Bunny	cartoons;	death	of	maternal	

Grandmother;	fairy	wings	sold	to	children	in	Somerset	West	mall	bead	shop,	

ladies	boutique,	dress	maker’s	dummy,	clothing	shop	mannequin.

Wire ; latex; bitumen; calico; fibre-glass; insulation cloth; wallpaper-

paste;	cement;	old	linen;	oil	paint;	coffee	table	made	by	grandfather;	

black,	fake-leather	armchair	bought	in	Woodstock	(Cape	Town);	table	lamp	from	

parents’ living room (Somerset West); old hi-fi (from deceased grandmother, 

Mpumalanga); Pan flute music (“Just the Way You Are”, purchased at Hi-fi 

Corporation	at	the	mall	in	Somerset	West);	Final	Cut	Pro	(Mac	Lab,	USDVA);	

distorted version of pan flute music (“Just the Way You Are”); power cords; 

electricity;	batteries;	method	used	in	industrial	psychology	scribbled	on	A4	

lined	(blue)	paper;	access	to	studio	space;	access	to	funds	to	buy	material,	

psychology	sessions.
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Processed materials and objects

As I have stated, technology, social institutions and economic factors as social processes 

are interlinked and inform the artist’s social environment and approach to work, as well as 

that of the reader/viewer. In any artist’s work, the presence of technology can be seen in 

very real material ways. Wolff refers to “technological prerequisites” – aspects of cultural 

production which do not feature in the immediate making of the work, but are necessary 

preconditions for it (1981:32). It can be seen at the level of the production of the basic 

materials for making art, for example, the production of paints and pigments. This is linked 

to economic and social factors that inform the processes of production and what materials 

will be used. By extension, this could determine who ‘can make’ art in terms of access to 

materials. 

These in turn affect how social institutions shape the production of art. As new 

techniques and mediums are introduced, ‘discovered’, sold or taught to artists, and works 

that incorporate them are bought/included in collections/exhibitions, so the expectation of 

what art can be made of and how it can be made shifts and forms in various local fashions. 

Wolff writes that: 

The existing techniques of artistic production (methods of printing and 

reproduction, institutions of publication and distribution, and so on) situate 

and confront the artist. Furthermore, the social relations of artistic production, 

based on these techniques and institutions, also form the conditions of artistic 

production. (1981:62)

In my experience, the most obvious example of this would be the rise of new media work 

in my local art-making community. This could be said to resonate with technological 

advances and shifts in economic factors, as well as local social or institutional factors, 

such as greater access to computers and cameras etc., due to economic shifts, the appointment 

of lecturers that work in the medium themselves, and the acquisition of computers and/or 

software.	The greater the number of artists using these ‘new’ media, the more these can 

become prerequisite for contemporary art production. This is a crass statement if it implies 

that artists have little agency with regards to the choice of materials or personal ambition to 

critically examine material and subject matter, as Wolff writes: “[A]lthough I would argue 

that any aesthetic judgement is the product of other non-aesthetic values, it does not seem 

to me to have been demonstrated that it is entirely reducible to these” (1981:142).

If art, however, is seen as a social product and heavily influenced, not only by 

technological factors but also the social and cultural climate that works in tandem with 

these, the digital era does seem to call for digital art. One of the prerequisites for producing 

art, according to Wolff, is the existence of ‘established’ aesthetic codes, conventions and 

genres. She argues that these are prerequisites “on which a new work will call and which 

it will, to some extent even in innovating, employ” (Wolff 1981:32). These codes and 

conventions are to a degree taught to artists whether it be through academic institutions or 

accepted/used conventions in the individual’s general social environment, as constructed 

through the media or economic forces (and or social subsystems). The following excerpts 

reflect on these factors in the making of Hannalulu-Swampthing Girl.

Television, it might be suggested, is everyday life. To study the one is at the same tine to 

study the other. There are television sets in almost every household in the western world. 

They are to be found constantly flickering in family rooms, bars, cafes and shopping malls. 

Their texts and their images, their stories and their stars provide much of the conversational 

currency of our daily life. Television has been much studied. Yet, it is precisely this 

integration into the daily lives of those who watch it which has somehow slipped through 

the net of academic scrutiny. (Silverstone, 1989:77) 
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Help Dr.Phil? Hannalulu-Swampthing Girl

Hannalulu’s surroundings and furniture are a conglomeration of not quite fitting pieces, 

as opposed to the highly polished and placed interiors, that might be suggested, by the 

magazines in her television cupboard. For me, she forms part of a ‘how to’ paradigm – how 

to decorate your house, how to be happy, how to be what you are supposed to be – but to be 

able to live with the text that tells you ‘how to’ you cannot, or perhaps do not really want 

to, end the process of self supplementation through texts.

The experience of perceiving oneself is now taken to be the  most alienating 

experience of objectness possible. And most importantly, an experience 

one deceives oneself about in the search for the unified self. (Forrester, 

1987:15)

Hannalulu’s floral armchair used to belong to my 

grandmother.	 Opposite	 her	 is	 a	 small	 cupboard,	

initially	a	bedside	unit	from	the	Commodore	Hotel	

(according	to	the	label	on	the	bottom),	which	I	

bought	at	a	second-hand	store	in	the	Strand.	I	

bought a cheap DVD player from Hi-fi Corporation, 

an	affordable	technology	supermarket:	your	‘one-stop	

home-gadget	shop’.	It	is	situated	on	the	economy	side	of	the	Somerset-West	

Mall.	The	Somerset	West	Mall	surfaced	out	of	a	green	piece	of	land	in-between	

Somerset	West	and	the	Strand	some	twelve	years	ago,	when	I	was	sixteen	

(I	spent	most	of	my	childhood	in	Somerset	West).	It	has	been	growing	and	

mutating	ever	since.	On	top	of	the	cupboard	is	a	small-screen	television.	My	

father	bought	this	television	with	the	aim	of	using	it	whilst	doing	online	

trading.	He	did	not	pursue	this	route	for	very	long.	He	was	at	that	stage	

trying	various	options	for	a	career	shift,	after	working	for	20	years	as	

an engineer at a firm that, for various reasons, had to do major cutbacks, 

leaving	many	middle-aged	men	jobless.	He	kept	the	television	in	his	study,	

sometimes	using	it	to	keep	up	with	the	cricket	score	whilst	he	was	working.

The	television	plays	a	continous	video	recording,	made	while	I	underwent	Eye	

Movement	Desensitization	and	Reprocessing	(EMDR),	a	therapeutical	treatment	

often	used	with	patients	suffering	from	trauma.	It	works	to	desensitise	

traumatic	experiences	or	experiences	that	are	linked	with	negative	cognitive	

patterning,	such	as	extremly	low	self-esteem.	I	underwent	psychological	

treatment	for	a	year	with	the	same	psychologist.	With	EMDR	it		feels	

like your normal flow of associations and memory linking is speeded up and 

intensified.
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(fig. 56)  Help dr. Phil? (2007)
Bernice Lizamore

(fig. 55) Hannalulu-Swampthing Girl (detail) (2008)

(fig. 54) (Schalk, 1998:18)



(fig. 57) Hannalulu-Swampthing Girl (detail: stills from EMDR DVD) (2008)
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Hannalulu-Swampthing Girl	is	a	ridiculous	name	for	a	sculpture.	I	grew	up	

on	cartoons,	the	(now)	old	type,	Tom and Jerry,	Spiderman,	Bugs Bunny	and	

obviously	Popeye.	In	one	episode,	Popeye	goes	to	Hawaii	(Honolulu/Hannalulu),	

leaving Olive Oyle behind to look after Sweetpea. He finds beautiful – 

beautifully	drawn,	as	opposed	to	Olive	Oyle	who	is	by	no	standards	a	beauty	

queen	–	Hawaiian	girls,	who	all	look	the	same.	They	are	doing	the	generic	

Hawaiian	dance.	Popeye,	as	he	does,	sings	a	little	song:“Oh,	how	I	love	this	

life,	who	needs	a	wife,	goylies	by	the	score,	who	could	ask	for	more!”.I	can	

not	remember	the	rest	of	the	cartoon.	I	suppose	Bruto	shows	up,	as	he	tends	

to, Olive Oyle finds him and at some stage Popeye turns into a spinach fed 

superman,	destroys	Bruto	only	for	him	to	resurface	again	later.

Swamp	Thing	is	a	character	from	DC	comics	in	a	horror-fantasy	comic-book	

series.	A	scientist	is	involved	in	an	accident	or	sabotage	attempt	in	his	

laboratory,	which	leaves	him	on	the	outskirts	of	society,	lurking	in	a	swamp.	

He	consists	of	vegetable	matter,	the	same	substance	as	the	swampy	home	that	

he has to, constantly, fight to protect. Swamp Thing engages in the quest to 

fight for his home while trying to orientate himself with regards to the loss 

of	his	humanity,	in	a	contradictory	journey	of	protecting	the	place	–	his	

home	–	that	makes	him	eternally	non-human,	and	trying	to	regain	his	human	

form	and	way	of	life.	Over	time,	with	changes	of	writers	and	illustrators,	

Swamp	Thing’s	character,	origins	and	quest	have	been	adapted	to	suit	new	

audiences,	publishers	and	the	demands	of	the	market.	Swamp	Thing’s	genealogy	

is	a	constant	re-invention	through	textual	practice.
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I have already mentioned some of the various aspects of my community that have been 

involved in the production of Hannalulu-Swampthing Girl. One of the main aspects of 

producing this work, and one that impacted on the development of my practice, as well 

as on the production and installation of my other four installations, has been the use of 

cement. Hannalulu is constructed predominantly out of cement-coated string; this was the 

first time that I have used this material in my art practice. 

The reason I chose to use cement lay primarily in my aim to enter a competition. 

Hosted by PPC cement, the PPC Young Concrete Sculptor Awards (See following page) 

is held annually. The competition opens up various possibilities to individuals working 

in a visual art-related field, for example, the possibility of increasing one’s social and 

professional status as a known artist; gaining financial reward through competition prizes 

and possible subsequent developments from winning such a competition; gaining new 

skills and a platform through which to teach or facilitate the teaching of  new skills in 

workshops instigated by the company hosting the competition. This company therefore has 

influenced art-works that could emerge from those who participated in this process.

As in my work, the artists/art-related professionals/amateurs carry the implications of their 

involvement in this social phenomenon to other projects and aspects of their work. As 

Wolff writes:

Even where artistic production is a mere ‘individual’ activity, as in painting 

or writing a novel, the collective nature of this activity consists in the indirect 

involvement of numerous other people, both preceding the identified ‘act’ 

of production (teachers, innovators in the style, patrons, and so on), and 

mediating between production and reception (critics, dealers, publishers). 

More generally, the individuality of the artists, and the conditions for his 

or her specific piece of work, are entirely dependant on the existence of 

the structures and institutions of artistic practice, which facilitate that work. 

(1981:118-119)

I never did enter Hannalulu into the competition, predominantly because I did not 
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Concrete institute 

of Southern Africa, 

magazine, 2007:10).

(fig. 60) (Cement & 

Concrete institute 

of Southern Africa, 
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think she would be regarded as a “technically sound sculpture” as set out in the prerequisites 

of the rules of entry for the competition (Appendix D).

I associate cement with some of the emblems of industrial and commercial society; 

industry, building sites, buildings, dust, buildings and dust – dusting inside buildings and 

how to keep your house clean. The associations that I have with these materials that I use 

(the use of bitumen and latex in Johari’s Window, for example (to be discussed in the last 

section of this chapter), sometimes lie in very personal links to my past that have guided my 

working process. They also lie in aspects of my society, as in Hannalulu-Swampthing Girl, 

where very personal and local experiences of these everyday texts, such as the television 

set, my grandmother’s armchair and the use of aspects of psychological treatment (that I had 

been undergoing) are linked with wider social forces, such as technological developments, 

consumer society and the commodification of social interaction through 

consumerism. With regard to this aspect of my work, the following observations from 

Baudrillard’s The System of Objects (1996) seems apt:

The consumer needs to be fully aware that the industrial revolution took 

place for his benefit, that today all the structures of society are embodied in 

the qualities of this armchair, qualities which themselves come together in 

his own individual personality.

And he quotes Airborne’s advertising copy:

A good armchair is a seat in which every family member feels at ease. There 

is no need to adjust it to your weight or height, for it is designed to wed the 

shape of your body

Baudrillard’s ironic commentary continues:

There is no need to change anything in society or in yourself, because the 

industrial revolution has occurred, and technological society in its entirety 

adapts itself to you via this armchair so perfectly matched to your body’s 

contours. There was a time when moral norms demanded that the individual 

adapt to society at large, but from the standpoint of an age of consumption 

– such requirements belong to the outmoded ideology of the age of 

production.... What is more, society does not merely estimate the individual’s 

needs and adapt to this or that particular need; rather, it is at pains to adapt 

to the individual himself, personally ... .To put all this metasociology of 

compliance in a nutshell: by virtue of this armchair’s 
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devotion, submissiveness and secret affinities with you personally, you 

will come to believe also in the devotion of Airborne’s owner, his technical 

services, and so on and so forth. In this armchair, which is frankly quite 

pleasant to sit in (it is truly very functional), you are thus expected to 

apprehend the essence of a society ... irreversibly committed to the idea 

of happiness – to YOUR happiness – and a society that spontaneously 

supplies each of its members with the wherewithal to achieve their own 

self-realization. (1996:168-169)

As I can only know locally, and conceive of the production of my work as collaborative 

products cricumscribed by the local, so can I only perceive of myself as artist/author/

subject locally. My ‘roles’, my identity and my history emerge out of my interactions 

in society. These interactions are part of my ‘everyday existence’. Through these local 

interactions, subsystems, ‘clusters’ or ‘assemblies’ of elements emerge to perform more 

specific functions (Cilliers, 1998:121). The individual is formed within, and active in 

forming, these structures, or subsystems in society. Information passes through these 

clusters and is mediated by them.

Subsystems/roles/commoner in the field?
My orientation towards the texts that I employ and hence the rules/norms or value systems 

that I adhere to lies in local interactions. It also lies in my imagination and the constructs 

that surround, imprint and affect it. Together these form a specific worldview and which is 

one that I believe, I share to a degree with specific groups of other individuals. This can be 

located in ‘shared’ associations and ‘shared’ histories.

Auto/ethnographical/autobiographical genres rely on the concept of intersubjectivity. 

It is through the process of intersubjectivity between the writer and the reader that auto/

ethnography becomes a process of ethnography. As defined in the first chapter of this thesis, 

An Orientation, the notion of intersubjectivity lies in a process where two or more persons 

understand a situation in the same way, or assume that they understand it in the same way 

(Roth 2005:144). Through this, the reader is called on to experience the sameness that is 

implied, questioning the enactment of the ‘I’, ‘you’ ,’we’, ‘us’, ‘our’ ‘one’s’ of the text. 

Due to this counter-process of understanding, these genres “[place] as much responsibility 

for meaning on the reader as [they] place on their authors” (Roth, 2005:12).

In this sense, the notion of intersubjectivity is also of importance in the formation of 

the writer as subject, and how the roles and subsystems/communities of the researcher/

artist/author are imagined. I draw from my subsystems to know/tell who I am presupposing 

from this, that you, my reader/viewer, can understand my position in the same way. 

Benedict Anderson speaks of ‘imagined communities’: “Human communities exist as 

imagined entities in which people will never know most of their fellow-members, meet 

them or even hear of them, yet in the mind of each lives the image of their communion” 

(Anderson,1984:15 cited in Pratt,1998:180). Pratt states, 

[communities] are distinguished not by their falsity or genuineness, 

but by the style in which they are imagined (1998:180).

Subsystems/communities/discourses are not removed from one another. It is the 

differences that we experience between these subsystems that structure them as such. In 

Boundaries, Hierarchies and Networks in Complex Systems (2001), Cilliers states that 

these subsystems have to be bounded in some way (2001:140). These boundaries are not 

that easy to identify, they are emergent elements of the system and our definitions of the 

system. They are products of our interactions, included among which are our descriptions 
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of society; in that our descriptions are developed through social interaction, we are 

“constrained in where the frame can be drawn” (Cilliers, 2001:141). If these societies were 

‘closed’, wholly separated, through our descriptions, the influence of the environment, 

including other ‘societies’, would be denied (Cilliers, 2001:141).

Description of the boundaries of the subsystems are an effect of imagination and 

interaction. Boundaries are important. It is through these that we can see and or experience 

meaning in the interactions between individuals. Cilliers writes: “Boundaries within a 

complex system build the system, allow interaction between constituents to be seen and 

to create meaning” and, further. “[a] boundary is something that constitutes that which 

is bounded” (Cilliers, 2001:141). The boundary does not exclude the ‘societies’, rather 

it shows interactions between societies. The same applies between different selves as 

complex in themselves and constituted through boundaries in social interaction. It is 

through the boundary that the experience of the other can take place. A boundary does not 

encircle the system; it does not show a centre, but points of interaction between elements 

and the environment. These subsystems “interpenetrate each other ... they share internal 

organs” (Cilliers, 2001:142). 

In complexity theory, the self only obtains significance through her interactions, 

the boundaries that circle her and are to a degree a function of our description(s) of her. 

Similarly, in auto/ethnographic writing an archive of self takes place, a framing of the 

self through the other, through the ‘shared’ texts, and contexts of understanding (Derrida, 

1985b). In The Ear of the Other: Otobiography, Transference, Translation (1985), Derrida 

speaks of the ‘the eternal return’. “He has no relation to himself that is not forced to defer 

itself by passing through the other in the form, precisely of the eternal return (1985b:88)”, 

Derrida continues, “I speak myself to myself in a certain manner, and my ear is thus always 

plugged into my discourse and my writing” (1985b:55).

In post-structuralism and in auto/ethnographic writing, it is not only the sameness but

the differences that each individual brings to the text that position it as a process of 

understanding, and that carry the ethical framework in an approach to text (Grosz, 

1989:31). It is through the shared contexts and the differences inherent in these contexts 

that the archive of self takes place. 

In post-structuralist theories of the subject, identity does not follow 

unproblematically from experience. We are seen to live in webs of multiple 

representations of class, race, gender, language and social relations; meanings 

vary even within one individual. (Lather, 1991:118)

Thus, in auto/ethnography, a critical investigation into what constitutes one’s sameness in 

a given community(ies) necessitates conceptualisations on how you are same and other, 

different and formed through differences, where one questions concepts of belonging. 

Charlotte Davies writes with regards to reflexive ethnography that “native and non-native 

anthropologists when researching at home must examine critically their relationships 

with their own societies and refrain from assuming that belonging is either uncontested 

or unproblematic” and that the researcher must investigate the “complexities of ways of 

belonging and the factors that may create distance” (Davies, 1999:35). 

In addition, the researcher must gain an awareness of her own subjectivities which 

have been informed through her subsystems and the roles that the subjectivities play within 

these. In that knowledge or meaning of our interactions with the world is experienced 

locally, it is subject to the culture in which the researcher/artist lives, co-determined by 

how the individual interacts in that structure through her education, her class, her race, 

her religious beliefs, her language and her gender, what is referred to as “[s]ubjectivities 

informed by race, gender, sexuality, age, ethnicity and class matter in all aspects of 

knowledge production” (Schalk, 1998:31).
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Identifying and finding a means to evoke my environment and the roles that I enact in 

that/those environment in my research has, in itself, been a substantial part of the process 

and as such has carried significance in forming the works and autobiographical writing. 

The groups that I form part of, because of their fluid nature, are difficult to pinpoint. I have 

approached them in my narrative in terms of physical and social location. I have done 

this purposefully to demonstrate my psychological alignment to these spaces, which are 

aspects of comfort and safety and my right to be there and, consequentially, the possible 

reverse of these feelings, to demonstrate how my identity changes from one space to the 

other. 

In the making of Poppie I investigated aspects of myself and the roles that I play in 

my communities. Often envisaging these as stereotypical identities, that I believe I am 

expected to fulfil but that, in the making of this piece, I have tried to contradict. However, 

in trying to contradict these roles I presuppose a necessity of these stereotypes to create my 

artworks, I thus show my own complicity in the perpetuation of these roles. 

In this work as in the other installations I address practices that portray the researcher as 

being removed from the subject matter and having authority, due to the role of researcher, 

to represent individuals to her own ends. I question my role as an artist/researcher that is 

supposedly aware, and works critically, with regards to the representation of individuals 

as situated beings and an approach to an audience “as the product of particular social, 

economic, and geographical conditions” (Kester, 1998:11). 

Investigating the self as a co-participant in the local production of boundaries, as the 

encircling or crossing of the boundaries of the other, and the self as other, can I believe 

create an opportunity to investigate what Kester, refers to as, “foundations of broader 

forms of cultural and institutional discriminations [that] are located at the”, he cites Piper, 

“atomic, interpersonal level of individual transactions” (Piper, 1996:219-212, cited in 

Kester, 2004:71).2

This	cultural	worker	vest	was	made	for	and	used	in	

a	collaborative	project	between	myself	and	a	fellow	

MA	student.3	We	tried	to	create	a	chain	of	meetings	

between	 disparate	 individuals	 in	 Stellenbosch,	

from	various	sectors	of	the	town	(train	station,	

industrial	area	and	campus).	Each	individual	was	

asked	to	wear	Poppie’s	wings	and	then	pass	them	on	

to	another	individual.	We	were	supposed	to	follow	

the	wings	and	tape	the	proceedings,	regardless	of	

where	they	went.	For	various	reasons,	to	charge	

the camera’s battery, to ‘find more people’ and 

perhaps	other	social	aspects,	we	tended	to	draw	closer	to	the	campus.

Cement,	as	a	text,	became	a	metaphor	in	my	work	for	knowledge	and	types	

of	understanding.	Whilst	making	Hannalulu-Swampthing Girl I	kept	singing	a	

little	refrain,	‘use	your	grey	matter,	use	your	grey	matter’,	her	cement	

lines	are	stringy,	they	form	her	and	entangle	her.	In	Johari’s Window,	I	

dipped	his	tentacles,	cloth-covered	wire,	in	cement	and	repeated	‘cover	your	

thoughts,	dip	them	in	grey	matter,	hang	them	on	the	line	to	dry	and	then	put	

them	in	the	box	that	shows	them	their	place’,	his	lines	cause	him	to	tear	

and	disintegrate,	but	also	form	his	shape.	In	TABLE 1:(FIG.1; FIG.2)	the	

only	cement	present	was	in	the	specs	left	over	on	the	used	construction	beams	

that	made	up	the	base.	In	Poppie	the	cement	is	solid	and	heavy.	It	is	not	

lines or specs, but the content of her shape, one that was made from filling 

in	her	outside.	This	shape	is	formed	by	being	encapsulated	in	a	cast	shell	

from	my	body	and	makes	her	plaster-cast	boundary	strong.
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(fig. 62) 

Cultural Worker Vest (2006)



The following sets out spaces/groups/communities that I have drawn from in my work.

Stellenbosch
University of Stellenbosch Department of Visual 
Art

Family White Philosophy Commerce

Somerset West University of Stellenbosch Friends Middle class Sociology
E n t e r t a i n m e n t 
industry

Strand Florent School (London) Colleagues Woman Art Theory
Cape Town Primary School (Somerset-West) Lecturers Heterosexual

South Africa
A f r i k a a n s / E n g l i s h /
bilingual
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Class and gender? Poppie; 

aka Death of a Scribing 

Angel; aka getting in touch 

with your inner chichen

	 	

Poppie	is	a	representation	

of	myself	as	a	woman,	built	

up	out	of	the	cultural	texts	

that	 I	 live	 in	 and	 the	

representation	of	myself	as	

an	artist	that	is	involved	

in	all	of	these	factors.	I	

found	this	statement	by	Grant	

(fig. 64) after completing 

this	work.

For	me	it	seems	to	resonate	with	concepts	of	identity	as	fragments	or	

clothing that I find in my society and then wear. Die lyne van die vlerke, 

die	geraamte,	het	ek	gemaak	voor	die	televisie	in	my	ouers	se	huis,	besig	om	

Isidingo	te	kyk,	die	mees	interessante	en	beste	sepie-reeks	tans	op	SABC.

My	ouma	het	vyf	dae	tevore	doodgegaan	in	Mpumalanga.	Sy	het	kanker	gehad	en	

die	familie	aan	my	ma	se	kant	het	vir	drie	dae	om	haar	bed	gesit.	Op	Kersdag,	

die	enigste	paar	uur	wat	niemand	daar	was	nie,	het	sy	gesterf.	My	oom	het	

vir my niggie en nefie gesê: “Ouma is nou in die hemel; sy vlieg nou”. 

Ek	het	die	einde	van	die	vorige	jaar	weer	by	my	ouers	ingetrek,	nadat	ek	vir	

drie	jaar	in	Engeland	gewoon	het,	op	my	eie,	met	my	eie	inkomste,	

alleen	in	my	eie	huis.	Dit	was	vreemd	om	weer	‘n	‘kind’	te	moes	wees,	met	

min	geld,	in	suburbia	en	in	‘n	Suid	Afrika	wat	verander	het.

Daar	is	‘n	distansiëring	betrokke	om	voor	die	televisie	te	werk.	Ek	kyk	nie	

na	die	TV	nie,	ek	luister	ook	nie	regtig	na	wat	daar	aangaan	nie,	maar	dit	

hou my fisies by my werk. Dit gee vir my iets om te doen terwyl ek werk. Ek 

raak	nie	so	frustreerd	nie,	ek	voel	minder,	ek	voel	nie	soveel	deel	van	wat	

ek	maak	nie,	en	ek	kan	die	pyn	in	my	hande	ignoreer.

Ek	het	die	lyne	van	die	vlerke,	die	skelet,	toegedraai	in	repe	doek	wat	

gedoop	was	in	wallpaper-paste, soos die repe om die grid figuur in TABLE 

1:(FIG.1; FIG.2).	Dit	is	‘n	stadige	proses.	Jou	hande	verrimpel	van	die	

paste.	Jou	vel	skeur	makliker.	Ek	het	in	die	Masters	studio	gesit,	op	die	

vloer,	teen	die	hoek	van	‘n	muur,	met	‘n	ou	lap	vol	gom.
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(Fig. 63) Metamorphosis (1999) 

Black and white photograph of my mother taken by myself.

 (fig. 64) (Grant, personal correspondence, 2004 in Sullivan, 2005:64)

(fig. 65) Winged (2002) Will Grant 



After completing the wings I needed to find something to wear the wings, 

a	type	of	stand	that	would	at	the	same	time	designate	them	as	a	type	of	

universal one-size-fits-all, but that would also point to their ability to be 

personalised.	I	went	walking	through	Somerset	West	Mall,	looking	for	shop-

front	mannequins,	winkelpoppe.	The	doll	needed	to	refer	to	universalism,	to	

the	ideal,	to	some	person	that	does	not	exist,	or	rather	only	exists	as	a	

representation.I	found	a	boutique	that	sells	clothes	for	the	older	woman.	

They	had	a	mannequin	–	a	woman’s	bust	mounted	on	a	wooden	pedestal.	

Given the way the text works against itself, 

how can I communicate my always-in-process 

ideas and practices in order to expand a sense 

of the possibilities of oppositional cultural 

work. As a feminist attempting to incorporate 

the work of the fathers and take it where it 

cannot go, how much should I be about the 

business of feeding feminism to the fathers? 

(Snitow, 1989:14)

\

I	showed	it	to	S.

S:	Dit	lyk	soos	‘n	koekroller.

Poppie	se	base,	waarop	die	plaster	cast	van	my	liggaam	staan,	is	manlik.	

Met	‘n	beweegende	onderkant,	die	pote	van	‘n	ou	kantoor	stoel.	Die	‘Wakis’	

is	die	naam	van	die	winkel	waar	ek	haar	basis	laat	maak	het.	Die	wakis	is	

ook	‘n	nagosie	kis.	Dit	is	die	kis	wat	op	ossewaens	gebruik	was	om	goedere	

te	stoor	vir	ruilhandel.
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(fig. 67) Mother Sterling (1959)

Edward Kienholz

(fig 66) Process drawing on studio wall (2006)



Class and economy?

In	Hannalulu-Swampthing Girl and	Johari’s Window,	there	are	elements	that	

strongly	reference	psychology,	or	psychotherapy,	for	example,	the	use	of	

EMDR	and	the	furniture	and	title	‘ek en my sielkundige’ in	Johari’s Window.	

Being	on	prescription	drugs	for	mental	disorders,	and	having	been	diagnosed	

as	depressed,	or	bipolar,	or	schizophrenic,	I	view	seeing	a	psychologist	as	

one of my communities. I can count up to fifteen of my closer acquaintances 

who	have	at	some	point	seen	a	psychologist/psychiatrist	regularly	over	an	

extended	period,	and/or	have	been	diagnosed	with	either	depression,	bipolar	

disorder,	mild	schizophrenia	or	eating	disorders.	I	have	run	this	gauntlet	

myself	for	over	nine	years.	Before	I	left	South	Africa	to	go	to	London,	I	

saw	various	psychologists	and	psychiatrists,	after	which	I	stopped	taking	

anti-depressants.	Then,	in	the	second	year	of	my	MA,	I	made	a	sojourn	back	

into	the	world	of	mental	‘ill-health’	and	was	diagnosed	as	bipolar.	I	have	

developed a vocabulary of pills and disorders and mood definitions that I 

can	often	share	with	other	individuals	whom	I	know	or	meet	that	have	been	

through,	or	are	in,	the	same	psycho-health	paradigm.

For	instance	S.	She	is	a	very	close	friend	of	mine.	We	have	both	run	the	

gauntlet	of	various	anti-depressants,	anti-epileptics	anti-psychotics	and	

other	treatments.	Between	the	two	of	us	we	have	developed	a	system	of	codes	

and	metaphors	that	could	possibly	be	experienced	by	an	‘outsider’	as	crude	

and	insensitive	running	jokes	around	depression,	bipolarity,	medication	and	

psychiatrists.	

This	is	not	because	we	do	not	take	it	seriously.For	me	having	a	‘disorder’	

is like carrying a familiar little world around with me that is filled with 

little	pills	and	cognitive	techniques,	to	help	me	adapt	to	different	

circumstances,	and	with	all	the	ways	of	talking	and	listening	that	I	

have	picked	up	from	various	psychiatrists	and	psychologists,	and	endless	

questions	revolving	around:

Do	I	really	need	these	pills?	

Why	am	I	seeing	this	person?	

Why	can’t	I	do	this	on	my	own?

To	be	in	this	situation	has	a	comfortable,	lulling	sense	of	guilt,	irony	

and	entrapment.	
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(To see my psychiatrist for 15 minutes costs: R360.) 

(The psychologist for an hour: R250.)

(The medication per month (generic): R280.)

(Code for depressive episode: siels bekakking.)

Neither S nor I have the finances to support our ‘disorders’. Our parents pay 

for	the	pills	and	the	doctor’s	bills.

(fig. 68) figure drawing (2005)



Commoner in what field?

In my first journals I often referred to my undergradute years. I wanted 

to	return	to	‘my	community’,	yet	I	didn’t	know	how	to	adapt	to	this	‘new	

community’.	It	had	changed	too	much.	I	felt	very	lost,	but	I	did	not	want	

anybody	to	notice.		I	wanted	to	be	part	of	the	department.	I	had	to,	for	

the	sake	of	my	research,	but	I	didn’t	know	how	to.	Referring	back	to	my	

undergraduate	years	was	a	way	of	linking	my	present	to	my	past,	to	feel	like	

I	belonged.	

It	was	a	bit	like	the	‘new	school’	scenario.	So	I	ended	up	–	striding	

around	the	department	in	my	big	boots	–	looking	aloof	and	busy.	

I	was	staying	with	my	parents	then,	in	an	outside	room,	originally	built	

to	be	a	domestic	worker’s	room.	Trying	to	adjust	to	being	a	‘child’	again	and	

a	grown-up	in	my	parents’	house.	We	never	really	formed	part	of	any	community	

as	far	as	I	can	remember,	in	terms	of	communities	that	are	bounded	by	value	

systems	that	I	can	identify.	

If	I	compare	our	family,	and	I	am	speaking	about	my	immediate	family,	

to	other	Afrikaans	families,	and	this	at	the	cost	of	a	generalisation,	we	

were never really part of a church, specifically ‘die NG kerk’. My mother 

attended	church	and	we	went	to	Sunday	school,	when	I	was	still	in	primary	

school,	but	the	church	values	didn’t	inform	our	family	in	any	way.	We	were	

not	really	part	of	the	church	community	either.

In	my	earlier	writing	I	referred	to	myself	as	being	more	bilingual	than	

Afrikaans.	Having	lived	in	Israel	when	I	was	a	child,	I	learned	to	speak	

English,	or	rather	American,	on	a	higher	level	than	Afrikaans,	and	I	learned	

to	read	and	write	in	English	before	Afrikaans(my	mother	tongue).

I	was	very	uncomfortable,	being	Afrikaans,	when	we	moved	back	to	South	

Africa.	We	lived	in	Pretoria	then.	I	was	in	a	white,	state	school	where	

I	had	to	wear	a	uniform	and	stand	in	rows,	and	say	things	like:	’Goeie	

môre	juffrou,	goeie	môre	maatjies’.	This	didn’t	make	any	sense	to	me	when	

compared	to	what	I	was	used	to	in	Israel.	This	rigid	structure	that	I	

didn’t	understand	combined	with	the	fact	that	I	had	a	completely	different	

background to the other children, with whom I couldn’t find any common 

ground,	and	the	different	class	divisions	according	to	race:	were	all	an	

anathema	to	me.	

I	came	from	a	school	in	Israel	that	had	children	from	eighty	different	

nationalities	and	numerous	different	ethnicities,	and	I	was	just	white	

Afrikaans.	It	was	just	another	different	language	we	were	all	relatively	

well	off,	and	lived	in	a	bubble	removed	from	the	Israeli	Tel	A-Viv	community,	

so	I	wasn’t	aware	of	any	class	or	ethnic	discrimination	there.	Concepts	of	

community	values	based	on	race	and	language,	and	not	having	a	grounding	in	

those values, have for a large part of my life influenced how I felt about 

Afrikaans.	I	never	wanted	to	be	part	of	an	Afrikaans	community.
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(fig. 69) furniture at a friend’s 
‘            familie strandhuis’
             (2006)



Time: Memory /History
I have often used the term ‘process’ as a way of referring to various aspects of this study. 

It has been used to describe society, the self, the formation of the methodology and the 

ascription of meaning to art works and text in general. In my work, time is designated as an 

element of understanding the self in relation to the social; the effects of time I designate as 

‘memory’, a personal process of rendering experiences into a process of understanding; and 

history is a type of collective memory that is structured by, and plays a role in, structuring 

interaction between various selves. Memory(ies) and history(ies) are divergent, but not 

separated from each other. They are produced through a mutual feeding process, through 

the ‘eternal return’ in creating an ‘archive of self’.  As such, memory and history affect 

how communities are imagined, and how the self is approached, written and understood in 

process, and hence, affects textual practice.

In a complex society, history plays an important role in the way that societies are 

structured. This does not refer to a set and true history, but rather traces of past events that 

emerge as patterns of interaction – our perceptions of history. It is a vital component of 

self-organisation. Cilliers states that, “[t]his diachronic component cannot be ignored in 

any description of the system since previous conditions of the system form vital influences 

on present behaviour” (1998:92). Histories are patterns of patterns in the traces of our 

experiences as they are communicated and experienced, according to Cilliers, “[t]he effects 

of the history of the system are important, but the history itself is continuously transformed 

through self-organising processes in the system – only traces of history remain, distributed 

through the system” (1998:108).

The effects of our histories leave traces through, and on, how we act and what we do. 

Post-formalists argue that any research must understand the historical situatedness of both 

the researcher and the researched (Kincheloe, 2005:164; Roth, 2005:8). Wolff argues that 

history is important in studying art practice, since, “ideology, language and 

representations are themselves the product of past practices” (1981:139). To situate my 

position or ‘role’ as artist, or rather how I am able, with regards to the subsystems that I 

form part of, to occupy these roles, would involve a detailed investigation not only into 

my own life context, but also into the historical shifts of classes, ethnicities, discourses, 

education reforms and approaches to gender roles among others. This would be in terms 

of South African history – and subsequentially, as interactions reverberate, ‘history as a 

whole’. Even a severe delimitation of these factors, through concentrating, for example, on 

my role as a white female student of tertiary education in art and its historical situatedness, 

is beyond the scope of this dissertation. However, as Wolff notes, “it is impossible to 

give an account of the artist except in terms of the structure of his/her past and present 

constitution” (1981:138). I can only relate to these factors locally and, hence, only through 

the limited understanding I can gain of myself acting in and forming my social environment. 

Yet, this does not exclude historical processes from my account, it makes them, in effect, 

unavoidable co-participants. 

Memory is the fundamental medium of ethnography. “Memory is decisive for 

recognition and acknowledgement in identity formation. It relates history to identity 

and vice versa. This means that question of how and what we remember are important” 

(Svensson, 1997: 93).

In auto/ethnographic practice, the interrelation between history and memory can 

be seen when considering the difference between life story/narrative and life history. 

Svensson, in The Power of Biography: Criminal Policy, Prison Life, and the Formation of 

Criminal Identities in the Swedish Welfare State (1997), writes of the difference between 

the concepts of life history and life story or life narrative: 

There is a life history outside the individual. Sometimes your biography is 

written regardless of whether you participate or not…. Life stories, on the 
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other hand, are part of the way people constitute themselves socially and 

culturally ... . Life stories can be said to be narratives in which one presents 

oneself on the basis of a structured perception of the self … . We must thus 

distinguish between self-presentation or personal identity and social and 

cultural identity, which is a result both of the interplay between different 

people and of a historically complex context. (Svensson, 1997:94)

Life history is distinguished from life story/narrative, by Angrosino, as an account of 

an individual’s life as told to, and retold by, another, whereas life narrative or life story 

applies to an auto account (1989:3)

An individual’s life history is written according to how the subsystems in which the 

individual operates, account for that individual. They account for the classification of the 

individual into roles and enacted subjectivities of class, ethnicity, gender or profession, etc. 

They also account for interactions that form the self on a more personal level, where each 

mediation of the self and the involvement of the self inscribes many selves in a interactive 

historical process. Memory thus acts in auto/ethnography as a means to self-reflexively 

correlate a social understanding of self and a personal sense of knowing that often questions 

how the self and the other are bounded historically. Through the inclusive disclosure 

of emotion, vulnerability and messy unsure approaches to knowing, it complicates the 

understanding of self as a classified unitary being. In addition, as this process informs the 

writing, it affects the researcher and research process in turn.

Time or process becomes a substantive part of the research as a whole: it affects the 

subject matter, the intentions of the researcher, and how the data will be written up. Thus, 

the researcher must be aware when writing on the self that: “self hood itself is dialectical 

such that who we are in any situation ... is an emergent feature of transactional praxis and 

therefore changes from situation to situation and over time” (Lee & Roth, 2005:380).

In Johari’s Window, I find a struggling interaction between life history and life 

narrative. It lies between the personal choices and rules that emerge in one’s own memory 

and how these interpopulate or are affected by life history. This struggle indicates how 

one’s subjectivity is turned and informed through the social relations in which one lives 

and is formed. This aspect resonates with my understanding of texts as carriers of meaning 

through association, memory, and the historical constitution of myself and those with 

whom I assume I share it, or those from whom I differ, and how these meanings are 

changed and ‘re-understood’ in time. Also, how memory relates to history and the object 

then relates to the process of meaning.

In The Discrete Image (2002), Bernard Stiegler speaks of the difference between the 

“mental image” (the memory of significance) and the “image object” (the signifier) and the 

inextricable “nature” of difference that keep the two in sway. He writes that: 

[T]he objective lasts, whereas the mental is ephemeral. Similarly, a 

souvenir-object lasts (the kind you buy at a souvenir stand, write in a date 

book or diary, tie in your handkerchief – and it can last a very long time, for 

millions of years, if a relic is really a kind of objective souvenir), whereas 

a “mental” souvenir is ineluctably effaced – and in no time: living memory, 

lived memory is essentially what gives out; it always ends up releasing us. 

Death is nothing other than a total effacement of memory .... without the 

mental image, there is not, has never been, and will never be an

image-object … reciprocally, without the objective image … there is not, 

has never been and will never be a mental image: the mental image is always 

the return of some image-object, its remnance – both as retinal persistence 

and as the hallucinatory haunting or coming-back … of the phantasm  – an 

effect of its permanence. Or again: there is neither image nor imagination
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(fig. 70) iterability and my grandmother’s armchair (2006)



without memory, nor any memory that would be originally objective. (Stie-

gler, 2002a:147-148)

The associations of the furniture, materials, objects, forms, texts that I use are in-

scribed in the contexts that I found them in or the experience I have of them, for instance, if 

I bought a carpet at a second-hand store and it reminds me of a carpet that is used to create 

a certain atmosphere. I am in a sense inscribing a view of community or a community’s 

textual history, through my association and my memory which is in itself affected/

informed through historical context. 

Take, for example, the armchair used in Johari’s Window – a textual device that also 

serves as a conceptual link to the installation Hannalulu-Swampthing Girl – it is the type 

of armchair that you might find in a myriad of homes or offices throughout South Africa. 

My psychiatrist has a brown leather couch in his office, with a similar shape, if not colour 

and size, as the armchair used in my installation. I have used my experiences with the 

brown leather couch – now turned black fake-leather armchair – to guide my work to refer 

to a particular setting. 

The psychiatrist’s office is an instance of the textual significance of the ‘leather 

armchair’ garnered from memories of my experience. Other instances that I know of my 

armchair are: it is a relatively cheap fake leather armchair, bought at a furniture store in 

Woodstock, Cape Town; it is part of a series of fake-leather armchairs of different colours, 

as it was offered to me at a discount price if I were to buy two or more armchairs in the 

series; other armchairs exist that do not have the same shape, colour or substance as the 

armchair that I have used; it is furniture that has been made for various purposes, one of 

which is to be sat on, or to create a certain atmosphere, to be displayed and to be sold. 

In turn, each individual that can share or recognize this knowing also populates the 

armchair with considerations and associations that are bound to a more personal context. 

L :‘It is interesting that you used such nice furniture’

A:‘it is not nice furniture’ 

The armchair was cheap and fake and has now become one of the things, covered in 

sawdust, that sits in my studio. Both the table and the carpet had formed part of my parents’ 

house for as long as I can remember, regardless of how many times my family moved, they 

remained, yet they were old and were meant to be thrown away.

This process of inscribing memory lies for me in Derrida’s conception of inheritance, 

as exemplified in his dialogue with Stiegler:

[Stiegler] To give time, to protect this possibility of the future, of locality, 

by activating the modality of localization, this is to open the possibility of 

inheriting. 

[Derrida] One does not inherit an anonymous and universal instrument. One 

can come into possession of it, one can present oneself as its purchaser, one 

can buy it, but one cannot inherit it. Inheritance ... always passes from one 

singularity to another by way of filliation implying language – and perhaps 

even the name, but in any case language – and a singular memory. Without 

singularity, there is no inheritance. Inheritance institutes our own singularity 

on the basis of an other who precedes us and whose past remains irreducible. 

This other, the spectre of this regards us, concerns us: not in an accessory 

way, but within our own identity. (Derrida & Stiegler, 2002:86)  

Derrida refers to the iterability of repetition as the “condition of inheritance” (Derrida & 

Steigler, 2002:87).
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(fig. 71)  M’s diagram (2005) 87



[The Department of Visual Arts, Stellenbosch: 2005]

Johari’s Window;	aka ek en my sielkundige;	aka	come inside, 

close the door and take a seat

M	het	my	vertel	van	‘n	model	wat	sy	gebruik	het	toe	sy	in	die	opleidings	

afdeling	van	‘n	maatskappy	in	Johannesburg	gewerk	het	–	Johari’s Window.	Sy	

het	my	daarvan	vertel	na	aanleiding	van	‘n	gesprek	wat	ons	gehad	het	oor	

outo/etnografie. Ek het die tekening, van die model, wat sy vir my gegee 

het (fig. 71) probeer lewendig maak en dit in ‘n drie dimensionele monster 

verander.	

Elke	blok	het	in	‘n	reghoek	verander	wat	die	vierkantige	kop	van	die	monster	

geword	het.	Die	grid	was	deurvleg	met	grys	sement	lyne	–	die	kennis	wat	die	

vensters	se	glas	breek,	afhangende	in	watter	venster,	breek	die	glas	meer	

as	in	ander.	Die	werk	en	die	materiale	wat	ek	gebruik	het	en	die	manier	van	

vorms	weergee,	het	die	naaste	gekom	aan	die	werk	wat	ek	voorgraads	gedoen	

het.	
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(fig. 72) 

Johari’s Window

(Luft, 1969:cover)

(fig. 73) 

(Luft, 1969:13)



C:	“Oh,	Alisa,	you	are	still	continuing	your	work	style	from	

undergrad.”

A:	“No,	this	is	the	last	one	of	its	kind.	I	just	want	to	get	it	

out	of	my	system.”	

C:	“No,	I	think	continuation	is	a	good	thing.”

Ek	wou	‘n	manier	kry	om	te	wys	hoe	Johari’s Window	ontstaan	het.	Ek	het	een	

of	twee	voorstelle	gegee	in	‘n	Meesters-seminaar,	maar	van	die	lektore	het	

gedink	dit	is	onnodig:	

“Dit	is	‘n	interessante	objek.	Ek	het	nog	nooit	so	iets	gesien	

nie.	Ek	weet	nie	of	ek	wil	weet	waarvandaan	dit	kom	nie.”	

Al	my	beeldhouwerke	vir	die	uitstalling	was	in	die	begin	gebaseer	op	my	lyf,	

op	verskeie	maniere,	Johari’s Window	seker	die	minste	–	die	bokant	van	sy	

kop	was	so	hoog	soos	die	bokant	van	my	kop.	Sy	kop	staan	op	6	voete.	Een	vir	

elke	hoek	van	die	venster	en	een	been	vir	die	lyn	tussen	die	twee	aparte	

reghoekige	kolomme.	

Die	beeldhouwerk	het	na	een	en	‘n	half	jaar	van	regop	staan	in	my	studio	

begin	omval	die	eerste	keer	toe	ek	dit	wou	uitstal.
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(Luft, 1969:97) 

(fig. 75) 
(Luft, 1969:14) 



Notes

1The installation consisted of security cameras, monitor, large photographs, taped music 

and videos, all contained in a specifically curated space (Kester, 2004:140). The majority 

of the video work features interviews with inmates and gang members, decrying their life 

of crime and drug use (Kester, 2004:141).
2According to Kester, the artist and philosopher, Adrian Piper, is “concerned with the 

limitations and possibilities of dialogue across boundaries of difference” (Kester 2004:69). 

Piper often addresses a mainstream art-world as a place where artists of colour are 

“chronically under represented” (Kester, 2004:71)
3 The project was titled Meeting people is easy, it took place in October 2006. The project 

was a collaborative effort between Corlia Harmse and myself. It took place over a period 

of eighteen hours, starting at six o’clock in the morning and ending the next morning at 

two o’clock. Seventy eight individuals wore the wings in that time. The participants were, 

besides being asked to wear the wings, asked to fill in a form, that stated the time that 

they had received and passed on the wings, their names, occupation and a space for any 

other information that the individual might like to share about him/herself. The form also 

served as a model release form. All participants agreed that the footage my be used at our 

discretion. For selected stills form the film footage see Appendix E.
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(fig. 76)  TABLE 1: (FIG.1; FIG.2) (detail) (2008)



Conclusion

A book, even a fragmentary one, has a centre which attracts it: a centre 

which is not fixed but is displaced by the pressure of the book and the 

circumstances of its composition. Yet it is also a fixed centre which, if it is 

genuine, displaces itself, while remaining the same and becoming always 

more central, more hidden, more uncertain and more imperious. [Sh]e who 

writes the book writes it out of desire and ignorance of this centre. The 

feeling of having touched it can very well be only the illusion of having 

reached it. 

(Maurice Blanchot, in Warminsk, 1987:xxvii)

And the political lesson (or, rather, implication) of this stance of ‘recognizing 

the rose of the sublime in the cross of everyday vulgarity’ is not to mystify 

the existing reality, to paint it with false colours, but quite the contrary: 

to summon up the strength to translate the sublime (utopian) vision into 

everyday practice – in short, to practice utopia.

(Žižek, 2004:179)



After reading a draft of this thesis, my editor commented on the opening citations 

in the Introduction and said that it would be interesting to know what type of grids auto/

ethnographers use. 

I have, accordingly, tried to show some of the ways in which an auto/ethnographer 

might see and approach such a ‘grid’. I have relayed some of the theoretical arguments 

that situate the self in the social and have attempted to avoid an authoritarian, ‘objective’ 

account that pertains to a truth that is most often situated in a certain set, or rather multiple 

sets, of power relations, although my rendering of auto/ethnography is not, by any means, 

a definitive account. 

My own application of this methodology, as a reading of the practical component of 

this degree, has been one that focuses my writings on myself as an individual (an element) 

in a postmodern society, approached through notions derived from complexity theory. 

Thus I have focused on the singularity of the individual, as artist/researcher/student, that 

can only exist through the structuring processes of the multitude.

In a similar way, I have tried to draw attention to the singularity of the artwork and that 

of its individual components – cement, the grid, the line, found objects and site – as existent 

and understood in a multiplicity of readings and approaches. Finally, there is emphasis on 

the singularity of the approach to each of these as singular only in the multiple, from 

both writer and reader, artist and viewer. I have placed my writing with regard to this 

particular process of making art works within the context of working towards a tertiary 

degree at a specific institution. It is situated not only in a particular time and place, but 

also in the particular psychological/emotional and cultural contexts that have informed my 

interpretations. Throughout this text, I have drawn on various voices, creating my own 

bricolage for applying my argument. The voices, at first, seem obvious. The main theorists 

have been introduced in the first chapter and the references have been included. I have 

stated where I have drawn on various texts, although modulated to fit my means. There 

are many other voices that I have not referenced, some of whom I have quoted directly, 

without indicating where they are from. These are all derived from conversations and 

experiences that have shaped my thinking and my argument. At times I have rewritten 

exactly the sentences that I remember. Such conversations abound in my environment and 

so it is often difficult for me to pin-point where they lie or how I am aware of them. They 

are thoughts that have become part of the furniture, something that has always seemed to 

be there and not there at all. I have tried to write these voices as I hear them, as the ‘other’ 

of this thesis. My intention here is to try and see where all these thoughts come from, and 

hence be able to show, or know, in future where they are coming from: What I see to be 

able to see, or hear to be able to hear. 

A primary assertion on which I based this dissertation was that what one chooses to 

investigate and represent, and the manner in which one goes about creating, eliciting and 

representing it, are in themselves significant indicators of the social environment in which 

one works and can be mobilised towards social research.

This assertion has arisen out of my research into social research discourses and is 

founded on a problematic concerning the use of an authoritative voice and the possibility 

of creating objective accounts in texts that study the social. I have attempted to perform my 

assertion, whilst simultaneously calling into question any functions of rhetoric that I might 

employ to lend authority to my text or that might lay claim to any objective accounts. 

Out of this a seemingly paradoxical situation occurs where two forces or types of 

awareness, two approaches to gaining understanding, simultaneously develop in the text. 

I have approached these two in various ways and they take on different guises with each 

discussion. The two approaches emerge as a seemingly binary opposition between: personal 

experiences, as opposed to social factors; informal modes of writing as opposed to what 

I experience as formal academic texts; objective accounts and subjective performances; a 

search for the reasons/origins for one’s actions, opposed to a stance where a final origin
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will/can never be uncovered and an argument that places importance on the intentions and 

aims of the writer/researcher as an indicator of that writer’s responsibility towards text; 

and at the same time a emphasis on the meaning of text as always being mediated and thus 

never fully formed. These forces cross and intersect, forming the grid on which I have built 

my discussion.

In the second chapter of this thesis, I have attempted to theorise on the framework 

through which I have approached my textual practice. In this framework, I have placed 

emphasis on power roles in society as informing an individual’s art practice, and positioned 

the individual as a mediator – thus possessing agency – of the functions of power in her 

community. I have indicated how this aspect of art practice has been informed through 

postmodernist art theoretical critiques, and how I can identify it as playing a role in my 

own practice, specifically the process of gaining authority through my own cultural and 

informational capital. In the third chapter this aspect of practice also comes to the fore with 

regards to taking part/or not in a competition that could not only shape one’s practice with 

regards to the use of materials, but also in terms of financial gain and social status.

Here, I wish to further elaborate on possible aspects of my community/ies that 

might have influenced my focus on power roles. As a white female artist in South Africa, 

with a relatively high amount of economic capital accessible to me, as well as cultural/

informational capital, as a student of a tertiary institution (if I am compared to the majority 

of the South African population), I am often aware that I could use my position to try and  

alleviate aspects of poverty, lack of education and exploitation of different kinds. However, 

I am also aware that these acts in themselves can be/can be regarded as exploitative, if 

only in that I could, or could be seen to, want to gain financially and socially from the 

misfortune of others. In addition, as my actions may be based on a culturally informed 

view of what is defined as misfortune, I may, in effect, be constructing a problem vastly 

different from that experienced by those that I might be trying to assist.

A	white,	middle-aged	woman,	a	resident	of	James	Town	and	professional	in	

an art-related field, came to view my exhibition one Sunday. I was caught 

off	guard,	I	did	not	expect	anybody	to	appear	that	day.	The	exhibition	

ran	for	a	month	and	I	lived	in	the	space	with	my	partner	for	most	of	that	

time.	Consequently,	on	this	particular	Sunday,	I	had	prepared	myself	for	a	

relaxed	day	at	home,	notwithstanding	that	my	home	was	now,	for	all	practical	

purposes	a	public	space.	

She	had	decided	to	view	the	exhibition	after	church,	she	explained	to	me,	

and	remarked	that	it	was	interesting	how	TABLE 1: (FIG.1; FIG.2)	related	

to	the	sermon,	that	we	build	ourselves	in	numbers	–	in	money.	She	asked	me	

to explain my exhibition, which I then did, briefly, by explaining some key 

factors	of	auto/ethnography	and	some	of	the	ways	that	I	had	adapted	the	

methodology	to	‘make	myself’	in	my	work.	

She	listened	to	me	with	what	I	understood	as	a	critical	expression.	I	was	

not	sure	whether	this	was	because	of	my	unsatisfying	explanation	or	unkempt	

appearance.		

After	the	explanation,	which	ended	with	me	uttering	something	along	the	

lines	of:	“Yes	...	so	that’s	about	it,”	she	looked	at	me	and	asked:	“Do	you	

have	an	identity	problem?”	I	stuttered,	but	did	not	know	what	to	answer.	

Maybe:	yes;	no,	doesn’t	everybody?	

When	does	identity	become	a	problem?
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Furthermore, within the broader South African society, I find that, even if I view my position 

as being one of authority and knowledge, this is not necessarily the case in communities 

that differ from my own, or even the communities that, by virtue of my status as white 

and middle-class, I can be seen to belong to. From my interactions with students at the 

department and artists working outside of this institution (mostly also white, middle-class 

individuals), I find that these concerns often hamper them in actively pursuing socially 

engaged practices. 

In this dissertation, I have tried to find ways to re-examine this problematic in terms 

of how the self is relationally conceived, and how communities shape themselves. I have 

also, primarily through my work, Poppie; aka Death of a Scribing Angel; aka getting in 

touch with your inner chicken, asked the question: What role does an individual working 

in an academic environment, such as the one that I am working in, play in relation to 

individuals outside of her social sphere through her art practice?

I have argued for a view of community/ies/discourses/social subgroups as bounded 

through the interactions of individuals rather than as bounded through ethnicity, gender 

or approaches to gender, religion or profession, perceived as key a priori aspects of an 

individual’s socially formed identity that she must carry before she can be seen as forming 

part of a community. This, I believe, delivers an approach to ethical relations that lends a 

new sense of responsibility to art practice. In my work, I have tried to show how applying 

an auto/ethnographic methodology can guide the researcher to investigate her own 

structuring role in her communities, since this is affected by her own subjectivities which 

are, in turn, a reaction to being active in specific subsystems. This does not imply that an 

artist should not be sensitive to issues concerning race, gender, religion, class, etc. This 

type of sensitivity remains of the utmost importance, including the historical situatedness 

of the individual in terms of the social identity aspects that she carries and with which she 

interfaces.

Rather, the actions of the individual should be regarded as primary, and only then should 

they be read in terms of the differences between the self and the other, or between the aspects 

of classification that create differences. All this should then be framed by an understanding 

of how this particular individual interfaces with various power relationships.

In a society like South Africa, many communities are struggling to redefine themselves 

against oppressive concepts of self-identity that have been politically debunked, but whose 

legacies can still be felt and experienced. New possibilities emerge in creative approaches 

that are both sensitive to, and critical of, the effects of new ideologies. I believe that art 

practice, especially actively and socially engaged practices and practices that question the 

formation of identity as a social process, can play a powerful role in this understanding. 

In addition, I believe that using methodologies like auto/ethnography that create a base 

from which to analyse and question one’s own actions can serve to guide the artist in 

processes that shape communities. Methodological approaches like auto/ethnography can 

serve, through easily accessible texts, to involve non-academic participants in theorising 

on works. I believe that in using an emergent research processes, with an awareness of the 

role that it can play in structuring a community, the research participants – the community 

in which the research is taking place or out of which the art piece emerges – should be 

regarded as the primary audience to whom research findings are presented, or the primary 

meaning makers of the text. 

Assessing the validity of an auto/ethnographic study is problematic. As a social 

research project it cannot be measured in terms of traditional conventions, in that, in itself, 

the methodology often denies or serves to debunk methods of falsification or verification 

associated with traditional ethnographic or anthropological practices. The basis of judging 

validity should be an emergent process based on ethical adaptation to the field in question. 

As a social research study, I can critique the validity of my own work, by referring to 

criticism often raised against auto/ethnographic studies that are based on the life process
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 of the researcher. These criticisms often focus on the possible limitations of the applicability 

of the methodology in the social sphere. 

A concern that plagued me throughout this process was that I had not sufficiently 

identified the audience that I want to communicate with. Set as this project is within the 

confines of working towards a certain degree, my audience includes the examiners and 

lecturers who will decide whether this dissertation is of a sufficiently high standard to pass 

examination. I have certainly written and made decisions with regards to this thesis with 

this adjudicating audience in mind. I intended to write a thesis from within an academic 

environment that could still be easily accessible to individuals outside of that environment. 

I don’t believe I have succeeded. In this sense, I have not yet found a sufficient balance 

between the ‘readerly’, in van Maanen’s sense, writing that does not rely on theoretical 

understanding, and the Barthes’ ‘writerly’ – as I understand it to be – an open text that 

challenges the reader to become an active participant in the text. 

Similarly, in my practical work, although I intended the location of my exhibition 

to act as a means of opening up my work to new audiences, the form of the work and 

the way in which it was presented did not succeed in this. As a form of art that strives to 

create relations outside of institutionalised art discourse, my chosen form of work and 

working process, being the creation of sculptural objects mostly on my own in my studio, 

was, I believe, unsuccessful. I do not mean to assert that working sculpturally has now 

become debunked and has no further value as an art form. Rather, the process in which it 

is created, if it is to serve as social research, where the process of research carries as much 

importance as the finalised ‘data’, should be more actively employed in terms of actual 

social interaction. 

In making this assessment with hindsight, I do not mean to completely invalidate my 

own process with regards to applying the methodology. Even if that working process takes 

place on a mostly individual scale, the methodology does, I believe, successfully guide 

this process. In this, I relied on a concept of the self as situated relationally and informed by 

the textual environment in which the self lives. In addition to how this textual environment 

is informed through power relations, I also point to commercial aspects of how my physical 

environment is formed. Thus, by regarding art practice as being always, to some extent, 

collaborative, one can gain a social understanding of any art piece. I believe this allows for 

the artist and the reader to view an individual process in relation to social factors and to 

open up further considerations on how the reader’s subjectivity might be formed.

Thus, a further critique that I can make with regards to my work is also a further argument 

for the methodology on which this work is based. In my process, the final rendition of my 

writing primarily focuses on my own subjective experiences with little reference to the 

actions, experiences or words of other members of my community. In a sense I do believe 

this to be valid in terms of my being a student trying to gain understanding of her own 

textual practice and how it might be informed through her past, personal subjectivities and 

present circumstances. However, once again, this can limit the usefulness of the study. 

Therefore, as an exercise aimed at learning about one’s own practice, this methodology 

has been a useful tool. I am aware that artists, myself included, often keep journals in 

which their social and personal experiences are noted. Whilst working in an educational 

institution, these are often written alongside theoretical considerations that serve as the 

underpinnings for their practical work. Placing this type of documentation within an 

academically valid dissertation would entail that these self-reflexive and autobiographical 

forms of writing must be subjected to the same degree of critical academic rigour as would 

be employed in a text where personal affiliations of the self as a situated relational being 

are often obfuscated. This would serve as a means for the artist/student to investigate how 

she mediates her institutional, social and personal sense-making in her art from a critical 

position. It would, by extension, implicate an educational institution that aims to develop 

ethical practices in knowledge creation and distribution, in that it can bear witness to the
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norms and value systems of the social institutional setting, enacted through the research 

of the student/artist. 

In my dissertation I have referred to one of my installations, drawing the crossing 

points (fig. 25, p. 39), as being an indicator of the use of the supplement in my practice. 

I have also written that in this work the ‘body’ (the self or the subject) in the installation 

lies in the reader’s ability to ‘join the dots’. For me, the supplement, understood as relying 

on an ‘other’ as the mediator and activator of the self/an argument/an opinion, carries the 

understanding of ethics as it has culminated for me in this working process. It is an ethics 

that, in all aspects of the work, must always regard the other: that calls on a responsibility 

from the reader as much as from the writer in how they regard the other.

 One of the aims that I had at the start of this process, that I have not previously 

mentioned in detail, was to investigate, show and undermine a construct that I believed 

existed within this academic setting. Being a type of snobbishness, I usually refer to it 

as the ‘us and them’ approach – of the ‘art educated’ to those that just don’t understand 

‘real art’. This approach informed my conception of this – ‘my’ – community that I was 

returning to. However, this snobbishness seemed to have become redundant. In the three 

years of my absence significant shifts had occurred in the approach to art practice, and 

the theoretical underpinnings have now turned to embrace more dialogical and relational 

approaches. The relationship and understanding of an ‘audience’ has become less ‘violent’ 

and more inclusive.

This does not mean (as has been stated before) that all positions are now open and 

equal. This new sensitivity can be, and is often co-opted as a superficial strategy to lend 

legitimacy to one’s practice and self as practitioner. Where the ethical decision lies, between 

choosing to apply one’s practice to stabilise or acquire positions of power for oneself or to 

taking action that could destabilise these positions for oneself and others – if that is what 

the particular framework for a specific site calls on – I still do not know. If an ethical 

practice lies in taking responsibility for how one plays the role of a structuring agent and 

in keeping the structuring processes in play in a multiplicity of discourses/subsystems, 

the ethical or non-ethical effects of one’s actions are difficult, if not impossible, for an 

individual to fully know.

This openness, uncertainty and lack is something which I wish to celebrate in this 

work, rather than see it function as a mean of falsification. This type of ethereal concept of 

knowing as life which is always uncertain bears, for me, the crux of the question regarding 

ethics in art practice. The ethical component that I refer to here, for me, lies in how one 

approaches the other. This includes an awareness of who/what one defines and approaches 

as ‘other’ and how the approach is made.  

I have opened this Conclusion with a citation from Žižek, in which he proposes what 

I understand to be an approach to praxis that both lives in and celebrates uncertainty rather 

than giving in to a need or prerequisite to rewrite reality as a definable, concrete and safe 

category, or the other as a predetermined safe ‘object’. 

I have argued for the singularity in the multiple. In terms of an ethics of uncertainty, 

every instance of the singularity is a mediation of past and present influences, of a 

responsibility towards the self and other (and self as other) in how the structuring of the 

multiplicity takes place. In this sense each mediation is always geared towards an uncertain 

and uncontrollable future, for which we can only be held responsible, not accountable.

Thus every critique, every retelling and every representation is an active participant in 

the creation of social structures present and future, and possibly present as future.

I conclude with this final remark from Derrida:

[M]y decision is and ought to be the other in me, a passive decision, a decision 

of the other that does not exonerate me from any of my responsibility ... what 

calls upon and overwhelms my responsibility ... there is no horizon for 
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the other, any more than there is for death. The other who or which comes upon 

me does not necessarily present itself before me in a historical perspective, 

it can fall upon me in a horizontal perspective, it can fall upon me, vertically 

… . Or surprise me by coming at my back, from behind or from below, from 

the underground of my past, and in such a way that I don’t see it coming, 

or even such that I never see it, having to content myself with feeling or 

hearing it ... the one who comes/the other exceeds any determinism but 

exceeds also the calculations and strategies of my mastery, my sovereignty, 

or my autonomy ... . [W]hen the one does come I am exposed, destined 

to be free and to decide, to the extent that I cannot foresee, predetermine, 

prognosticate. (2004:51-52)
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(exhibition detail: the ear thta you are able to hear me with)

(2008)



Transcription of original recording made while Alisa Farr (A) underwent a procedure 

called ‘Eye Movement and Desensitisation and Reprocessing’ (EMDR). The session was 

focused on eliciting associations with and responses to the sculptural piece used in Han-

nalulu-Swampthing Girl. The dialogue took place in afrikaans. Use of english and titles of 

art works referred to in the dialogue have been italicised. Movement in the recording has 

been indicated in english.

(The name of the Psychologist has been omitted at her request, she is referred to here as 

Pysch)

EMDR session: 45 minutes

original recording: 38:27 minutes

Psych: Wanneer jy reg is, OK, die beeld wat jy het, Hannalulu,wat jy beskryf dit, as jy dink 

aan haar en aan die skep van haar, dan dink jy aan jouself, en jy dink. Ek is alleen, jy moet 

dit vervang met iets wat positief is, dan moet jy dit vervang met: Ek is connected.

As jy dink aan die stelling, ‘Ek is connected’ op ‘n skaal van een tot sewe, een is heeltemal 

vals en sewe is heeltemal waar, waar sal jy dit plaas op ‘n skaal van een tot sewe? Ek is 

connected?

A: Vyf, vier of vyf

Psych: Vyf? Reg, een is heeltemal vals en sewe is heeltemal waar: dus vyf. As jy dink aan 

die beeld Hannalulu en die woorde, Ek is alleen, wat se emosies ervaar jy?

A: ‘n Baie koudheid, ‘n tipe van ‘n angs, maar dit is ‘n angs waaraan jy gewoond is 

miskien, dit is nie ‘n angs waarvan jy onmiddelik wil ontslae raak nie. It is sort of in the 

background, its there the whole time.

Psych: Is dit ‘n sadness?

A: Ja, dit is sadness, but its not loneliness, en ‘n tipe van aanvaarding van dit. Dit is wat 

dit miskien so koud maak.

Psych: Op ‘n skaal van nul tot tien, nul is geen emosionele disturbance of emosionele pyn 

nie, tien is die meeste, waar sal jy hierdie emosies plaas? Teenoor die beeld, en die gevoe-

lens wat jy ervaar van sadness, angs en koudheid, waar sal jy die emosies plaas van nul tot 

tien? Tien is die hoogste en nul is die laagste.

A: vyf

Psych: As jy nou jou oë toe maak, en dink aan hierdie emosies waar sal jy dit voel in jou 

liggaam?

A: In my bors.

Psych: OK. Ek wil hê jy moet jou oë toemaak en die beeld voor jou sien, Hannalulu voor 

jou sien, en die woorde in jou kop hou, van ‘Ek is alleen’. Neem waar wat jy voel, die 

angstigheid, koudheid en gevoelens van: ‘Ek is alleen’. Hou dit alles bymekaar. Maak jou 

oë oop en volg my vingers.

[Psych’s hand waves in front of A’s face. A’s eyes follow the movement.]

Psych: Wat sien jy?

A: Ek is by die skool waar ek gewerk het in London – stof – ek is besig om die klaskamer 

skoon te maak, dit was baie stil en daar was baie stof gewees.

Psych: In die skool self?

A: In die skool ja. In die departement waar ek gewerk het.

Psych: Gaan aan daarmee, en neem net waar wat jy ervaar. [Stay with that and just observe 

what you experience.]

[Psych’s hand waves in front of A’s face. A’s eyes follow the movement.]

A: Ek was saam met ‘n groep mense toe ek teacher training gedoen het, in London, ons
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was by ‘n canteen gewees, en ek wou nie met hulle praat nie, I did not want to relate to 

them, tipe van ‘n arrogansie.

Psych: Gaan net met dit.

[Psych’s hand waves in front of A’s face. A’s eyes follow the movement.]

A: Ek moes haar dra, Hannalulu, vanaf my studio space. Toe het ek haar basies neer gegooi 

op die tafel, sy is baie swaer, sy lyk dood as mens haar neer sit, en in ‘n afgryslike manier, 

of seker nie afgryslik nie, geniet ek die manier wat sy dood lyk – die vulnerability.

[Psych’s hand waves in front of A’s face. A’s eyes follow the movement.]

A: Ek het ‘n ander beeld wat ek gemaak het, Johari’s Window, en die beeld was by ‘n uit-

stalling uitgestal oorkant ‘n bank. Die naam daarvan was: ek en my sielkundige, en voordat 

ek dit gedoen het het sy, Hannalulu, in my studio gesit op dieselfde bank oorkant die mon-

ster en hulle het gepraat met mekaar. Ek onthou, ek het hulle van buite af die studio gesien 

deur die venster, dit het gelyk of daar ‘n gesprek is tussen die twee van hulle, die twee 

monsters wat kommunikeer, maar ek het haar toe weg gevat uit die installasie uit.

[Psych’s hand waves in front of A’s face. A’s eyes follow the movement.]

A: Ek het ‘n foto, in ‘n boek, wat ek gebruik het een keer toe ek skool gegee het van ‘n olif-

ant  mammoth  dit was dug up met ‘n squashed expression, sy gesig is  gesquash en dit is 

hierdie vieslik lelike ding, maar dit is ook belaglik,  dit lyk snaaks, die gesigs-uitdrukking 

het snaaks geword – maar dit is ook mooi.

[Psych’s hand waves in front of A’s face. A’s eyes follow the movement.]

A: Niks, ek het niks gekry nie. Ek dink ek het myself nou probeer skei van die hele proses 

af en gestruggle om te bly waar ek is, ek is baie bewus van waar ek nou is. 

Psych: Beskryf die gevoel.

A: Dit is asof daar ‘n blok is, en ek wil baie graag hê dit moet verskuif word, maar ek weet 

dit gaan nie, want dit sal my baie ongemaklik laat voel as dit verskuif is, baie. Dit is ‘n baie 

swaar ding om te verskuif en daar is ‘n baie goeie rede hoekom dit daar is.

Psych: Gaan met dit.

[Psych’s hand waves in front of A’s face. A’s eyes follow the movement.]

Psych: Neem net waar.

A: ‘n Droom wat ek gehad het, ‘n hele paar jaar terug, waar ek aan die een kant van ‘n 

muur staan, en iemand anders aan die anderkant van die muur staan, die persoon agter die 

muur is mense wat ek ken, maar dit bly nie altyd een mens nie dit verander, en in die muur 

is daar ‘n gat, maar ons altwee praat met telefone vanaf verskillende kante van die muur 

met mekaar. Alhoewel, as ons net opstaan, kan ons mekaar sien deur die muur, maar dit is 

makliker om oor die telefoon te praat, met die muur in die middel, dan kan jy elke nou en 

dan net kyk na die persoon om te sien of hulle nog daar is, of hulle OK is, maar dan weer 

terug beweeg en oor die telefoon praat.

[Psych’s hand waves in front of A’s face. A’s eyes follow the movement.]

Psych: Neem net waar.

A: A sense of being in control.

[Psych stands up to fetch water, A looks into the camera, Psych returns to her seat]

A: A  false sense of power, maar dit is bewustelik vals, dit is ‘n speletjie, dit is ‘n manier 

om jouself basies aan die gang te hou, it makes what you do seem worthwhile, maar dit gee 

vir jou die reg om te doen wat jy doen, wat jy wil doen, wat jy dink jy moet doen.

Psych: Ons beweeg terug na Hannalulu toe, en die gevoel ‘Ek is alleen’, en die gevoel in 

jou bors, hou dit alles bymekaar.

[Psych’s hand waves in front of A’s face. A’s eyes follow the movement.]

Psych: Neem net waar

A: Ek het haar sterker gemaak, lank nadat ek aan haar gewerk het en sy net in my studio 

gelê het, het ek haar weer opgehang en meer sement aan haar gesit, haar meer opgebou, vir 

haar meer van ‘n liggaam gegee as wat sy gehad het, en haar swaarder, baie swaarder, ge-

maak. Ek het nie geweet wat om te doen met haar nie, ek dink nie enige iemand kon vir 
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my sê wat om te doen met haar nie. Ek het verskeie goed probeer, en it didn’t seem to make 

sense, of prakties doenbaar, ek het die gevoel gekry dat sy – alhoewel daar mense is wat 

van haar hou, they have dialogue with the sculpture, but there are a lot of people that try 

and not see her when they walk into my studio, as ek vir hulle haar wys, dan sal hulle net sê 

iets soos: ‘Oh’, en dan weer wegkyk – nee, hulle wil haar nie sien nie. In ‘n manier het ek 

dit geniet om haar groter te maak, it was almost an act of rebellion, but not quite rebellion, 

it seemed contrary to everything that was happening around me.

[Psych’s hand waves in front of A’s face. A’s eyes follow the movement.]

 Psych: Neem net waar.

A: Sy het toe ‘n groot deel van haar persoonlikheid verloor, want sy was nie meer so 

fragile gewees nie, nie meer so klein en maer nie. Sy het meer soos ‘n vrou geword, sy het 

borste gekry en ‘n magie, en in my kop het sy meer scary geword omdat sy sterker was en 

meer, alhoewel sy meer … amper disabled geraak het, haar rug het krom getrek en dit was 

vir my, terwyl ek dit gedoen het, moeilik om te doen, in ‘n manier. Dit was ‘n wisselwerk-

ing tussen ek wil haar fragile hou, en ek wil haar sterk hê, dit is vir my aan die eenkant 

belaglik dat sy so sterk is en ek geniet dit meer, maar die fragile klein dingetjie het ek baie 

sagter oor gevoel.

[Psych’s hand waves in front of A’s face. A’s eyes follow the movement.]

Psych: Neem net waar.

A: Niks nie, ek is nog steeds by dieselfde plek. Ek sny haar op soos ek haar maak. Ek moet 

dele van haar afsny, en ek het probeer om dele van haar nou te shape voor die tyd, met klei 

ens., maar dit het net glad nie gewerk nie, maar ek is ook bly dit het glad nie gewerk nie, 

dit het uitgewerk as hierdie stukke – bloody, it is not blooody, it is cement, but it is blood, it 

is as if you are trying to attach limbs to somebody – soos as ‘n mens vleis sny – dit is hoe 

dit vir my gevoel het, veral hoender, die sagte vel van hoender, wat ek gekry het van die 

goed wat ek op haar probeer sit het, en dan weer af geval het van haar af, en dele moes  

vasknoop, met haar droër dele en met draad vas gemaak ens. Dit was vir my net interessant 

die dele wat begin afval het, dat sy later saturated was en daar wou niks meer aan haar 

vassit nie, sy wou nie groter word nie, her material just saturated itself …

[Psych’s hand waves in front of A’s face. A’s eyes follow the movement.]

Psych: Neem net waar.

A: Ek het ‘n gevoel van separation van die beeld af, she is apart from me now, she has got 

her independence, she is not my baby anymore, dit is maar dit, dink ek.

[Psych’s hand waves in front of A’s face. A’s eyes follow the movement.]

Psych: Neem net waar.

A: Jammer, ek dink net dit is snaaks dat ek separation anxiety kry van my sculptures af, 

maar ek dink nie ek het dit met enige van die ander nie.

[Psych’s hand waves in front of A’s face. A’s eyes follow the movement.]

Psych: Neem net waar.

A: I don’t like being looked at, is al wat in my kop aangaan, ek hou nie van die kamera nie. 

[Psych’s hand waves in front of A’s face. A’s eyes follow the movement.]

Psych: Neem net waar.

A: Op die oomblik sien ek hierdie video wat ons skiet, ek probeer baie hard om dit net te 

sien as ‘n video en nie myself op die video nie. As ek my werk doen en skryf daaroor, I 

prefer seeing it as separated work rather than what I put into it, dit is, ek weet nie, of dit 

is wanneer ek onderskeid maak, wanneer die proses net klaar is nie, soos ek sê wannneer 

ek separation anxiety kry van my werk af. Alhoewel ek daai dele kan sien, maar dit is asof 

dit dan geneutraliseer is, dit is iets apart van my, die ervaringe wat ek het wat daarin gaan 

en as ek dit maak. It becomes removed en ek kan dit sien, maar ek kan dit dan sien in ‘n 

neutrale manier.

Psych: Is dit ‘n effort wat jy maak, in hierdie proses, trying to remove yourself, is dit deel 

van die blokasie wat jy ervaar? 
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A: Ek is bewus daarvan en ek probeer om dit nie te doen nie, meer as enige iets anders,   

meer as dat ek dit vir iemand anders moet wys, is dat ek self weer daarna moet gaan kyk, 

wat vir my die blokasie is.

[Psych’s hand waves in front of A’s face. A’s eyes follow the movement.]

Psych: Neem net waar.

A: Dit is baie makliker om na ander mense te kyk as konkreet, dat hulle tekortkominge 

deel is van hulle, ek dink as ek na myself kyk, dan is dit moeiliker, ek kan die skeidings in 

myself beter sien, ek sien nie myself as een konkrete ding nie, dit is te veel. Dit is verskil-

lende dele van my wat ek bymekaar hou as ek net na myself kyk, maar dit is asof, wanneer 

ek wegkyk van myself af, is dit asof dit meer obvious is vir my. I don’t know, I just don’t 

see myself as concrete to myself when I see myself, as other people seem concrete when I 

look at them.

[Psych’s hand waves in front of A’s face. A’s eyes follow the movement.]

Psych: Neem net waar.

Psych: As jy nou dink aan die beeld op ‘n skaal van nul tot tien, nul is geen emosionele 

disturbance en tien die ergste emosionele ongemak, en jy dink aan Hannalulu, waar sal jy 

sê ervaar jy dit nou van nul tot tien.

A: Die emotional disturbance, daar is ‘n klein bietjie miskien, liewer as so baie. 

Psych: Wat is die disturbance wat jy nog voel, hoe sal jy dit beskryf?

A: It is not necessarily disturbance, it’s there when you talk to someone else, dit is daai 

connection spark, wat nie altyd gemaklik is nie of ongemaklik is nie.

[Psych’s hand waves in front of A’s face. A’s eyes follow the movement.]

Psych: Neem net waar.

A: Dit is soos memories wat jy van iemand het. Dit dra by tot die manier wat jy met iemand 

praat. Veral die maniere wat jy hulle al gesien het wat dan op een plek in beweeg en dan 

weer wederkerig weg beweeg, you see them then, but you also see them there at the same 

time. You experience them now and every other time that you experienced them you also 

experience them now. It can be good, but usually there are also bad memories and associa-

tions with that encounter.
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HANNALULU-
SWAMPTHING-GIRL

cement based guide to 

postmodern individuation

Requirements..............................1
How to Build a Wire Armature..............2
Creating a Meditation Device..............3
Learning how to Unwind....................4
Learning how to Dip.......................6
General Installation Information..........7

CONTENTS

Attention: Please read before attempting construction

HOW TO MAKE YOUR

REQUIREMENTS

YOU WILL NEED CEMENT 

Suggestions:

You can buy cement at your local hardware store. If  you do 

not have access to a hardware store or the finances to buy 

cement we suggest you make other arrangements.

YOU WILL NEED A KEYING LIQUID

Suggestions:

same as above

YOU WILL NEED SPOOL(S) OF STRING

YOU WILL NEED SAND

YOU WILL NEED A WORKING SPACE

YOU WILL NEED WIRE (2 mm diameter)

Suggestions:

Wire can be obtained from various sources, including again 

your local hardware store, for alternative approaches try 

your friends and families’ garages, or other storage spac-

es.  

YOU WILL NEED PLIERS

Suggestions:

see cement,keying liquid and sand and or wire

YOU WILL NEED WORKING CLOTHES AND GLOVES

Suggestions: Wear old clothes or overalls.

YOU WILL NEED A FRUIT BOX OR A LARGER SIZED BOX

(depending on how ambitious or patient you are)

 
1

Appendix B: How to make you Hannalulu-Swampthing Girl pamphlet
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1.Bend three pieces of wire around the contours 
of your body. 

1.1. around your hips. 

1.2. around your shoulders. 

1.3. around the top of your head. 

2. Join the three wire loops with a 

bent back bone wire.

Building a wire armature is a crucial step to cre-
ating a successful HANNALULU SWAMPTHING-GIRL - You 
can make it according to your own body or somebody 
else’s

4. Suspend the armature 

from the ceiling.

3. Attach two arm wires 

(the length of your shoulder 

to the tips of your index fin-

gers) to the shoulder wire
ARM WIRE

BENT BACKBONE 
WIRE

2

HOW TO BUILD A WIRE ARMATURE

A meditation device is an old small fruit box, it has a 

picture of mangos on its side, and a spool of string.

2. Attach the protruding wire 

unto the outside of the 

1. Insert a piece of wire through 

the spool of the string.

box. As if the string is a toilet roll on the out-

side of a fruit box.

CREATING A MEDITATION DEVICE
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LEARNING HOW TO UNWIND

1. Place the box between your feet, sit back 
against a wall.

2. Pull the string towards you in a rowing motion, 
similar to using a rowing machine in the gym. 

3. Let the hypnotic creaking sound of the device 
produced by the rhythm of your movements hold 
you in motion. Your bumb will become numb, your 
arms will begin to hurt, your stomach will begin 
to ache and the restlessness of not seeming to 
achieve anything will become frustrating. 

4. Break the string and place it in the box, then 
start over. 

Suggestions:
It is easier to use the mediation device when you 
are listening to music or sitting in front of the 
television. Being distracted keeps you going. 
(A glass of wine can also help, but unless you 
have developed the skill of working efficiently 
with one arm, it makes for shorter string lines.

4

It is possible to increase your unwinding productiv-

ity. In order to achieve this you will need an in-

dustrial sized box, preferably one previously used to 

package a Health Walker. 

Attach three or four spools to the side of the larger 

box. Stand 2 - 2,5 m away from the box and start to 

unwind by applying the same arm movements that you 

learned using the meditation device.  This method ac-

quires more dexterity as the string of the individual 

spools can easily entangle each over and frustrate 

the movement. 

The physical challenges of this new product differ 

slightly from the previous, since you are standing 

your legs may begin to ache, it is possible to al-

leviate this by doing a little dance, please note 

that dancing while unwinding is only possible once 

you have fully adapted to the new product. The men-

tal challenges of endurance remain the same. Once you 

have mastered the industrial method of unwinding you 

can refer to the new product as the mediation machine 

and the previous machine becomes the hand-held medi-

tation device.
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1. Mix the cement. Cement can be mixed according to your own 

specifications. You can use varying amounts of sand or keying 

liquid mixed in with the cement and water.

Caution: Wear gloves and old clothes.

When buying cement please remember it is heavy. Do not try 

to transport it in a back pack while cycling. Although this 

can be entertaining if you tell the story afterwards it can 

damage your back. You need a car or similar form of trans-

port. Get help when carrying the cement from the vehicle to 

the work space.

2. Dip the string into the cement mixture. You have already 

prepared the string using the meditation device. ( You can at 

any time during the process prepare more string if the first 

amount does not suffice.) 

Caution: If you are in the process of bleaching your teeth 

for that California smile you might experience severe an-

guish, if your teeth are sensitive you will not be able to 

bear the feeling of dry cement scratching the skin of your 

hands.

3. Drape the wet cement string over the wire skeleton. Contin-

ue until you have achieved the semblance of a human body. 

4. Let the cement dry and cut the armature loose from the 

ceiling.

The original HANNALULU -SWAMPTHING- GIRL

was a girl but you can make a man if you want to.

LEARNING HOW TO DIP

6

Your HANNALULU-SWAMPTHING-GIRL is now ready to be in-

stalled. 

The installation process is up to you. A HANNALULU-SWAMP-

THING-GIRL can be successfully installed in just about any 

surrounding. Regardless of how it is positioned or the 

atmosphere of the chosen space, your HANNALULU-SWAMPTHING 

-GIRL will always be an ugly loveable corpse. 

Remember that every corpse has a personality, find the 

right place to suit your HANNALULU-SWAMPTHING-GIRL

GENERAL INSTALLATION INFORMATION
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Johari’s Window

Created by Joseph Luft 
and Harry Ingham 
1955
United States

Appendix C: Johari’s Window booklet
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Johari’s window is a method used as part of  group train-

ing sessions that aims to help individuals change such public 

behaviour (cell 1) that might be agreed to be maladaptive; 

to increase awareness of  behaviour to which they might be 

blind (cell 2); to encourage people to disclose thoughts and 

feelings they keep hidden (cell 3), but only if  this open-

ness is appropriate to the group task. The interpretation of  

unconscious processes (cell 4) are designed to bring to the 

groups’s awareness blocks to effective task performance 

created by processes such as ‘basic assumption’ thinking.

(Horton, 1999:148) . 

To use this tool

Choose five or six of  the adjectives, on the following 

page, that you feel describe your own personality. The 

other members of  the group each choose five or six 

adjectives that they feel describe your personality.

The left hand page of  the booklet has been left  
blank to provide space for you to write down any 
notes or ideas through out this process.
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Able

Accepting

Adaptable

Bold

Brave

Calm

Caring

Cheerful

Clever

Complex

Confident

Dependable

Dignified

Energetic

Extroverted

Friendly

Giving

Happy

Helpful

Idealistic

Independent

Ingenious

Intelligent

Introverted

Kind

Knowledgable

Logical

Loving

Mature

Modest

Nervous

Observant

Organised

Patient

Powerful

Proud

Quiet

Reflective

Relaxed

Religious

Responsive

Searching

Self-assertive

Self-conscious 

Sensible

Sentimental

Shy

Silly

Spontaneous

Sympathetic

Tense

Trustworthy

Warm

Wise

Witty

Not known to selfKnown to self

Known to others

Not Known to Others

Facade (3)

Blindspot (2)

Unknown (4)

Arena (1)
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Place the adjectives that you and the group have ascribed to 

you in cell 1. 

The adjectives that have been ascribed to you by the group 

but that you have not picked are placed in cell 2. It is up 

to the group as to how they will make you aware of  these 

blindspots.

Place the adjectives that you have chosen but have not been 

chosen by the group in cell 3. It is up to you whether you 

want to disclose this information to the group. 

The adjectives that are left over are placed in cell 4, they 

may represent your behaviours or motives that were not 

recognised or descriptions that are not relevant.
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Appendix D: PPC Young Concrete Sculptor Award – Rules of entry 
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Appendix E: Stills from Meeting people is easy project, 2006

The original footage was in colour.

The stills appearing here have been selected from footage filmed within the first four hours of the project.
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